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SIT-IN EXPLOSION HITS MEMPHIS AS
KIDS PRESS FOR FULL INTEGRATION

REV. 0. D. DODSON is led
from Memphis City bus by
officers after he and Dr. Vasco A. Smith, and Rev. J. L.

Netters had refused to move
to the back. (Center picture)
Dr. Vasco A. Smith and others are 'patted-down' by po-

licenses. (Picture right) shows
Rev. J. L. Netters and Dr.
Smith being carted away to
police station after their ar-
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ARKANSAS

early Monday morning after
taking front seats on Memphis
Transit company's motorbuses. Ministers decided they

would take leading roles in the
demonstration, to arouse public sentiment, hoping other cit.-

izens would "wake•up" and
join them in their peaceful
non • violent demonstrations.
Those arrested were arraign.

ed in city court Tuesday and
charged with disorderly conduct.

THE

MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE

rest. The minister, and doctor were among other Negro
citizens who were arrested
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Reading Clinic LeMoyne Sets
Opens Sept. 19 For Record

MISSISSIPPI
—

TENNESSEE

'ARKANSAS

Price 15c

Students Hit Minister
s
Wit
h
Churches And
Lunch Counters Those Arrested

Adults of this area will get Working closely with him will
another chance to learn to read be Harry T. Cash, principal of
and write better when WKNO, Hamilton high school and chairBy MARKIIUM STANSBURY sr an i Rev. S. B. Kyles,
local educational TV station, man of the Principal's Study
new
starts its sixth year telecasting Council.
LeMoyne college is In the
Students marched on the larg- A group of leading Negro pastor of Monumental Baptist
Streamlined Reading on Sept. Viewing centers will be es- process of preparing for aner:. and most Negro-patronaged Ministers and businessmen were church on Parkway were ar19. Bob Collins, executive sec- tablished in the schools where other record enrollment, adstores in Memphis this.week in arrested early Monday morn- rest.. at 12:55 p. m. at the Belretary of the Foundation for there is sufficient demand for ministrative officers revealed
an all-out non-violent protest lig after boarding MOTOR levue and Lamar transfer point
World Literacy, said. The4the coarse, at WKNO and other this week,
. against segregated lunch count- BUSES owned and operated by after boarding a number 56 Lamar bus at Vance and WellingFoundation will direct the pro- locations, and volunteer teach- Present indications point to
Memphis Transit Company.
era.
I
ram this year working closely ers will be recruited and train- an enrollment of more than 500
Students, and several adults Rev. J L. Netters, pastor of ton. They were met by squad
ith WKNO, Collins said.
ed in the near future.
in September.
;hit the Union Station. Trailway Mt. Vernon Baptist church at cars 4 and 156 after bus motorThis course, which has at. Serving as co-ordinators for Last year's enrollment
bus station. Greyhound bus sta- Mississippi and Wellington St., man John Sparks turned in a
for the
tracted international attention. the Negro program will be Mrs. regular session was
tion,
Katz drugs, Shainberg's Dr. Vasco A. Smith and Rev. report that the two Negroes had
577, and
runs for 98 lessons and brings a Margaret Perry and Miss Juan- the summer session attracted
iBlack and White Stores), Wal- 0. D. Dodson, insurance agent taken front seats on his coach.
non-reader to a third grade ita Williamson, who have had 310 for an overall
:/reen and reportedly Lowen- boarded a number 31 Crosstown The decision to board the
total of 887.
bus (576) at Cleveland and Un- buses was no upjumped overreading level.
extensive training in all phases
stein.
A retreat for LeMoyne's
Lending strong support to the if literacy work.
Maving from lunch counter ion at 12:04 p. m. and took a night dream. The businessmen
program this year will be civic Plans are now underway for faculty a n d administrative
to lunch counter as the restau- seat directly across from the and ministers have been holdofficers will be held September
ing regular meetings each week
oreanizations and the Bluff City intensive promotion work to find
rants closed, the students, at motorman.
Principals Group, composed of and enroll non-readers. Mem- 5-6. Freshmen will register OLD DEMON FIRE left this ing in the house were Mr. and press time. were giving Mem- The motorman immediately at Mt. Olive Cathedral for nearthe principals of all the Negro phis public and private agencies September 7, and the freshman home at. 218 Tillman at. in the Mrs. Willie Townsend, Mrs. mins policemen a hard way to got off and called the transit ly a month mapping out plans
company and Memphis police. for the sitins.
schools in the Memphis school will- be contacted for co-opera- orientation program will be con- worst of conditions last week. Lou Georgia Nash and Mrs. go.
system. Chairman of this group tion in this phase of the opera- ducted September 8-10.
Strikinc. at noon when counter The well-dressed Negroes stay- Chairman of the group, called
Charred remains of child's Hattie B. White. The fire
is Louis B. Hobson of Manas- tion and several programs are Upperclassmen will confer toy (in foreground) attests to started in the attic from un- service downtown was at its ed in their seats without saying "Operation 200," Rev. Kyles,
sas high school. He said that an scheduled to inform the public with advisors September 8, and the destructive force of the determined causes. One con- highest, the students marched a word to anyone. The bus was had talked with the citizens of
will register September 9-10.
intensive drive would be con- about the courses.
blaze that destroyed the house solation remains in the fart nonchalantly into the restaurants met at Breedlove and Chelsea Memphis encouraging them to
ducted to enroll as many as Places and dates for enroll- All classes are scheduled to leaving homeless four adults that the house was insured. and refused to move when po- by police squad cars 17 and 158. have sit-ins, kneel-ins, and walkThe four officers boarded the ins with the ministers to take
possible of the more than 50.000iment will be announced in the begin at 8:30 a. m., September and nine children. Adults liv- — (Photo by Billy Duncan)
licemen arrived.
12.
illiterates in the Memphis area. near future.
In another section of town a bus and asked the motorman -he leading roles. With the min• II ••••3 kneel-in demonstration was tie- what had happened. After con- isters tzhing the lead it was
President Hollis F. Price, who
has been attending the sum•ing waged in two Memphis ferring with him some eight ti; thought it would arouse public
mer mettings of the World
Catholic churches. Three stu- 10 minutes they got back on the sentiment and more Negroes
Council of Churches and Interdents went to Immaculate Con- coach and told the Negroes they would join the ministers in their
next attcmpt fighting for equal
national Missionary Council in FANN•smes•••••awswas
s ception and approximately six were under arrest.
rights.
St. Andrews, Scotland, will rewe to St. Peter's
"PATTED" DOWN
tend the meet.
turn to the campus this week. CONTRACT SOLD
e At press time no arrests had Two officers with billy-sticks Some ministers told in the
It seems as though the record- BURGLARY CHARGED
in their hands stayed behind meeting the they had been conbeen made.
ing "Cause I Love You" and Two 15 year old boys were This is the first
demonstra- the three Negroes as they tacted by some of the so-called
"Deep Down Inside," is leading arrested and charged with hav- iior. in Memp:lis of
this magni- marched across Breedlove st, "Negro leaders" over the weekto bigger and greater things ing committed two burglaries; tude and students have
vowed to an awaiting squad where end asking them not to take
for the father-daughter team, together. Police charged them!, this time to go all-out
until they were searched and 'patted- part in Monday's planned demCarla and Rufus Thomas. It was with breaking into a cabinet something is done about
NEGRO LEADERS 7 ?
the down' with their hands on top onstration
the group. He knows enough
confirmed this week by Rufus shop and stealing two hammers segregated eating arrangements of the car. They were taken to One minister stated "A lot of
How does one know a "Negro about the wishes and hopes of
Thomas that one of the nation's and a cafe stealing change in the eig restaurants in
leader" when he meets one?
the Amour Police Training Center the persons that we had last
the grout to serve as its spokestop
recording from vending machines. They city. Meetings were planned for for questioning.
week are not here today because
That's long been a puzzling man. He understands his group.
Co.,
Atlantic were turned over to Juvenile later in the week and more sit- In another incident Tri-State many of them have been con.
question for the "Shadows." It He dominates . .. or influences
Records of New Court. One was Negro and the ins seemed inevitable.
Bank vice-president Jesse TurnSee MINISTERS, Page 2
seems to be a pretty big one . his group . . . usually with
York City has other white.
with a lot of other folks.
their consent and cooperation.
purchased t h e FAMILY CRIME
The white press . . . particu- INTERESTED IN WELFARE
In a statement to the Trimaster record- A pattern of family crime was
larly in the South . . . seems to He is usually interested in the State Defender last week, Mrt
ing of the re- revealed when two brothers in
have come up with an approach. welfare of the group. The lead- Willa McWilliams Walker of
cord from • a their teens were turned over to
It's a many-sided approach too. e- is willing to sacrifice his own fered her sincere thanks to her
company h ere Juvenile Court to face charges
They lump any Negro who personal interests for the bene- supporters in the last election.
in Memphis.
of burglary The boys are the
speaks out loud on the race is- fit of his group. He is willing to Mrs. Walker was defeated in
T h e record- stepsons of Willie J. Collins. who
sue as a "leader." They call stand against his group when her bid to capture one of the
! n g company was captured Friday and chargall black brown, and beige it is going wrong . . . in the in- seats on the Democratic Exec"WI" has already re- ed with beating and robbing of
preachers and teachers "Negro terest of getting it back on the utive
Committee,
although leased the record on an ATCO a liquor store clerk.
leaders.- For a time they clas- right track And most times he garnering the highest vote total label, a division
of Atlantic re- 'FAME' INVESTIGATED
sified any Negro who wore a is lonely in his leaderShip po- of all the Negroes in conten- cords. Seventeen-year-old
Sheriff M. A. Hinds, who
Carla
e and a coat as a -Negro sition.
tion.
Over 500 interested Negroes
is a member of WDIA's famed said Chief Deputy John Carlader "
Now, that's the general im- Mrs. Walker writes:
Teen-Town Singers. Rufus will isle was checking into Frank turned out in mass at the meetHere lately the formula has pression of the requirements "My
husband and I wish to celebrate his 10th year with Harvey Mitchell's charges that ing last Monday in Shelby Counmade some kind of a shift . . . and characteristics of a leader thank each
person, both Negro WDIA. Sept. 10. He has been in he was framed by four sheriff ty Court to protest the proposed
and any brother in possession as harder, down by tradition and and
white, -vho voted for me allow business since the age of deputies who took him to Levi erection of a cemetery in the
of a NAACP card is called a the like among ordinary folk. in the
school and forced him to crawl R-2 Sine,le Family District on
past election. We want 14.
"Negro leader." Perhaps it But evidently there must be to thank
my supporters for SHOOTS SELF
through a window and leave the east side of Sewanee rd.,
won't be long before the maior something extra about the "Netheir votes, and the many kinds A 29-year-old Negro woman, his finger prints, said that Atty. 1800 feet north of Raines ave.
reouirnment for the title "Ne- gro leader."%
The Shelby County of Adjustof contributions made toward Miss Cleoras Howard is in good Gen. Phil Canale "has expressed
gro leader," will be a police In a radio forum held a couple
ment granted the application of
condition at John Gaston hos- great interest in the matter."
my campaign.
record or at least an encounter of weeks ago, a discussion came
Katherine W. Cobb, a white
pital after shooting herself with PROWLER SHOT
In the courts. And of course. up revolving the subject "Do "We are sorry that many a .32 pistol in a hosiery
woman, to develop the cemetery
shop
on
Robert
Lee
Sommers.
1980
Negroes
failed
to
exercise
their
it's getting to be pretty general- Negroes play important roles
in the area on Aug. 11.
Main
st
,
last
week.
After
she
Circle,
Glory
was
hit
by
a
shotly accented that any Negro who in the selection of their lead- duty as citizens.
is released from the hospital, gun blast in the left leg, ankle, Attorney J. F. Estes repre"I especially want to thank
announces for public office as ers?"
police will question her about and foot. He is in the prison tenting the United Civic League.
a k'andidate . . . must perforce The forum participants caught the children all over the city the shooting
of a Negro porter ward at John Gaston hospital. Inc., and the residents of the
be a "Negro leader."
the implications of the subject for working and pulling for me, at Campbell's Clinic. Lt. A. E. Howard Ball of 3110 Waynoka community and Dr. A. A. LatFrom here the whole titing . . . that is so many instances without being asked. I apologize Gilligan,
acting homicide chief, says he fired at the prowler he ting, oldest Negro practicing atd^esn't seem fair. In the first Negroes who serve as spokes- for letting them down."
said she fits the description of caught peeping into the apart- torney in Shelby County, repreplace must there he any such men for the race and who are
sented the five Negro churches.
a woman who entered the clinic ment.
thing as a "Negro leader?" called leaders, are the hand- NAACP MEET
The attorneys filed with the
and shot Robert B. Settlers, 254 FORCED TO MOVE CAR
Couldn't there just be indivi- picked selectees of white folk The Memphis Branch of the
Jones, in the head.
Mrs. Joe Fugh, of 1378 May, Board petitions containing 300
duals with leadership qualifica• . . . with an ax to grind. The NAACP will hold its regular
COMMITTEE MEET
she and her neighbors had or more signatures of the resisaid
lions . . . regardless of race or roncensus of the group's opin- monthly meeting Sunday, Aug. Thefhelby
County Democratic to force a driver to back his dents of the community protestcolor?
ion was that a new type of Ne- 28, at 4 p. m., Mt. Olive CME Itsectitive Committee will meet car off her small son after
the ing the cemetery development.
It's pretty generally assumed ,zro leadership . . . selected by church, Linden at Lauderdale Aug. 28 to
map plans for the child had been struck and seri- The contentions of the attornat a leader is usually an in the Negro rank and file and street. All members are urged Nov. election.
Chairman John ously injured. The driver, Joe eys were (I) that the communividual wh't has greater energy representative- of them and their to be present, business of im- H. Heiskell
announced that the Taylor ot 2002 Nedra, was charg- ty does not want the cemetery;
of body. mind, and character ideas
. and not of the white portance. Rev. D. S. Cunning- committee will meet at 4 P. m. ed by police with drunk and (2) that the proposed cemetery
Coll "Miss Results" — JA 6-8397
than others in his croup. He is
h a m, president, Memphis Mr. Turner along with the oth- reckless driving. All
N..,will he adjacent to the County
were
usually most representative of
See SHADOWS, Page
Branch.
er 14 members elected will at- groes.
See PROTEST, Page 1i
4
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by NAT D WILLIAMS

Mrs. Walker
Says Thanks
To Voters

Over500 Out
To Protest
Segregation

fa

fr

To Place Your Want Ad.
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DEFENDER

Big Women's Day At
Bethel AME Planned

Sat., Aug. 27, 1960

each Grove
REVIVAL
Revival will be opening up at
the Beach-Grove Baptist church
five miles East of .Rutherford
on August 21. The Rev. W. L.

Seward will be the evangelist
to our Rev. J. D. Thomas All
are welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Arnold
have returned from a visit
with their relatives in Elhart,
Ind.
CHURCH NOTES
On the third Sunday in August (21) the Brewster Airs rendered a program at the BeachGrove Baptist church. T h e
meeting and program got under
way at 7.30 and everyone seem-

ingly enjoyed the outing. Lunch

Two outstanding speakers will
help the women of Bethel AME
church 626 Wicks ave. observe
Annual Women's Day Sunday,
Aug. 28
At 11 a. m. Evangelist Helen

was served for the singers.
Willie E. Arnold and Leroy
Hays spent last Thursday night
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Bailey.
SICK
J. W. Ball is improving after
suffering a slight cut on his foot.
Revival Is now going on at

Teague of Clayborn Temple
AME church will preach. Evangelist Teague received
her
formal education at Jackson,
Miss. She has been a resident
of Memphis for 25 years. She is
known to be a very conscientious Christian worker.
At the 3:30 p. m. service Miss
Lucille Hawthorne of St. And.ews AME church will address
the members of Bethel. Miss

the Mt. Zion Methodist church
as this column is being written.
This is John E. Arnold a n d
Dorothy Wade saying bye for
now.

HUGE INFRARED Spectrophotometer gains the atten-

Hawthorne is the South Memphis District Superintendent of
the Sunday school; a stewardess
an active YWCA worker; and a
public school teacher.
She received her education in

the Memphis city schools, Tenawe A & I State university
and LeMoyne college, where she
was awarded a B. A. degree.
The women of the church will
be in charge throughout the entire day.
Mrs. Thelma Hooks and Mrs
Norma Munn, chairman and cochairman. Rev. 0. T. Hooks.
pastor.

than 156 specialists from some Lawrence Graves, Dr. James
HELEN TEAGUE
of the nation's most import- Lawson, Fisk physicist and an
tion of scientists and students ant and largest industries, the Institute
director; Robert Parat the 11th annual Infrared Institute this year included kins,
Delores Phillips and Dr.
Spectroscopy Institute at Fisk sessions on gas chromato- Nelsen
Fuson, a Fisk physic.
Continued From Page 1
university.
Drawing
more graphy. Left to right, around lit and Institute director.
Continued From Page 1
man and his ideas of Negro
the speetraphotometer, are
school attended by Negro chilleaders . . . is beginning to
dren of the community and the
emerge.
Mrs. Mauddean Seward, retraffic to and from the cemetery
It seemed to be the group's a good sermon isn't qualified to
City Commissioners Thursday will create a hazard;
cording secretary of the Wom(3) that
opinion that this type of leader plead the race's
cause before
to work something out about the there is no need in the
en's Convention of the National
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.— ticizing
area for
among Negroes needs to be
the U.N. force for lip
buses, the zoo, and the librar- a cemetery, and (4)
Baptist Convention, USA will
the Supreme
Court. Every
that the (UPI),---,Undersecretary Ralph arming'
given more attention. He will
its national army —
ies."
be the guest speaker for Annual
proposed site is admirably sit- J. Bunche says the U.N.
teacher who can teach a good
(Continued From Page 1)
force unjust charge, f o r
Women's Day at St. Peter Bap- ring truer in the interest of his
Rev. W N. Northworty said noted for a housing developwherever
In the Congo would not "long elements
of the Congolese natist church. 1442 Gill ave., Sun- fellow Negro citizens than those English, history, science or tacted by persons asking them he had not been called but :Tient. Numerou
s
witnesses
survive
were
amidst
white
folk
a
not
to
hostile
better
.
.
take
and
than
public"
part
mathematics lesson isn't necesbecause an at- stated, 'Any Negro is out of his
tional army have laid down
day. Aug. 28, 3 p. m.
"ailed to testify against the If it tried to compel the
those who scuffle and shove to
Con- their arms on the arrival
sarily qualified to map the torney had requested the Ne- place to ask a Negro to slow- cemeter> but the Board
Mrs. Seward is a member of take the places
of
decided go's army to disarm.
of those already race's future until
gro attorneys to meet with the down after he has already
elements of the U.N. force, this
the millinbeen to grant the application notwiththe Canaan Baptist church of se' ted by the
Runche
cabled
white folk and neum. Every Negro with a big
his comment has been a purely
kept back for over 90 years."
voluntary
Covington. Tenn., that is pas- holding the
standing the protests.
from Leopoldville in reply to
plum places in jobs. mouth, a frog voice, a mean dis- moral courage, and flexibility.
act." he added.
tored by her husband, Dr. Joim nublicitv and
There
were
only
five
ministers The final decision rests with criticism by British Maj.
preferment.
Gen. "Obviously, if the U. N. Force
position. and an expressed wil- In the meantime the white present and the question in the County Commission. Feeling
H. Seward
Henry T. Alexander, defense
THE QUESTION
press would do well to look a everyone's minds was, "Where is high in
,lingness
fight
world
the
to
isn't
the community against ehief of Ghana and commander began to use its arms to wound
Rev. C. J. Gaston is pastor
Big question is how to tell the necessari
and kill Congolese, its doom
ly qualified to be a bit closer before making too are our ministers?" One minis- the cemetery and the residents
of St. Peter.
of Ghanian troops in the Congo. would
whea' from the tares. Which is
loose application of the word ter said, "They are at home. have committe
be quickly sealed for it
leader of other Negros.
es
working on
the true leader? Which one is
Alexander said the U.N. com- cannot long survive amidst
"lezder"
to
Negroes
it
publicizhave
We
also
a
too
many
assumed
For it is
scared, un- the following plans:
that
looking out for himself .
and
mand was "weak," that it did hostile public. Indeed, this
es. And Negroes themselves concerned and selfish preach. 1. To have
qualificat
other
among
ions
and
hundreds
resiof
which one is looking out for the
not issue "clear orders," a n d would deeat its very purpose."
would do well to take a second ers."
dents in the community to apHURTING YOU? rest f us? And that seems to be requirements for leadership are look before
that
it had outlawed use of force
backing
up
some Those arrested were arraign- pear en masse on August 22,
a prettl good standard of mea- good judgement, common sense, clownish
by the international contingents
exhibitionist or greedi- ed in city court Tuesday at 9:30 1960. to register their
protest; aerving in the Congo.
surement . . . to measure a
ly ambitious self-server as a a. m., charged with disorderly 2.
1001
To set aside Sunday, Aug.
•few dregs et OUTO2O krises b!emel leader by his selfishness or un'leader
"
—
Selahl
conduct.
relief from
21, 1960 for general prayer meet- UNPREPARED
vela of Mermen
selfishness where the rest of us ,
OUTGRO taerbessi skis amieriseatamai.
the
"U.N. commanders have been
ings;
iudl slimes the
totems sod tho...srm are concerned.
/
Quite unprepared to exercise Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
3.
To
invite
re
the
Bluff
.
va=ar
etlgt
a
City
thing brought out in the
=t.°
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
Civic Club with all of its affili- any military authority at all, minor
Yvonne Robinson. daughter of
forum was that it is wrong to
burns, cuts, bruises. Family
thus
putting
Ghanian
and
other
ates to join in the fight against
antiseptic. eases itch of surface
consider as a "leader" just any Mrs Omar R. Robinson. sr., of
U.N. troops in an impossible rashes, ticieema, teen-age pimples,
the cemetery;
Negro who has gained some 1504 Brookins st., has just reathlete's foot. Stops scratching, a
Alexander said.
4. To ask all civic clubs, fra- position. .
special distinction in a given turned from an Eighth Grade
aids faster healing. For stub
"If
the
ternal
eases, get Extra Strength Zerno.
secretary
organizat
general
ions,
Science
or
Demonstra
veterans
field. In short, a Negro showtion class at
organizations, and all other or- the security council of t h
man who is a good song and Virginia State College, Petersganized groups for aid in pre- United Nations will give to the
dance man, shouldn't be expect- bu..g, Va The Douglass school
;enting the invasion of the com- Ghana forces lull support, we
By HENRY RAYMONT
ed to speak with authority about student receive° many awards
The speech, which became
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
munity by white promoters of are certain that we can bring
what Negro truck drivers and tor her ability.
WASHINGTON — (UPI)—In popularly known as the "Cry a Negro Cemetery.
the situation in Leopoldville
hod-carriers are feeling, think- Yvonne was recommended by
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
of
Jacmel,"
touched off a bitHaiti, the hemisphere's least
It
back to normal within o n P
has
been
reported
ing,
desiring
that
and
if
deep
down
inChi.rles
Jones.
C
science
teach- developed country, a crisis
Phone !A. .5-6348
is ter anti-U.S. campaign.
the application is approved. Ne- week"
side.
er at Douglass. Melvin Conley is building that
nibs(kaliimamsof vaghtal
could combine the The U.S. Embassy then is- gro residents plan to file appli- Bunche replied that the U.N. Here's Woad
Every Negro who can preach principal
itch, rectal kith. dodo& rash NW soma
leftist trend of Cuba with the sued a public statement show- cations for their children
smalcisio_s
aw sOsooliSc. formai
wicb as
to be "has neither sought to replace called
LANACADM.This(*Abeam& gaits.
racial violence that erupted in ing that since 1950 Haiti had admitted to the
DURHAM
governme
the
Congo
nt nor to his neodhiassel as kilts hasisdrt=
white county
a
STEEL FOLDING
the Congo.
received more than 540.000,000 school in the community
make it captive."
away
.
—
.17,chir4
Sco::
r.
srVes
rifi
wtalecha
n:ood
CHAIRS
Chronic economic difficul- in grants and development aid. from the hazards of a cemetery "The Congo governme
unou:
nt for
Modern D e
n
ties are now compounded by
Duvalier accompanied the and seek financial and legal
Handsome 4 pear
aid some time now has been cri.
&nee Rusted Con•
political troubles as Cuban warning with the formation of from the NAACP.
;traction
V • rr
Premier Fidel Castro's propa- a civilian militia closely fol- S. L. Jones, chairman
'')u Tonle
of the
ganda cast its shadows on the lowing the pattern of Castro's Board of the Civic League, said,
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
neighboring Caribbean island. people's army. Instead of the "We just don't want a cemetery
5°
and up
In a country where the popu- olive green uniforms of the in our community and
"Everybody Likes 'Em"
we shall
CONTACT US
lation is 90 per cent illiterate Cuban revolution, the Haitian use every available legal means
Real Hickory Smoked — Six* 13 to 30 P011ekk
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BOSTON — Eleven foreign
Two Yee, Old Cesserrf Memo
Community welfare leaders and subject to dire economic volunteers are dressed in pale at our disposal to prevent this
Pk pet Lb
BERNATSKY BROS.
hardship, Communist and Cos- blue skirts with red arm bands invasion."
Six Month Old Country Hams
Elk per Lb
$ee $ Math 14 — is 5-ea5e
welfare specialists from eight represent Brazil, Greece, Turtroist agitators could easily
Oise Year Old Country Hems
Memphis, Tema
10c wet lb
countries arrived at Boston key, Kenya, Finland, Pakistan, lead it into bitter
Three Year Ow Country Hants ......
10 per Lb
racial strife
University, Sunday, for a threeReal Country Hickory Smoked Sausage CB to 4 Lb lossi. He per Lb
and Vietnam. They include and class warfare between the
Lean Hickory Smoked Bacon (4 to 10 Lb. $lehl
week orientation program at youth
Per LB.
leaders, Young Women's predominantly Negro proletarSneed Country Hem
$I FS snit 51.5$ per Lb
the University's School of Soc- Christian
iat
and
the
better off mulattos,
Association
(PLUS POSTAGE)
officiial Work.
als, government representa- these observers argue.
WE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—.GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
The program, which will rim tives and a Pakistani wom- LOSING GRIP
through Sept. 10, will be under en's group leader.
President Francois Duvalier,
the direction and coordination
ailing
and said to be losing his
The
orientation program will
BLUE BLADE of Asst. Prof.
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152: Stiffness Phone, VI 2-3141
once strong grip on the 3,500,Louis Lowy, Wal- include lectures
in such subOP Bypass 3)-W Route, 231 1st St., Bowling Grimm, Ky.
tham, Mass., of the School of
000
Haitians,
contends that only
jects as: "A Historical Glance
Residence Phones. VI 2-0152
massive U.S. aid can save his
Social Work. This is the wat the United States," "The
One Night Per Week — Beginning
eed year Boston University has
country from deep social and
American Economy," "Social
political upheaval.
been selected to conduct the
September 14, 1960
Structure and Social Forces in
The former physician and his
program.
the United States:" "Present close
advisers emphasize there
FOR DETAILS CALL W. A. ADKINS
Day Social Problems in the is no
ie fer 694
other alternative unless
t
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Life and Leisure in the United The sharpest criticism
of the
States"
U.S. came in Duvalier's now
In addition to the lecture"famous speech
at Jacmel
program, the visiting special- where he declared Haiti is
ists will take field trips to "Rioting in misery, hunger,
• Th.ti Hmer—l'oel(ai/ Oar sr fpuli Er— the South End
settlements, the nudity, sickness and illiteracy
Sr. nog kid Spirts
Framingham Reformatory, the with a government fighting un111)1te y. miss Ise termites, MI eoe.ii• New
England Home for Little precedented
economic
an d
nem Grip
1Wanderers and the United financial difficulties."
N. C. Ile, Stet
Isl.! tenon 14114 Community Services
office to He termed U.S. aid inadeOthedic Pim York
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can Family—Services to Meet follow
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t camp.
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Visiting specialists include
Mrs. Jeanne
Abranches of
Bazil; Roberval deFreitas of
Brazil; Mrs. Athena Athansesiou of Greece; Mrs. Melike
Furgac of Turkey; Geoffrey W
Griffin of Kenya; Esko U. Jar-.
velir of Finland; Mrs. Musadah
Jawed of Pakistan.
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SAVE NOW
AT

quate and caustically referred
to
Washington's
"promises,
smiles and hesitations."
LEAVES WARNING
Duvalier wound up with a
warning that unless Haiti re•
ceeived a "massive injection of

money," it would be forced to
choose between "the two great
poles of attraction in the world
today."
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Negro Labor Calls
For GOP-Dem Debate
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It questioned whether the
The Negro American Labor
Council called upon the Demo- hese of a party divided on civil
cratic and Republican can- rights in the White House was
in
a
didates to debate their views on capable of leadership
"world which today demands
civil rights on television and
equality for all men now."
radio.
The statement added that:
"In a statement criticizing the
stalemate in Congress over fur- "It is important to know whethther legislative action, the Coun- er in the field of civil rights,
cil which is headed by AFL-CIO Mr. Kennedy will be more inVice President A. Philip Ran- fluenced by the Southern wing
dolph. said: "Since• neither of his party and Mr. Nixon by
candidate has stated his views the conservative wing of his
clearly and forcefully in the party."
The Negro American Labor
present situation, we call upon
them to discuss the civil rights Counch was founded in Detroit
problem together on televisin in May of this year. It is the
and radio where they can reach vehicle through which the milmaximum audiences and thus lion and a half Negroes in the
clarify areas of agreement labor movement seek to elimiPR RSS representatives via the moon, to west coast
FLOYD PATTERSON, Quadruplets one of the world's west cities.
Meeting with the at parties, made television
nate racial discrimination in crowd around Bell Telephone scientists. Days later,
and disagreement."
World's Heavyweight Cham- rare sets of identical quads. two world acclaimed
telecham- and press appearances prior
The Council backed the three- trade unions, The president of Laboratories' giant horn an- phone scientists bounced coastpion, is admired by Althea Pet Milk Company protegees pions was a
highlight of the to departure for Pittsburgh
the
organizati
on is A. Philip tenna, in New Jersey, which to coast telephone
point program of the LeaderGibson,
Tennis since birth, the pretty teens girls' trip to Chicago.
Women's
message
In the and attendance at the Nationship Conference on Civil Rights Randolph of New York City, is receiving telephone signals off Echo I, a plastic balloonChampion, and the Fultz are on a summer tour of Mid- Windy City, they
were feted al Medical Association Conpresident
of
the
Brotherho
od bounced off the moon f r o ni 10 stories high in size — that
which asks for aid to schools
vention.
proceeding with desegregation; of Sleeping Car Porters and California. Dr. W. C. Jakes of was sent into orbit f r o in
empowers the Attorney Gen- Vice-President of the AFL-CIO. Bell Labs, right, talks back, cape Canaveral.
eral to initiate action in the
•
Courts: and establishes a permanent commission equal job
opportunity.
It said that Negro wage earners were restless and suspicious
of being fooled again with fine
words that are only an opiate.
"To seek excuses for postpon
ing Congressional
action can
only be construed as evading
CHICAGO, Illinois
stay in jail.
jury for armed robbery, but ITTA
BENA, MISS — Missis- responsibility in this area," the
A 17-year-old youth who lan- Windom was arrested Feb. 18, each time a David "Wendell
" sippi Vocational collage's
guished in the County jail for on a complaint of Elizabeth Rat- was sent for by the
staff organization warned.
court, the and administrative
personnel
, almost six months without be- cliff, of 4804 S. Champlain, who jail replied that no such
person are busily preparing
for the
ing tried because of a mixup in —claimed the youth robbed her
was in custody. Thus, four opening of the 1960-61 school
jail and court records which at knife point, Feb. 18 and
arraingment dates were passed, year, the college's 11th
year of
listed two names for him, was took her coat, purse and braceand the stet e, thinking the operation, as a record number
freed Wednesday without ever let.
youth was out on the street, of students are
expected to
being tried.
Police records, however, list- dropped the
charges and issued flood the campus next month.
Criminal Court Chief Justice ed Windom's name as "Wenan order for re-art est.
This week President J. H. ELISABETHVILLE, ICATANRichard B. Austin released Da- dell." The youth appeared in
Windom, meanwhile, after six White and Dean-Registrar 0. P. GA The Congo — (UPI) — The
vid Windom, who formerly lived Holiday Court Feb. 22. After
secessionist Katanga governat 4840 S. Champlain, because appearing in Boys' court, Feb. months of just sitting, wrote a Lowe announced the Fall Quartment arrested
the Congolese
of the Four Term Count, an Ii- 23, he was sent to the County letter to the jail chaplain and er opening schedule.
justice
minister
on a peace- '
Warden
Jack
Dormitori
Johnson
es
requestwW
open Septemtools status which states de- jail where he entered under his
ng something be done about ber 11, for freshmen and New making mission Sunday and
,ndants must be tried within a rightful name of Windom.
made him hostage for the safefour month period in order to On March 4 a David "Wen- his case. Johnson's investigation Students with Freshman Orientty
of a family held by the Condisclosed
that
ation
the
set
grand jury
Sept. 12-15. Registraprevent an unnecessarily long dell" was indicted by
Grand clerk's record showed no Win- tion for Freshmen
and New Stu- golese government.
dom in custody.
dents in Sept. 16-17 and Upper The cabinet member, Rene
Brought to court T u e s• Class Registration Sept. 19-20. Mwamba, was removed from
day, finally, the indictment was September 20, is also the re- a Sabena airlines plane at the
reinstated, but Wednesday, be- gistration date for In-Service Kamina military base, held by
Available in all sizes. Including Y. gallons.
fore Austin, Public Defender Teachers to enroll in the Fall Belgian forces, where it had
100 or 80 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
John Duffy asked that W i a- Short Term. Classes start Sept. been diverted on a flight from
PRODUCT Of U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., DIVISION Of JAMES B. BEAM
DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
Leopoldville, the Congo capital,
dorn he discharged because he 21.
to Elisabethville, the Katanga
had not been brought to trial
capital.
within four months and he paring these sheets. Some
of
, Windom) was not responsible ;the mixups over names are
up- Tshombe himself ordered the
airliner diverted in flight from
for the delay.
roarious.Judge Austin agreed stating,, "Perhaps this will cause Elisabethville to Kamina.
No one tires of vacationing think not, Bobbie we are ask- "they apparently have a come-;someone to be more careful."
dian in the clerk's office p r e- ;the Judge added.
same time, support local law,
but we can't prolong the inevi, ing you personally, is it Gene
you will have to make some
tante, so back to school it ie. or Charles?
. . Say Jerry,
changes in that local law. We
and everybody who's anyoouy Ross, are you really going to
invite you to Terrell County,'
is taking advantage of these be with us this year? . . .
Georgia — to Fayette County,
st few days before being con- (That's Nice). Veronica, are
Tennessee — to Montgomery,
ned to indoors from 8 'til 4. you and Pete Jones inseperable?
Alabama — to the deep South in
here are a few hurried happen. Elmore Logan you have
order that you may see that an
ins that we are going to swing really got the power to charm
endorsement of both the student
in
YKW right Betty? . . .
-411
action and the local law is
CALL ON.
Say, Joe Johnson, what is The Student Nonviolent Coency of Southern governors, po- meaningles., . . . except as a
Tile Talented and most Ver- this magic spell that seems to
ordinating Commitee, spokes- lice commissioners, mayors,
sa.de Miss Sallie Haley, 1A- get you all the girls?
and tactic designed to Win votes on
. . „ man for the student nonviolent sheriffs. Aiming at
maintaining both sides. We do not think it
y.r-old graduate of Melrose (Maybe Evelyn knows). Junior
direct action protest against the status quo, the supremac will win the vote of 18 million
v,ha resides with her parents. Brown has a secret weapon all
y
racial segregation and discrim- of the white, and the second- Negro Americans."
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Haley. sr of his own that captivates
the
at 2749 Supreme ave. Miss young Pretty Pretties for good, inaton, applauds Richard Nix- class citizenship of the Negro, The Student Nonviolent Coon's specific endorsement of this "local law" which
Haley recently left Memphis what is it V. W., R. N. W. and
you ordinating
Committee, with
the "objective" of the sin-in unction is contrary to the
for California, where she will the many others? . , .
prin- headquarters in Atlanta, has indemonstrations made at his ap- ciples of the Constitution
of the vited Vice-President Nixon and
end L. A. C. C. for two years TOP TEN
BOYS:
pearance, on Aug. 17, in United States. It is, thus null
Senator Kennedy to speak to the
and then UCLA. We wish her
Charles Lewis, John Garrett Greensboro, North Carolina. and void.
students at their general Souththe best of luck and success in
Floice McKnight, Joe Willie However, in a message to Vice- "If you intend to endorse
proving her endeavors in eduthe wide conference slated for OcBrown, Richard Taylor.
President Nixon. the Coordinat- student movement and, at the tober 14-16
here in Atlanta.
cation So hats off to a tine
GIRI.S
committee
ing
warms him that
young lady, Miss S. Hales,.
Shirley Shannon, Clara Ter- he cannot endorse the student
TEEN TIMES
rell, Bobbie Settles, Dorestine movement and at the same
This is the time of year that Stout, Geneva Nelson.
time, sanction what he calls
Starts FRIDAY!
briees about questions of every DEDICAT
"local law:"
IONS:
August 26
na ure such as.
If I can't have you for Jerry "You have stated that the
One Big Week!
What Team in football come Ross
and Gloria???? Gee demonstrations should not run
lit on top? Who will be the
Raby—B. C. and Elmore. Do counter to local laws and should
drum
majorettes at each you ever
think of me — Gra- be conducted peacefully. This
school? What students will he
phirta McGills and Roscoe statement seems to be aimd at
the first to get a sample of the
' Nevels. Chain Gang for John pleasing the power structure of
Principal's Cowhide? . . . But Garrett.
Kiddio—Howard Sat- the South and, consequently.
enough
of school because I tersfield
and Jackie Gibson. The contradicts your endersement
there's plenty time for that.
Same One — Bobbie Robinson of the demonstrations. We asbut we have some more ques- and
Dave Hill. My Dearest sure you that our action, with
tions: Will a certain Senior
; Darling — Marion Brown and noviolence as its basis, is con(prw) still feel the same way G.H
ducted peacefully. We assure
about a Junior (Melrose) or
Well we are aoing to split the vou also that, in many cases, it
was it just a Summer Love?
scene and make with the hap- runs counter to local law.
V .hat's between Drayton Ries
; pings before too la t,euntil next "Local law in the deep South
and a girl at Hamilton? . . .
so short better yet so is base( on the custom of prewill Sarah and Henry Mitchell time,
long .
Liudice and the political expedi,
ever call it quits? . . . (We)I —
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Held Too Long--Judge
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been smoking Luckies for years and wouldn't switch for the
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New Phone
Exchange
For Frayser
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ST. STEPHEN
Education and Mission Day
will be observed Sunday, Aug.
28 at St. Stephca Baptist
church, 512 N. Third at. Sunday
school will open at 0:15 a. m.
with the Superintendent B. T.
Lewis m charge. At the 11 a.m.
seryice devotion will be led by
the Junior deacons and music
by the choirs. BTU at 6:30 led
by Brother Ike Addison, director. Rev. A. McEwen Williams.
pastor of St. John Baptist
church will deliver the afternoon sermon at 3 p. m., at
which time the St. John Baptist
choir will sing. Rev. 0. C. Criand Gloria Moseley of Savan- yens is pastor of St. Stephen.
nah, Ga., a sophomore at the SALEM GILFIELD
The Salem Gilfield Baptist
university who served as offichurch is having its Fourth Ancial guide and hostess.
nual Tea and Fashion show.
"Rhapsody in Blue" Sunday
Aug. 28 from 4-7 p. m. Twenty
six captains will parade in the
blue. Mrs. Martha Jean Stein-

berg will narrate. Rev. A L
McCargo is pastor.
CASTALIA MB
The grand opening of the
new sanctuary of the Castalia
MB church at 1540 Castalia at.
will be held Aug. 28 throukh
Sept. 4. Dr, Roy Love will
preach the dedicatory sermon
on Sunday at 3 p. m. Rev. R.
W. Norsworthy will serve as
master of ceremonies. The Mt.
Nebo and Mt. Moriah (Carnes
ave.) choirs will render music.
Other guest ministers and their
churches will be guests during
the week of observance. Rev.
Calvin Mims, minister, Mrs.
Gladys Shannon, chairman of
program.

A new dial telephone central
office to be known as Elmwood
8 will be opened at Frayser on
June 4, 1961, to take care of
the increased needs for service in this Area, according to
Mr. Milton H. Smith, jr., Dishere. Yes, in trict Manager, Southern B e 11
being
our
justify
might
they
that
cense
"I am
of this great educehave life and have life more the words
Telephone and Telegraph Co.
abendantly."—Jesus
tor countless people in our corn- This addition will provide iniThis week I was in confer- munity and in communities tial equipment for 3,000 a u bence with one of the officials
throughout the world have had scribers' numbers and marks
IN CONFAB. . .at Tennessee land's Mrs. Harriet Bowling
of education of this city. We
be another step in the Telephone State university's first annual Jones, discussion leader; Leo
talked about many things. Dor- too may defeats. There must
today Company's plans to expand serv- Alumni Council Institute last Branton, Los Angeles attorney
ing the conversation he made people in all of our lives
us ice in this area served by the week are Baltimore, Mary• who delivered the 48th Sumenable
will
that
this pregnant statement, "They a strength
Elmwood exchaage. Building adwho
mer Commencement address;
have had too many failures al- to give strength to those
at 1G35 Dellwood, which
dition
those
ready, they need some success- are dead and light to
cornbeen
has
was necessary,
es now:" He was holding refer- who live in darkness,
pleted. The project will cost
in
many
students
that
the
of
true
Not only is it
ence to some
$811,100.
today. live in darkness and in moschools
our public
Smith says it will be necPRICED FROM
Whereas his conversation was ments of weakness but it is also Mr.
to change approximately
essary
I
$33,000 TO $250,000
Host Committee and several
true that apprehensions, doubts,
limited to these children
e numbers in the
thousand early delegates are
wonder if not all of us encoun- and countless forces which keep 650 telephon
Mrs. Thelma Seymour
area that n o
Hills
Scenic
fullwe
as
its
at
expected to meet the Jackson
them from living life
ter too many defeats
nuiuBR 5-1883
Fairfax
and
Glendale
have.
will
train. Other train delegates
strive to live in this world today. est. There is something in the
ately 500 teleapproxim
and
hers
of
e
light
that
Tennesse
Georgia,
from
come
in
thought
person
each
beast of
On second
H. E. WILBANKS
numbers in the Frayser
and Alabama. Washington, D.C.
our religion are not these de- makes him want to he some- phone
REAL ESTATE
Elmwood
have
now
delegates are chartering 80
feats blessings in disguise. His- body. The failure to be some area that
Pork
3544
GI. II-3352
orin
8
Elmwood
to
numbers
of
7
s
motorinstances
numerou
buses besides
body is the most distracting
tory is filled with
Room
Crystal
in
the
sessions
Its
will
distriAuxiliary
load
Women's
proper
The
get
to
—
Pa.
PHILADELPHIA.
cades. New York reports over
men who have encountered de- force facing individuals today der
meet service stand- (ACNS) — The 80th Annual be meeting in the Philadelphia of Convention Hall
150 buses and half as many
feats only to rise up and go on is that force which impedes the bution and
ards. The new exchange will be Session of the National Baptist Arena, 46th and Market Streets, Delegation reports from va- motorcades.
course
Of
This
y.
heights.
normalit
toward
growth
greater
to
of handling 10,000 lines Convention, USA, Inc. meeting Dr. Nannie Borroughs of Washthis is true if we have in our- is the thinking behind the ut- capable
rious states indicate a record Veteran Philadelphians know
High fashion styling
latest crossbar type here Sept. 6-11, is expected to
the
is
and
us
D. C. and President of tournout. Dr. J. H. Jackson their home as "The City of
ington,
terances of Jesus and must
selves that which will enable
superbly tailored
nathe
with
connect
that will
draw more than 30 thousand the Women's Convention report- will arrive at Philadephia's 30th Brotherly Love .and Sisterly
motivate our thinking.
to go on to greater heights.
— at on economy pric.01
system.
dialing
tionwide
if
.
l
say
delegates
their
Yes, it is almost normal that
ed that she expected more than Street Station on a special Presi- Affection," and they
Defeats can be beneficia
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
Dr. Joseph H. Jackson of 6,000 Baptist women.
within ourselves we can gath- countless defeats are a part
dent's Train of more than onei welcome mat is out and will
LIND ORM Cr WAN
at
broken
feel
the
Baptist
our
token
63 S 76.ed
ingful.
of this life. In the same
Chicago and President of
t'
er up the debris of
r Important auxiliary. thousand from Chicago at 11:301 make every
,,Anothe
The home.
dreams and move on up the of thinking there must be count- Whatever our status In life Convention expressed the theme The Laymen's Council, will hold a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 6.
ladder. Defeats are meaning- less ressurections that will en- our strength must be of such for the meeting, "That Ye All
ful to those of us who are so able us to soar above our de- nature that we will make this May Be One" as the dominant
leaders
religious
for
fortified that we can keep on feats. Sometimes we find these world a better place in which role
going on. The tragic thing about within ourselves and other times to live. We must be able to throughout the world.
defeats is wrapped up in the we have to look to others for reach down beyond ourselves He said, "the purpose for our
fact that far too many people this strength. It is at this point and give new hope to those who meeting is to review our past
lack the stamina to rise up that our lives become mean- are faltering through this life. year's work, to be inspired and
from the dust, shake themselves
challenged by prayerful and
clan, and go on living.
thoughtful messages, to set
Human beings of today are
goals and to articulate the provery much akin to the people
gram of the Convention for the
of Jesus' day. There are those
coming year." He asserted he
among us who are unable —
was confident that the delegates
undet their own power to keep
would reaffirm and extend the
on going on. It is at this point
of Baptists in the struggle
role
that those of us who are strong
both civil and rerights,
for
Marian Anderson, long known!your fingers, but you keep' ligious, as well as urge conmust step in and give new
values and new directions to as the world's greatest contral- i brushing at it because the feel structive developments for ecothe lives of those who are weak to, has given command per- of it is irritating," Mien Ander- nomic rights for all Americans
son says.
among us.
tormances for kings, sung stel1 The local Entertaniment ComWhen does the Negro firstl
At all points in our lives we lar roles at the Metropolitan
mittee headed by Rev. Henry
s.
challenge
with
come in contact
concerts in sense this hair across his' T. McCrary of the Tasker
given
House,
Opera
Daily we are confronted with every continent. To honor her cheek? Does a parent warn his
Street Baptist church, is makopportunities to make our real the United States appointed her child to expect it? Marian Andfinal preparations for the
ing
will
selves felt. Our real selves
delegate to the Uniter Nations. erson's mother didn't. She says, huge delegation of Baptists comthe
in
are,
we
if
ul
conmeaningf
r
being
be
"I don't remembe
ing from every state and sevBut even she has been barred
first 'lace, fortified ourselves
scious of any difference bein
room
eral foreign countries.
waiting
white
a
from
to the point that we are able to
tween me and white children
.
.
station
Rev. Clarence M. Smith,
railroad
southern
a
the
all
With
be dragged down.
when I was a small child. I Housing Committee, said. "We
back
a
to
take
forced
been
.
complexities in our lives our
this was because there
in a California hotel think
have ample hotels and private
greatest challenge is to be elevator
and Negro families
white
were
prevented from buyfor the comfort of all
been
.
.
homes
.
strong.
gled on our block, and
visitors, however we urge every
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•
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patronage of consumers and are
Memphis listeners this sparkling
are (left to right) Blancha Harris.
Thomas and Mr. Noah Bond.

Medical Unit Installs 60th President

2000 Delegates

DEFINER
Sot., Aug. 27, 1960

Louisiana

BROOKHAVEN
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
Hello folks: It has been quite
a spoil since we penned notes
to you. Often wanted to but duties at Grambling College, La.
where we earn our keep plot
affairs with sick parents in
PITTSBURGH — Dr. James ed a strong five-point proposal
Brookhaven keeps us jumping.
T. Aldrich of St. Louis was !or all
out participation In
In spite of the hop, skip a d
Installed as the 60th president affairs,
that was in the main
jump pace we keep, It was
of the National Medical As- community
and international
Jackson, Mississippi for us resociation which concluded its part,
adopted by the body.
cently. Me and daughter Phylfour-day convention here at the
lis
were among the guests at
Included
in
the
resolutions
Penn-Sheraton hotel recently.
the Reddix-Vanderpool nuptials.
adopted was one calling for
The convention, which at- legislation
The scene was Dansby Hall Aufavoring federal subtracted more than 2,000 dele- sidy for
ditorium
and the setting was
deserving medical stugates and members of the or- dents; that
heavenly as petite and lovely
the organization
Shirley Ann Reddix only child
ganization, heard the group make an all
out attempt to
of Presdent and Mrs. Jacob L.
pledge to continue its efforts secure employment
for Negro
Reddix of
to participate fully in both detail-men in
Jackson
College
all the major
plighted her troth to Dr. Cyril
community and national affairs pharmaceutical
houses In the
Osborne Vanderpool of Nasa f ter listening to stirring etruntry; and
that the organisau. Bahamas. The top-drawer
speeches from Gov. G. Men- sation should
participate in the
event was attended by socialites
nen Williams of Michigan and annual
SROWN Allan are the 101 tended the Summer Institute at Bennett college this sumexchange program
rector, stands at extreme Foundation made the institute
from far and near. The recepDr. L. E. Burney, Surgeon with foreign
high
allidents
who
seised
at. in Mathematics sad Science
Dr. J. Henry Sayies, dl- right. The National Science possible.
countries.
tion which followed was held in
General, Public Health SerIncluded in the latter rethe garden of the president's
e,
U.S. Department of
solution was the proposal of
home. The handsome couple realth, Education and Welan exchange program wit h
ceieed tons of useful and valufare.
Africa calling for a delegation
able gifts and they take with
Both men, leading an impres- from the Natimal Medical
C.tRBONDALE
Mrs. Davis is still on the sick them 'best wishes' from all of
Assive array of speakers and aociation to be encouraged
By MRS. ORA L. ELLLS
list.
I Mississippi to their new home
to
lecturers, exhorted the organi- tour Africa in 1961.
Mrs. Martha Green has come in Nassau. Shirley is still the
Sunday School and BTU Con
zation to participate more fulgress met in Chicago last home from Doctors hospital darling of every Jackson Col.
It was also recommended
ly in community affairs.
lege product of the Reddix adweek. Those from Hopewell and is doing fine.
that the NMA support federal
NAACP meets each second ministration.
Baptist church who attended
Gov. Williams, long time grants for Negro medical
perBack from Atlanta, Georgia
were Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Greg- Sunday. Everyone is invited to
champion of full civil rights sonnel to be employed in
the
is Mildred Williams of Starksory and Mary L. Anderson. La- come out.
legislation, told the organiza- emerging and independent coun
%lite, ditto Beulah Williams of
tion that it stood in a unique tries of Africa. The convention By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS Michalski, Air Force officers, as He'll probably furnish free ter in the week Mrs. Anderson's
, Brookhaven. The two particia result of their own experien• transportation for house hunting husband and children joined her CAIRO
position in current affairs "be- voted to hold its 1961 convenNEW YORK—(UPI) — Horse
By DAN CLARK
ces.
I pated in an Advanced Seminar
if you don't have a car avail- and they visited her father in
cause as professional people, tion in New York
traders are made, not born ...
City.
SALES RESISTANCE
Recent visitors in the city on Supervision at Atlanta UniWisconsin.
able.
you are constantly in contact
The
oranization's
m ost And the prospective home Chances are you will deal with
The district association met at are; Joseph Douglas, and wife, versity.
with the nation's intellectualcherished awards, those of owner will be wise not to set a real estate agent in you' If he belongs to a -multiple Klondike, Ill. Rev. and Mrs. A. Geraldine and their daughter, The Mitchell Paul Jameses
listing"
ly advanced and as members
he'll
search
through
forth
on
a
house
hunting
expe- search for a
"General Practioner of t h e
home. For a pur- other brokers' listings, saving G. Gregory and Mrs. A. B. Althea all of Maywood. III. firma Pearl Alexander) and
of a minority group you are
Yesr" and the "Distinguished dition without a thorough chaser well armed with sales
Agustus Dent, Jr.. and his two their daughter Michelle of Denyou from tramping to numerous Brown were delegates.
constantly in contact with the
N,er, Colorado have returned
Service Award" which went to grounding in the rules of horse resistance and with the know
Mrs. Bessie Warren and mo- sons of Boston, Mass.
brokers.
He
nation's economically and spirwill often be a help
to their home after visiting the
Dr. J. A. Tinsley of Weldon, trading and some stiff condition- how to choose a reliable agent,
Cairoites
ther
and
visiting
Mrs.
Gray
in
Boyd
other
left
with the actual matter of fiitually oppressed.
N. C. and to Dr. John B. John- ing, as well, to bolster his pow- this can be an ideal arrange- nancing.
places
are:
Mrs. Giasby, Alexander Clan in Jackson.
And he'll guide you for California.
ers of resistance, both to his
He directed most of his ad- son of Washington, D.C.
Youngstown,
Mrs.
ment.
Ohio;
Mary
Mr. William McComb and other points.
Stones
and
husthrough the formalities of settleown impulses and to high presdress toward urging support
Pearson,
Flint,
band
and
mother
Mich.
A
broker
good
are
can
here
Miss It is back to Austin, Texas
smooth
from
the
Dr. Tinsley was named "Gen- sure salesmanship.
ment day.
for medical aid to the aged.
Indianapolis visiting her father Helen Douglas, A.M.E. Camp, for Roscoe Brown of Brookpath of the house hunter. He
eral Practioner of the Year" in
r. Burney told the group recognition for his completion Some pertinent advice on the will be able to give advice about To choose a reliable real estate Coleman Ellis and aunt Babe Casaoplis, Mich.; Mrs. Myrene haven. The
Anderson
}Ugh
.Moss, the eastern coast Mrs. School science prof has been
t as physicians "74 need of 52 years of service in the topic is contained in a new man- a city, individual neighborhoods, man, the guide suggests check- Smith.
ing with friends in the area, Horace Sample and
grandson Josie Rowlett, the west coast: spending the summer with his
to function effectively, not only fieti of medicine. He is one of ual for the neophyte home seek- types and values of homes on In which you
are interested, are in Chicago visiting his Mrs. Douglas Van Vactor, the ailing parents in Brookhaven.
"The
Home
er,
Buyer's
Guide,"
the
market,
civic
any
improve.
as physicians, but also as citi- the oldest practicing physiciauthored and published he CM. ments that may be planned. He talking with a few bankers in children and grandchildren.
British Isles and Continental CHIT CHAT: Hear tell that
i'aS. And to dn this, we need ans in North Carolina.
R. Smith and Maj. E. A. probably will have free maps, the area, combing the classiR.
Europe;
Mrs. Rose
—
Killer, the T. L. Jordon's manse up
to See our problems of health Dr. John
fied ads for National AssociaB. Johnson. a
Great Lakes region and Cana- Canton way is the last word.
MISSISSIPPI
a id
medical and practice member of the staff of Howand Leon Barker are spending tion of Real Estate board memThe many friends of Charles
da.
&early in relation to o u r ard University,
some time here in the city bers specializing in the area STARKVILLE
was honored
Mr. Miller Davis, 72, was and Ruby Coleman formerly of
changing world."
with their mother, Mrs. Fannie you prefer. It is likely you will By MRS. FANNIE MOORE found des din h ihsome at Columbia should see the Grambecause of his outstanding conIn keeping with the theme tributions in the field of mediFamous and family. The group find the same names cropping
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis found dead in his home at 2914 bling, Louisiana dream house
resides in Racine, Wis.
s''t forth by the convention's cine and his service as chair WARREN
up again and again—a good and children of Gary, Ind, spent Poplar St., with two bullets in they have moved into. Ruby
Yours truly was chairman of Indiction of reliability.
giing speakers, retiring Presi man of the medical section of By MATTIE N. BURNETT
last week in the home of Mr. his stomach and one in the was her own architect and decthe Cancer Drive in South Warof Washington, D. C., present- the National Medical AssociaDavis' mother and sister, Mrs. head. Mrs. Bessie Johnson, 219- orator.
FIRST OBLIGATION
Homecoming celebration was ren. My co-workers
were Mrs.
&Tit Dr. Edward C. Mazicique tion for over 10 years.
Leatrice Collins Buie is mendHowever reliable a broker. Emma Davis and Mrs. Kozella 27th St., died suddenly while
observed at Mt. Olive commun- Kathleen Jones,
Mrs. Gladys
visiting relatives in Chicago. ing nicely after
giving
her
ity during the last of July. No- Mason, Mrs. Mary H. Jones, the guide emphasizes, be is em- Moore at 628 Russell Street.
Brookhaven friends and Zeta
tables attended from Chicago Mrs. Girlie Russell, Mrs. Ge- ployed by the seller and his Mrs. Rose M. Shutz and chil- Sammie L. Williams, 13, of
and New York and other inter- neva Miller, Mrs. Trudie Wil- first obligation is to the seller. dren returned home last week 838 Pyramid Cts., drowned in Sorors a scare. The wife of
Jessie Buie and mother of five
Therefore, the authors .,ug after spending two weeks with the Ohio river.
esting cities who were former liams, Mrs. Emma Martin and
Mr.
little
Gus
her
Rules will have to take it
Green,
father,
died
70,
in
Mr.
St.
Joe
Yeates.
gest
that
a
house hunter in
residents of Mt. Olive com- Mrs. Daisy Jean Bass. Total
Hosptal, July 31st.
easy for a spell. Congrats are
munity and Bradley county. collected — $14.75. I wish to dealing with the broker keep Miss Dorothy Freeman is'Mary's
Mr. and Mrs. Eugoene are in order for Jessie who was
Ths stately old community en. thank all of my co-workers for an open, but skeptical mind: spending her vacation with her
happy parents of their recently elevated to principalthe
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roese•
hanced the charm and beauty a job well done and I thank realize the broker will probabship of Alexander High School.
velt Freeman, Smithville, Miss.'first baby, a fine baby girl.
of the lush and lavish terraced them for their loyal support in ly exaggerate, at least slightly,
Bennie J. Cole, P. R. man
Miss
Freeman
is
the
niece
ofl
.the
value
of a property; under
gardens of Mt. Olive's palatial the
worthy cause because l
at Southern University. Baton
Mrs. W. G. Prueitt. Little Miss COLP
stand
he
will
have
residences to make a perfect
a
variety
of
it, it would have not
ANNA BILLINGSLEY
R
Rouge, Louisiana and pretty
setting for a brilliant reception been possible to make this tactics designed to stampede Lillian Freeman another niece! -Y
wife
freeda were seeing friends
Pruett
Mrs.
of
also
of
SmithMr.
and
Mrs.
James
Kimyou, the buyer, into making a
honoring visiting relatives and
drive in South Warren a
in Jackson last weekend. V.'e
quick decision on a house; and
friends. This event was very
etas. Thanks again,
realize that you cannot expect in the home of Rev. and Mrs. brief visit here to see their chatted with them at the Reddecorative and colorful Promireception.
aunt, Mrs. N. C. Brown and dix • Vanderpool
nent diplomats, socialites, ina broker to point out the faults W. G. Prueitt.
BATESVILLE
Deters
Mrs.
Funchess,
Dorothy
dictorial
stu.
Longstreet
and
other
relatives.
Their
mother,
dustrial and former community
In the houses he shows you. It
By MATTIE WATKINS
Is up to the buyer to see what children, and Mrs. Mary W. Mrs. Georgie Grace was with, dent at the University of Oklaleaders ware on hand.
Crosby, of St. Louis, kio., are them she was on her way ' homa was a visitor for the
Johnny Shirrell, 72, of Bates- is wrong with a home.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Ross and
visiting
their parents, Mr. and home to Madisonville, Ky.
! weekend of August 6, with his
home
his
away
passed
at
ville
family of Los Angeles spent
It is up to the buyer to do
Mrs. Ivory Campbell.
Mrs. E. L. Hill and daughter'Jack" family.
sometime here in the city visit- last Friday morning. He was his own horse trading when he
MissGwendolyn Morris, Miss are vacationing in Chicago, Send your newsnotes to 426
ing relatives and friends. While a returned farmer and a mem- finds a house he likes and the
Independence Street. BrookMarcie
Gandy, Miss Dora Col- Detroit and Milwaukee.
church.
Baptist
the
of
ber
in the gity they spent sometime
guide, in giving detailed advice
Mrs. Carrie Belle Meeks is at haven and we'll be seeing you.
wife, for such horse trading, urges: her and Miss Gwendolyn Rogtn New Edinburgh. Ark., with Survivors include hi
era attended the Youth Convo- home from the hospital recovMrs. Bess' mother, Mrs. Ada Nora, two sons, Harman of "Never, never pay the asking
cation at Houston Tillotson col- ering from an operation.
I made an excellent speech.
Broughton and attended the New Mexico and Rufus of Cali- price . . . if you can help it!"
lege, in Austin, Tex. Mrs. Mary
Sam Carter is in Herrin bospiJames Davis' brother is conhomecoming celebration in the fornia; one sister. Mrs. Minnie ASKING PRICE
Nell Harrell, Youth Couhselor tal.
Patterson of South Bend, Ind;
I fined to the hospital in SpringMt. OPve Community.
Generally speaking the auLilly of Vally Chapter No. 79 field.
Mr Leo York of Racine. Wig,. one brother, Oscar of Kansas. thors suggest you assume that of the Methodist Fellowship accompanied them. The meeting gave a delightful social last
Friend.
at
were
held
Services
Miss Mary Ann Powers and
is in the city visiting in the
a house can be bought for from was held Aug. 2-6. A chartered Sunday evening at
the Masonic her sister Clestine are viaitine
home of his sister, Mrs. Beulah ship Baptist church with Rev. 10 to 15 percent less than
the bus front Rust college, Holly Hall.
their aunt
Popular Bluff.
York and reported that he en- Albert St. Clair officiating,
asking price except in new de- Spring. Mass., took the deleSouthern Illinois Baptist held
week
last
met
Mrs. Helen Hatchett and
The KSD club
joyed his stay very much.
velopment homes—those built gates. Miss Gwendolyn Morris' its annual picnic at the
Mr. and Mrs. ,
Baptist children spent a short vacation
Miss Annie Lee Phillips of at horn, of
by the developer to sell at one is the president of the Methodist Camp site. It was well
attend-d in Mayfield with her mother.
Brown.
Rft
ido
Chicago was a recent visitor
set price—and even here dick- Youth Fellowship of Griffin ed. Churches from all
over the, Mrs. Brady Scordield.
Mrs Lain* Flem my and
In our fair city and spent some
ering might mean a saving of chapel Methodist church,
district ware represented.
ABDUL HAMM SHARAF. a gether glance over one of the happy hours with her brother, daughter of Newport
visited 1$10o or 8200.
The Church of God held its MT. VERNON
Lebanese student at American American newspapers on the Rufus Phillips. While here shel mother-in-law, Mrs. Mamie
annual Missionary Day prouniversity In Beirut, and Alice visit of four Lebanese stu- attended Union Hill Baptist here last Sunday with her "Remember that the man
A dinner sponsored by the
who wants to buy is almost algram last week. Rev. Ruth' NAACP Youth Council was held
Poston, a rising senior at dents to NCC's campus re- church in West Warren, her Flemmy.
Ferruson is pastor.
Lewis Washinetton of WIc.hits,1 ways in a better position than
North Carolina college, to- cently.
last week at Masonic Hall on
former church.
the man who wants to sell
Laymen of the Cairo District' Grand ave. Dr. L.4 H. Holman
the
home
Kan.
guest
in
is
oft
Misses Sandra and Beverly
to lose a purchase is not a dis- OGDEN
held a business meeting to set! of Joliet and president of the
Milton, pretty granddaughters Mr. and Mrs. Genipher Wat- aster and may
prove a blessing Captain Ll)yd J. Stark and the date for the Stewardess and Illinois St a t e Conference of
of Mrs. Sarah Porter of Elm kins.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Abner In disguise. Learn to make up family are visiting his mother, Sunday school convention. The NAACP branches was guest
street are snending sometime
your own mind.
Mrs. A. A Williams. They have annual picnic will be held at the l speaker.
here with their grandmother„ and children Debbie, Michael
TRUSSVILLE
I turned from a two week visit These charming misses are and Steve of New York left for Learn to resist high pressure just returned from three years Laymen's Camp here on Au- Winners of the Miss NAACP
By L R. MEYERS
with her sister, Mrs. Lillie Mae
their home last Friday after (the eslesman's stories of an- in Germany and are ensoute gust 27. Churches respreseated contest were Miss Estella Stokes
from St Louis, Mo.
Services at Mt. Canaan Bap- Jones of Akron, Ohio.
Kansas at the meeting were Bethel who was crowned Queen and
visiting their parents, Mr. and other buyer waiting to snap up to Ft Leavenworth.
Miss
Rose
Hampton
and
sistist church were very enjoyable Services were immensely enproperty),
the
where
he
will
your
&net
attend
own
1960- AME. Carbondale: Bethel AME Roberta Armstrong, runnerup.
the
Mr
mmin
s
rs.
on
Fl
e
i
e
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Lo
g
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last Sunday. A great and inspir- joyed throughout the day last ter. Caludette and brother
impulse t°
to
on sight a 81 rreaular course at the Marion; St. James, Hodges Mrs. Armentha Moore is visit.
and Mrs. Savoy Montgomery Impulse
visiting
Claude
father.
are
their
ing message was delivered by Sunday at Mt. Zion AME church.
and their grandmother. Benita house which appeals strongly United States Army Command!Park and Shaffer Chapel AME ing her sister-in-law, Mrs. Alice
They are from Monroe. La,
the pastor, Rev. T C. Williams, Rev. Wm. Piarria is nsstar.
and General Staff College.
Smiley.
Colp. Rev. W. R. Thompson Webster in Milwaukee.
Mrs. Anita Thomas and to you."
Mrs. Priscilla Jackson was a
Later in the day the pastor and
A program entitled "Mission- recent
children Davis and Ronnie re-t
of
gl
sisters,
est
her
Mrs.
a group of his members motor- ary Journey spies eed by Mrs.
turned with them. They will
ed to Leeds in the afternoon ROSS L. Allen was held last Tempie Momon and Mrs. Equil- go on to Philadelphi to make
Banks,
Aatum
la
Ark.
at
he was guest speaker 00 Sunday night at Spiritual Church
The Gladioli Garden Club of their home.
program held at Mt. Cal. ill Birmingham.
Mary Wright was guest
West
Warren are continuing
y. Rev. Townserd is the pas- Revival sersices closed laat
speaker last Sunday at the
project
for
year
this
theftwith
tor.
wsek at Mt. Zion Baptist church
with grea success. They are AME church for the Youth
Mrs. Rosa L. Cross las re- in Sprizuville.
very hopeful of purchasing more Guild. Eviryone enjoyed
Mrs. Annie Brock has returnstreet rrprkers at an early date. very much. Mrs. Irene Johnson
ed to her home in Detroit after
The club- has succeeded in plac- and Evangelist Mattie Watkins
spending several deyi bege with
ing 5 street markers on the were the sponsors. Rev. W. J.
relatives.
westside of the city. We wish Daniels is pastor.
Jack M Rohm, president of
success.
them
the National Association of ALABAMA
Mr. Ozie Daley of Chicago OSCEOLA
Architectural Metal Manufac- BREWTON
was happy to be home with his Hy Alfred L. McFarland
By ALEX ALTREY
turers. announces the follnwing
mother, Mrs. Ida Daley and Two of the members of the
committee appointments for the Mrs. Sarah
M. A. Clark Lodge No. 18 01
Power gave a fish his many friends.
year 1060-61:
Osceola
left Tuesday for Pine
Brooks
Mrs.
and
.Maxine
Mrs
fry at her home last week.
Emil M. Pollak, ',resident, I!
The Baptist hill Church held Arthur Lee Famous and family Bluff to attend the Grand sesli'Is Bronze Works, Inc., 917 a revival
sion. They were E. C. Childress,
last week. Two new
S Kildare ave.. Chicago, chair- members
were added.
trip that was never completed W. M. and W. S. Strong, S. W.
roan of the Architectural Metal
The District Association of the
Mr. and Mrs. Mole Thomas They had auto trouble.
Institute Committee of the Na- have their daughter and grandMrs. William Geren's son General Baptist met last week
time! Association of Architec- son from Ohio visiting.
at Pleasant Grove Baptist
from Florida is here.
tural Metal Manufacturers and
Mrs. E. Broomfield and chil- Daughter and stern-in-law of church. Rev. S. L. A. Jones
co-airman of the Finance and dren were recent guests of Alex Mrs. Laura Mallard are visiting of Clarkdale is pastor.
Budeet Committee of the Na- Autrey.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred McFarhere.
bans! Association of ArchitecMrs. Basic Powers' son Is
Mrs. Hattie Cullavern, 72, land and Mrs Robbie Bishop
Manu'acturers; visiting. He will also visit his passed away a few days ago. were hosts of Mrs. Christine
Metal
t
t i-al
srd B. Stitt, seeretary. sister in Pensacola.
She leaves a devoted huahand, Williams of Spokane, Wash.
MEMBERS OF THE platform University Summer School. era Nigeria, gave the address. dents from ten states, the Dile
Wire 8- troll Marks, 4040 Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jackson 2 daughters, 6 sons and many She left last Sunday night to party at the annual convoca The Honourable G. E. Okeke.
Scventy-seven masters' dc• trict of Columbia, China. NIhad to return home from theiti grandchildren.
' 3. Kllbourn ave.
return to her home.
tioa exercises of tha Atlanta Minister of Education of East- greet were awarded to ste. gerta and Liberia.

*Attend 4-Day Meet

met.
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Social Security
In 25th Year

O

YoU WANIr US TaCarcvl
BUT %?00 WON'T
CO-OPERATE! NOW WHICH
WAY DME Gcif

Today, 25 years aft •r t h e lies are now receiving monthl
original Social Security Act be- disabiiity insurance benefitys
came law, over 14 million men, and more than 43 million workwomen, and children are re- ers are insured for the paymen
t
Subscription rate: On• year $6; phi usionetts $3.50. (2-rear spacial
ceiving monthly old-age, survi- of these benefits in the
Subscriptio• rah S)M
event
vors, and disability insurance that they should become
Is Tri-Stat• Dotondor Doss Not Tok• Responsibility ter ansolieited
seDM IL GOOD=
Manuscripts ow Photos.
benefit checks totalling $900 verely and permanently
d i aIF
DA PUBLIC
million a month.
published !wary Thursday by As rn•Stato Defende
Wed.
r Publishing Co Entered as Socond
EVER STA1XT
Marking the twenty-fifth anCongress has periodically inCO-OPERA-TN'
niversary of the signing of the
Gloss Mother at who Memphis Post Otfic• March 20 I /52. Under Act of March
2. IV/
creased the amount of o 1 d-age,
original Social Security Act by
WIDDEM...L
survivors, and disability insurSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
President Roosevelt on August
WOULDN'T NAVE
ance benefits to keep pace with
14, 1935, representatives of the
A C1IANCE!
higher earning levels and risSocial Security Administration
ing living costs. The average
noted that 25 years ago about
old-age benefit paid iii .7,.1:42, the
half of all persons aged 65 or
over were mainly or wholly de- year when benefits first became
payable, was $22.10.
pendent on relatives a n d
friends. Today, over 72 per cent The average retirement beneof a much larger aged popula- fit payable to those w h o have
tion are either drawing old-age become entitled to payments
and survivors insurance bene- during the past 20 years is
fits, or will be eligible to draw $68.30. However, the average
them when the worker retires. benefit being awarded to persons retiring now who have
Originally designed to p r ovide only old-age insurance worked during recent years
and have had a higher earning
benefits for workers in c o mlevel is about $83.
merce and industry, these provisions of the social securit
The fear of Balkanization of the great issues of independent
Africa, set program have been expandedy
black continent seems to be sustained
off the chaotic clockwork of change and and improved over ..he years.
by the distressing unfolding of events
convulsion, and brought into being a About 9 out of 10 workers in
the United States, almost the
in recent weeks. If there were any ildiplomatic problem which, like the East- entire gainfully employed poplusions about the predicament that Afern question of the nineteenth century, ulation, work in employment or
rica presents to the world, that it is in
self-government covered by soany way temporary or transient, they threatens to become an interminable cial security.
source of international rivalry and ten- BUILDING PROTECTION
had better be shed.
Through this work, they are
The ever-present Congo crisis leaves sion.
building protection for t h e mFor the powers, the classic difficul- selves and
little expectation that the problems of
their dependents ATLANTA — Dr.
Martin
ty
of
a Balkan situation is one of con- in their old-age, and for their Luther King, jr., announced the
Central Africa are likely to yield to
s in case of their death. appointment of James R. Wood
quick pragmatic series of adjustments tainment. Each may seek, by meddling familie
Under amendments to t h e as his Administrative Assistant
and
peddli
ng, to enhance its prestige law, enacted
and realignments. What is happening is
in 1954, 1956, and and Director of Public Relations
and influence, each may claim clients, 1958, they are also earning profor the Southern Christian
neither unnatural nor unfamiliar.
Leadership Conference.
tection
each
for
may
themse
sustai
lves
and
n
familocal
a
squabb
le
with
Nationalism which is spreading like
lies in the event of their per- Wood, a native of Washingthe
milita
ry
logisti
cs
of
a
great
alliance. manent and total
wild-fire and the vigor of the masston, D C.. was educated in
disability.
based popularity of the native intellec- Rut the real crisis comes when the ex- Although social security has public schools there and in New
tuals have created a ferment the out- ternal commitment to any client is become firmly associated with York City, Hampton Institute
the idea
old age, it is im- and New York University.
come of which defies all predictions. made the cause of peace or war, when portant toof recogni
ze that the He received training in the
the
determination or patience of the survivors and
Complications arise out of the fact that
disability provis- U. S Marine Corps School of
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ed and qualified to vote posses- political action.
some of the emerging states claiming powers in avoiding a general conflict ions of the law are a bulwark Organization and served as an
Congre
ssman Bill Dawson of ses something precious which
organiz
of
er
protect
in
ion
for
the
Americ
establi
vields
an
shment
to
fama
local
We have, of course, an
impati
ence
or
humiliasovereignty are not yet able to exert it
of training centers for recruits Chicago has made famous the these white bosses of both par- enormous
ilies.
economic
tion.
power
throughout their own territories.
SURVIVORS BENEFITS
during World War II.
potential because of our multiadmonition "It's time to stop ties want.
You remember the story of billion dollar
The course of the Congolese crisis To illustrate, the records show GANDHI STUDENT
These states are beset by the probgetting mad and start getting
purchasing power.
that smart Greek, Archimedes, Through boycott
1.5 million of the estimated Wood is a student
s and selective
lems of under-development and under- has seen the development of one diplo- 2that
of the tea- smart." I have heard him time who
said that all he wanted buying, we have begun
million fatherless children in chings of
Mohondas K. Gandhi and again pound this warning was
to flex
education. The leaders, however, be- matic force and one technical instru- the nation are now receivi
a lever and a place to stand our economic
ng and embraces the philosophy home to Negro audiences.
muscles. This
and
ment
he
that
monthl
have,
would
y survivors insurance of nonviolence
in their fashion, helped
lieve that they can best maintain their
move the world. strategy will probably grow
when
as derived from particularly
emotions
political momentum through diplomatic to keep the great powers apart. The di- benefits under the Social Se- passive resistance. He has were running high because of Thanks to our democratic more and more important.
system, most of us in America For the moment
curity Act. Ninety pr cent of taught
, however,
Radio Production and some racial incident.
adroitness and bi-lateral commitments. plomatic force is the strength of Afri- the mothers and childre
can put our hands on such a with a nationa
n in the Dramatic Arts at a Catholi
l
electio
n right
Well,
how
c
do we get smart? ;ever The big joker in this
Beneath this structure there lurks can neutralism, itself a concurrent of country are eligihle for these Jesuit high
around the corner, we are in a
school and served I am sure the
democr
atic deck, however, is position to make immedi
Congressman
an instinctive African folkway: tribal- nationalism, which has actively contri- benefits should the head of the as director of the Data Procesate
would agree that one ,sure way that many Of us seem to prefer power
family
play which will help
sing Unit (IBM) on the adminism itself, infinite and ageless, that buted to the hands-off policies of the Close die.
to
get
started
to
in
this
talk
smarti
..bout the levers we change the face of America.
ng.
to a half a million dise staff at Virginia State up busines
stands athwart speedy social and eco- United States and the Soviet Union. abled workers and their fami- istrativ
s is to get registered haven't got than to make use Both major parties
college.
openly seek
and vote. This is the moment of those we have.
nomic stability. This is what BalkaniHow long will the great powers obto win our confidence and votes.
in our history when no Negro I think, however, this situa- They
know we hold in many
zatinn means.
serve their neutrality? This question
can afford to sit down on his tion is going to change. For key areas
the balance of politThis situation was anticipated in cannot be answered readily. There are
grievances. He has got to get one thing the young Negroes ical power.
up and act and become qualifi- of America seem to be made Given this
Africa before the Congolese struggle. too many imponderables. Ethiopia.
situation, it is uva&
ed to vote now.
out of different cloth. These to us to make
Put if Prime Minister Patrice Lumum- Ghana, Guinea, Liberia are watching
the most of it
Sitting down is fine as a kids are not buying any soft Thus the Negro who can regba's re-rime has succeeded in the great closely the tragic drama that unfold'
protest move at a lunch coun- soap. fhey know the white su- ister and vote freely in the
gamble to hold the Congo to(rether as a itself in the Congo. It is safe to assume
ter. especially for students who premacy doctrine is dead here, North and in many sections of
are too young to vote, We who in Africa and all over the the South has, I believe, a
unified and coherent state, the possi- that any undue foreign intervention
are
old enough to vote, how- world. They intend to bury it. sacred obligation to do so.
bility of a gradual evolution, not only in would bring them into action. For. in
These youngsters have put I think also that
ever mos' now stand up and
if we cannot
Cnng,olese affairs but in the emergence their view, interference with the rights WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Inieri,,, would oe
us, their fathers, on the spot. follow Congressman
be
counte
d
in
the
ballot
box.
Dawson's
directe
d
to
A
Senate
Indian affairs sub- transfer their property
of more viable political structures and of a sovereign African state would be
Our street corner wiseacres, We cannot disown them and we advice all the way in that we
to
a
committee Thursday -ejected trustee of his
choice. The trus- who are fond of dumping scorn cannot stop them, even if we can't stop getting mad, at least,
systems in Africa as a whole, is one to considered a threat to their own securi- a House
wanted to do so. The only we can stay mad
approved bill to ex- tee would manage
and "start
the Indians' on the white bosses of both
be,supported and encouraged.
tend fr..m next Dec. 31 to July affairs
ty and to African nationalism.
until the tribe decided parties, charging that none of honorable course left to us is getting smart." Registering and
1, 1961. the
to join them and help make voting should get us started
This may now seem to have been too
for ending wha course of
The situation is grave and danger- federal controldate
action it wished h e m is sincere and all of
of
certain
the
their efforts are con- being smart.
Menomi
large an expectation from the begin- ous and cannot
them phonies, should take a
to pursue.
wait too long foe a satis- nee Indian tribe of Wisconsin. The
structive and lead to the Another thing I have discovlook
in
the
secreta
mirror.
ry
would
ning, but to back Lumumba, as both the factory practi
be told
establishment of gains which ered is that once you give your
cal solution. The problem Instead, the subcommittee to act as quickly as possibl
Most of us are brought up to
e
recommended a modified plan
United Nations and the Belgian govern- nosed by
enemy a good licking, all the
after Nov 1. with a deadline of believe that the white man is are permanent.
Katanga must be resolved be- for support
ing the Indian when
When we take a long look at anger disappears. Fine friendment did in recognizing the central Con- fore it
a liar and a hypocrite. A lot of
explodes into a devastating world the huge Menominee reserva- Dec. 31. 1960.
the power structure of our ships often flow from fierce
The subcom
golese state, was preferable to antici- conflic
approved history also supports this view. country
t. For the great powers still have tion become Menominee County a proposal thatmittee
. we know that the best fights. This friendship is based
the tribe be ex- However that may be,
pating disaster.
there chance we have of exercising on respect. If we don't stand
high political stakes in the black conti- at the end of the )ear.
cused from
paying federal is no denying the fact
today immediate influence in this up for our cause, we don't deUnder the proposal, which stamp
The past month has catalyzed the nent.
taxes on documents con- that the Negro
who is register- power structure is through serve respect.
now goes to the full Interior nected
with terminating governCommittee, the tribe would be ment
control.
given until next November 1
Al: recommended by the
to appoint voting trustees to
committee was an amendment
manage the corporation which
under which Indians would be
will administer
the Indians' allowed to complete, at-gove
rntimber mill.
men(. expense, any undergraduGov. Jimmie Davis' action in Baton
The constitutionality of Louisiana PICK TRUSTEE
ate college program or vocaRouge, Louisiana, has the makings of
If the Indians do not meet tional training underw
ay on
another Little Rock. Defying a Federal status will be attacked. Gov. Davis will that deadline, the Secretary of next Dec. 31.
court order to begin desegregation of find, as did Faublis, that no state stat- 1/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111(tIMIMMIIIIIIIIIIIMMMII
MMITM11111111111111111111111111111
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Our Opinions

The Drama In Central Africa

Wood Joins
SCIC Staff
In Atlanta

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

•

Reject Delay Of
Indian Control

Another Little Rock

the first grade in New Orleans, Davis
has taken over the administration of
the schools to prevent integration.
The Louisiana Governor is acting
under a statute which permits him to
take over "exclusive control, management of public schools ... on a racially
segregated basis until such time as the
legislature shall classify or reclassify
schools to place into operation therein
a plan of racial integration."
This is another silly maneuvering
much on the pattern that Gov. Faubus
of Arkansas had followed in 1957 in
Little Rock when the legislature granted him the power to run the public
schools.

ute can take precedent over the mandate of the Supreme Court of the United States.
Unless the ruling of the Federal District Judge ordering the Orleans school
board to integrate the first grade in
September, is rescinded or reversed
both the Governor and the school board
will have to comply with it or stand in
contempt of the court.
This case presents Attorney General Rogers a clear cut opportunity for
prosecution under the new Civil Rights
Act. It will also be a challenge to the
Presidential candidates whose party
platforms leave no room for compromise
on the issue of integration.

The People Speak
Turn To Africa
Dear Editor:
I feel sorry for Castro. They
are sure to get him one way
or the other. To what degree
American influence, financial
anti other wise, was taken ad
vantage of the Latin people I
do not know.
The sentiment is quite strong
thgre against Americans I
would think all the Latin peo-

ples of the free world would invisible psychological growth
now lean heavily toward Au* atop my head. I think he is
sia and the nearly 2,000,000,- quite right. I do hear voices
000 colored.people of this earth from a far to me. The deceased
are not completely u noonto whom the future belongs scious.
The West is interested in
I feel high invisible powers.
separating Katanga from the the
Gods, are interested in
Republic of Congo. This corn. Negroes
turning their attenpets me to say, "I thank Thee, tion toward
s Africa.
o God, for Russia and China question their authori I do not
ty.
on Earth today."
Edward Lewis
Our doctor says I have an
Chicago

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

SO WHAT?
"The opera," said Simple, Once I went with Joyce to said Joyce,
'and is the least
"sounds like a lot of squalls Carnegie Hall to hear a col- good in
the company.'
•
and squawks to me."
ored opera, writ by a famous "I had rather look at her
colored composer, and it sound- than hear that big fat lady who
"What opera?" I asked.
"Any opera," said Simple. ed to me like it were in Yid- keeps singing over and over, •
"But what I am meaning now dish. All the singers were GREAT GOOGLE MOOGLEr
is them that Joyce listens to on colored, and the program said I said.
the radio. My wife is the most it were in English, so I knew "She is not singing GREAT opera-listening woman I know. it was not Iitalian. But if you GOOGLE
MOOGLE!" criedshe being a fiend for culture. have ever worked down in the Joyce. 'She is chanting GREAT:
Me, I do not care for opera." garment center with Jewish GOD OF MERCY, great god of
"Probably because you do peoples, you have heard Yid- mercy, crying to a voodoo go
not understand opera," I said. dish, and you know it is a to save her lover from deat
"They are all in Italian," said talk you cannot understand. I '-"I am glad you told me wh
could not understand this opera, it is all about,' I said. But by
Simple, "and Joyce do not unso I asked Joyce did she reckon that time Joyce had turned hei
derstand Italian neither, yet
all these colored singers had back as far as she could on me
she LOVES opera."
Jewish singing teachers?
in them seats we had paid $5.50
"Your wife appreciates the "Joyce said, 'Sh-sss
-ss-s! Why per each for to hear that opera.
music," I said, "and she prob- do you ask such a questio
n?' And she were listening. Maybe
ably takes the time and trou- "I said,
'Because I do not she do really enjoy that kind
ble to read the story of what- understand a word!'
of music. But me, no, I don't
ever opera she intends to hear,
"Joyce said, 'But what tone! understand it."
"Carmen" or "Tosco" or
What projection! Do you not "Just because you do not
"Aida" or whatnot. Culture is
hear that bel canto?'
understand a thing, do not make
not always to be appreciated
"I said, 'Hell, no, I can't, fun of it too harshly, or be too
without preparation. Perhaps if
oh!' Which made Joyce mad, critical of others for liking it.
you were to read the libretto of
oh! And she began to tell me Tastes differ. You go for beer,
an opera and know its story,
that she did not see why I had some go for Bach. And as for
you would understand it better."
to show my ignorance right opera, thousands like it. You
"Maybe so, bye and bye,"
there in Carnegie Hall. She happen not to be in that numsaid Simple. "But why is all
said you should not be talking ber. Yet, if I remember coroperas in Malian?"
during an aria, anyhow, and rectly, when Marian Anderson
"They are not, by any means,
that Madam Dawson had put first sang at the Metropolitan
all in Italian. Wagner's operas
on a fine production."
Opera House, you were one of
are in German, Bizet's in
"I said, 'Everybody looks those cheering the loudest,
French, Mousorgsky's in Rusfine down on that stage, most right here at this bar."
sian and Menotti
. in English," particularly that chick
'
in the "Right!" said Simple. "Rill
"SO YOU THINK THE CHAINS OF MATRIMONY I said.
low cut gown with the brooch here at the bar, not at
"Even
when operas are in over her navel. She sure
ARE SO HEAVY THEY HAVE TO BE CARRIED BY
do look opera. Bravo! Bravo, AnderEnglish." said Simple, "they sharp.'
THREE ... HUH?"
son' Sing, woman, sing! Barsound like they are in Italian. "But
she is singing flat,' tender. set me up a beer."
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ProF. Doodle
ANOTHER VRONC7' Im ()UR BATTLE FOR (NIL RIGHTS'
...EvERYONE HAS -ME SAME PAH%...AND
ToerRE AlviAY$ NUN6R4/LtTls STOP USING
/
1
4„
"1:15 FOUL LANGUAGE!!

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a photo in first letter. Barbara
lady of 45. I have a little girl Ann Davis, 6825 Calumet ave.,
9 years old. Would like to make Chicago 37, Ill.
•••
new friends. My husband died
4 years ago. I am brown skin, Dear Mme Chante; I would
weight 150 lbs, 5 feet 2 inches like to correspond with a nice
tall, dark brown eyes, easy to man between 39 and 49 who
get along with, love to go to would make a good husband.
church and to a movie once in I am 41, weigh 189 lbs., 5 feet,
a while. Would like to c o r- 4 inches tall, brownskin. Would
respond with some one around like to meet someone who wants
a good wife and a good home.
my ate. Mrs. Bessie Smith, 655
If not sincere, please do not
E. 131st at., Chicago 27, ill.
write. I will answer all letters.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: You're Miss Louise Harper, 2710 Bigdoing a wonderful job with wood Trail, Fail, Fairbron,
your lovelorn corner. I am still Ohio.
• * •
hoping that you will help me
Dear
Mme
Chante: I would
find the right man. I am a nice
like to correspond with pen
person, easy to get along with pals. I am 60
yours old.
I am 5 feet, 3 inches tall, 142 E. Bertrand, 2137 N. Damen
lbs. brown skin, red hair, a ave., Chicago. Ill.
good cook and nice dresser. I
* * •
am looking for a man who is
Dear Mine Chante: I have
clean, looks nice in his clothes read in your lovelorn column
between 50 and 60 years old how you have helped so many
and in good health. Miss K. lonely and unhappy people find
F o r d, General Delivery, San true love and complete happiAntonio, Texas.
ness. So I am hoping that you
•••
can help me. I am single, have
-Dear Mme. Chante: You have a pleasing personality and a
helped so many of my friends real sweet disposition, sincere,
find happiness. I am sure you and honest. I am 43, dark
can help me. I am a hard work- brown complexion, 125 lbs., deing man 39 years of age, 6 feet, sire to correspond with single
4 inches tall, 175 lbs, brown disabled veterans, men in the
skin, black hair. Would like to Armed Forces and those who
correspond with a lady between are soberminded, clean cut and
18 and 35. It will be alright if decent, between the ages of 37
she has one or two children. and 68. Will answer all letters
She must be a Christian, seri- promptly. Ruth Morris, 233
ous minded and interested in Kinnard ave., Dayton, Ohio.
•• •
marriage. I will answer all letters and exchange photos. Mr. Dear Mme Chante: I enjoy
The fourth Earl of Sandwich of the earliest "convenience" E. Smith, 6333 S. Blackstone. reading your wonderful column
Apt. 203, c-o Henry, Chicago, and about you helping so many
who lived in the eighteenth meal service on record.
century was a card-player ot The ease with which today's
lonely hearts. I do hope you
The child was crying and his drive. This is what visiting
and individuals.
Casey, Vernon Feaman, Jessie
•••
renowned. It is said that his sandwiches are m:.de would
can help me too. I am a very mother
was close to tears. He linois Bell Telephone Company FUND LEADERS
Jeffries, Marshall Williams,
love of the game was so great astound the Earl of Sandwich. Dear Mme. Chante: I have lonely young man of 32, interhad swallowed laundry bleach, men — among businessmen
Howard
Bailey, James Baltibeen
a
reader
of yours for sev- esting and not bad looking.
that he hated to stop to eat his For example, foods such as
spear-heading the communities Illinois Bell men serving as more, Amos Meredith;
fund leaders are E. G. Schermeals. Legend has it that one cheese are ready-sliced and eral years and I am hoping Would appreciate hearing from and doctors in the Provident divison of
the drive — were
merhorn, Park Ridge, general James Tyus, Edward Ware,
day he asked a servant to bring shaped to fit the bread slices. you may help me as you have all serious minded young ladies Hospital emergency r o om
told as they toured the hospital
Sim a slice of meat between The variety of cheese slices is so many others. I am 26 years between the ages of 24 and 31, worked to ease his pain. Lucky
traffic manager, who is vice- Ruth W. Mooney, Cleo C. Pon
to see how funds would be used.
two pieces of bread so that he a boon for the sandwich maker. old 5 feet, 7 inches tall, medi- who are sincere and home lov- for this tot that quick, skillpresident of the hospital's board ter, Caroline Rogers, Darwin
$125,000
GOAL
could eat it without a plate, They are available in many um dark complexion. I hope to ing. Someone who wants the ful help was within close reach.
of trustees; R. T. Holladay, Allen, Al Tysiak, Arthur Duran,
The campaign for $125,000, Hinsdale, south division traf- William J. Callan, J. J. Lord,
knife or fork and so continue flavors—vera-sharp, Gruyere, find a man who is ready for better things in life. Since
The increasingly heavy cost
marriage. Color or age is not the object of my wanting to of this emergency room — which opened June 17 and closes fic manager; Don Burg, E I in- Charles A. Keyes, Irvin B.
his card-playing.
Swiss, American etc.
The pleasing taste of the
Sandwich making knowns no important. I am a nurse with correspond is for the purpose which handles a case every 14 Sept. 6, is lagging. The 200-bed hurst, division traffic super- Blanchett, Violet Shipe, a n d
Trevor Beate,
combination and the conveni- age barrier.
Quickie cheese a 4y e a r old daughter. He of marriage. Please send photo minutes and has the second hospital admitted nearly 9,500 visor;
patients
1959,
cared
in
f
o
r
ence caused him to repeat his sandwiches are made with must be sincere with kindness In letter and I will do the same. largest patient load in the city
Vernon B. Williams, jr., 7026
requests. Soon, neighbors copi- ready-sliced cheese in a matter and understanding. I will an- Buddy Flamingo, 156 W. 84th —must be underwritten by the m o re than 36,000 emergency S. St. Lawrence ave., m a nis idea and other combine- of seconds by the youngest cook swer all letters. Please send at., New York, N. Y.. Apt. 3-G. current Provident Hospital fund cases, delivered over 2,000 ba- ager; Charles A. Carroll, 29:10
bies, and provided medical
appeared. The fad spread in the household or by GrandN. Hoyne, commercial assistservices for nearly 2,500 paand wherever it went it was pa, who may never have cookant;
Eugene Porter, 4700 S.
tients who made almost 10,000
called "sandwich" from the ed a meal in his entire life.
Drexel blvd., communications
clinic.
out-patient
the
visits
to
name of its inventor. Today, Eight sandwiches can be made
maintenanceman; and Cyrus E.
All of these cases needed Johnson, 3445 S. Rhodes a v e.,
one month of our year—Au- in a jiffy by just cutting the
gust—is set aside to do honor ..apping from an eight slice
medical care, but not all could commercial assistant.
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.—
pay for it, according to Clyde
to the sandwich—probably one package.
(UN) — Secretary General Dag
Other
Illinois
Bell
men
and
director
executive
L. Reynolds,
appointed
women serving the drive under Hammarskjold
of the hospital, who emphasis
Rajeshwar Dayal to sucthe leadership of these c a mcommunity.
the
service
to
es
ceed Dr. Ralph J. Bunche as
paign leaders include:
A cross-section of Chic atop United Nations official in the
go businessmen, including those Robert J. Grabenhofer, How- Congo.
ard Munn, William 0. Damrow,
By LeROY POPE
admssion than they did in 1950 $47,000 to educate a general from the phone company, are
of Homewood, Paul M. By.lina, Bunche has been under inhours
of
of
thousands
giving
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The while the population has gone practitioner and $64,000 to edu.
Percy
Richardson. Mrs. Rilla creasing fire both from Russia
ah
o
the
make
time
to
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI) Under the plan approved business of being a doctor is way up, and, the experts said, cate a specialist. That is not their
Morgan,
William Cheehan, Don- and Congolese Premier Patrice
—Illinois Atty. Gen. William L. Wednesday
by
Guild, the better today than it ever was— the doctor shortage assumes all out of pocket expense to the pital's needs known to c o inald
John Kidd, Leon- Lumumba as an A m eric an
Reinhart,
organizations.
groups,
munity
Guild has approved a new fi- Insurance firm: Guarantees yet medical schools are having alarming proportions. It is young doctor and his parents —
ard Newkirk, Andrew Childress; "tool"
mncial responsibility auto in- payment of up to $10,000 for all trouble getting enough students, made even worse, say the med- but the cash mato§ over 10 to 12
Ni date 1,,as set for t h •
Nat McGill, Barbara White.
surance policy.
ical society spokesmen, by the years may be $20,000 just for a
awl 2h, but authoritative sourcinjuries to one person in any medical experts report.
R. C. Culbertson. J. F. O'Lough- es
The new policy rewrites the one
said Bunche was expected to
accident; $20,000 for in- Moreover, hunderds of towns fact that the average Amer- G. P. Then he must be set up
lin, J. R. Johnson, J. W. Bishmaximum liability celIng of
are begging medical societies ican goes to see the doctor in practice.
return here about the end of
juries sustained by two or more and welfare foundations to help twice
op,
W.
R.
FarBarbara
Day,
as much as his parents Next, too many youngsters
$25.000 for any one accident.
this month.
land, Rose Gregg, Mercedes
think they can't make it. They
It was submitted by insur- persons in any one accident, them get a doctor to locate in did.
Dayal, now Indian high comTurner;
e commissioner Joseph S. and 85,000 for property damage their communities. They offer The American Medical As- imagine medical schools won't
missioner to Pakistan, was a
Jackie Watson, Kenneth N. member of the three-man U.N.
sustained in any single mishap. financial help and promise sociation alone got just under look at an application from anyRobinson, observation group sent to Lehim a lucrative practice. Many 1,000 requests last year from thing less than an A-minus stu- INDEPENDENCE, Mo. — Lundeen, Denise
a small town doctor nets $25,- communities asking help in get- dent. Fact is 65 per cent of all (UPI) — Former President Carrie Halthcox, Muriel Glenn. banon during its 1958 crisis. He
000 a year, and the profession ting a doctor. Other medical medical students come from Harry S. Truman gave Demo- Cyril J. Deitch. Bobbie Byas, will serve as Hammarskjold's
Barbara Lewis, Bob Johnston, "personal representative in the
is about the highest paid in societies got such requests al- the "B" ranks and 16 per cent cratic Presidential
nominee
the land.
though certainnly not so many were only "C" students as John F. Kennedy a guided tour and James Eddy.
Congo."
The doctor shortage, which as the AMA. Dr. Walter Wig- undergraduates — yet many of of the Truman library Saturday
Raymond Jenen, Peter GillBunche. U. N. undersecretahas been getting worse ever gins of the AMA says a small these make good doctors, med- and took the occasion to get in espie,
Arthur
D.
Nance, ry for special political affairs,
since 1950, became more acute town has virtually no chance of ical school records show.
a fe, caustic remarks against Charles Burke. Sheadrick Till- has turned down offers of high
this summer when a crack- attracting a doctor nowadays The medical profession's con- President Eisenhower.
man, Robert Woods, Jackson state department positions.
down by various medical and unless local groups help fi- stant fear is that the doctor
The tour followed a news conhospital associations forced 4,- nancially to set him up in prac- shortage will lead to govern- fereuce during which Truman
000 unlicensed European and tice.
ment controlled socialized medi- pledged to support Kennedy's
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Wall market will receive some stim- Asiatic interne' and resdents Farm organizations and some
cine. They hope to see the drive for the White House in
Street experts expect the stock ulation f ro m a more than off hospital staffs.
big corporations have taken an scholarship approach, financed the November election
market to move out of its sum- seasonal gain in steel activity, These foreign-trained doctors interest in the matter. Sears,
by government and business Passing several showcases
mer doldrums and trend up- a seasonal upturn in auto out- failed in examinations last Roebuck and Co., for example,
jointly, used to solve the doctor which illustrated the jobs of a
ward.
put, a slight rise In residential spring to show sufficient pro- has helped a number of com- shortage
with the scholarship- chief executive, Truman reBut the experts are divided volume and a small increase in fessionanal qualifications or munities to get doctors.
sided doctors becoming private marked to Kennedy:
on when this breakthrough will building and construction ac- knowledge of English to keep The strangest thing is to find professional
men instead of "Yoo see what you have got
occur. They agree, however, it tivity generally.
their }ohs. Another 5,000 foreign- the medical schools, which only government employes.
you your hands—one job is just
will happen as soon as domestic The International Statistical trained doctors passed the a decade ago were desperately
as important as the other. The
business activities perk up.
Bureau sees the list also getting examinations.
expanding facilities to make
President has time to do them Chrysler Division has con- cent next year. At a press conThe market currently is a lift from increased govern- But the crackdown may keep room for qualified applicants
all, unless he plays golf all the firmed that it will offer a new ference, Briggs predicted that
ergoing one of its best re- ment spending, while the In- 1,500 to 3,000 foreign doctors clamoring to get in, now adverMONTGOMERY, Ala—(UP!) time "
aeries of full-sized cars in a new
cries of the year, but a vestors Advisory Institute looks from coming to the United tising for students.
a greatly - strengthened dealer
Police took Arthur Murray into
The remark referring to Pres- price range in 1961.
arp pickup in volume has for the federal reserve's switch- States in the next year. Couple Applications actually dropped court Tuesday on reckless drivident Eisenhower's golf drew a The new series will be shown body of almost 2,900 dealers
been lacking, giving the move- ing from a policy of neutrality this with the fact that American from 22,279 in 1950 to 15.172 in ing charges and then led
him wide grin from Kennedy and .45 the Newport and it will be would sell between 110,000 and
ment the tag of another -tech- to one of more credit-ease to medical schools are getting 195€. Money is the biggest rea- off to jail for five
days when Sen. Henry Jackson, of Washadjustment"
following
produced in five body styles. 120,000 Chryslers in the 1 9 6 1
the
nical
fuel a rise in stock prices.
one-third fewer applicants for son. It costs an average of he was found guilty.
ington.
Clare E. Briggs, corporate model year as against about 73,July dip.
vice president and general man- 000 this year.
STABLE PERIOD
The Fitch survey sees the
ager of the Chrysler and Imlist contfiming in a stabilising
perial Division, said the new
area the next several weeks,
Nao Gila. was
series will be offered with an
w.)0/2.147
LtItt..60 4.1‘1E116
consolidating its position, and
engine that runs on regular
Ibr•Aki
less apt to break out sharply
gasoline, a manual-a hift
one way or the other.
transmission, and a 2.93 axle Frank J Schira, president of
Other Wall Streeters say the
ratio for economical operation. the National Police Officers As"We believe the Newport is sociation of America, announced
the answer to the public's de- the appointment of Lt. Gerald
sire for full-size comfort at S. Arenberg, 3$ Logan Terrace,
reasonable cost with excellent Golf, III., as executive director
To the young 1 should offuel and maintenance econo- of the National Police Hall of
fer two maxims: Don't accept superb:nal solutions of
my," Briggs said.
Fame and Museum at Port
difficult problems. It is betThe new series will broaden Charlotte. Fla.
ter to do a little good taw
market His duties Will be to co-ordiChrysler's available
mu& harm 1 should net atfrom about 600,000 to more than nate the select/op of candidates
eite•iOng
more
syetille:
ter
one-million potential customers. for election to the Hall at Fame
every young person a1er441
Briggs confirmed that t h e and to select those officers
ecide t hla or her aim
new series is one of the big fac- who have been killed in the
tors
which allowed him to line of duty for inclusion in the
—(Dertrend Hisseell)
predict last week a sales in- memorial section of the buildcrease of from 50 to 60 per ing.
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Stars Call Discs, TV Top Spotlighters
Guest Starring,
Hit Recordings•
Top 'Must' List

I so tly say 1
Stars usually provides a few
unreserved seats for Negroes
WHEN ILLNESS (attack of but all in one section. — IN
flu) bedded Harry Belafonte in THIS CASE WHITES purchased
Australia last week the famed tickets for the Negroes who
singer WAS FORCED TO CAN- showed up with good seats and
CEL out 10-night stand at St. watched 'the performance.
• • •
Kilda Palace, first scheduled engagement Harry has been forced HELEN HAYES, Mery LeRoy
to pass up since he hit the top. and George Murphy will head
—CHICAGO'S CLOISTER Inn the "Celebrities For Nixonnow on its new policy — all Lodge" organization this fall
jazz music and no acts — will AND SEVERAL SEPIANS will
bring in Coleman Hawkins for participate. SO FAR LISTED
two weeks starting Sept. 5. ARE Louise Beavers, EDDIE
"HAWK" WILL BE followed by "ROCHESTER" ANDERSON,
along with Walter Pidgeon, John
Miles Davis.
• • •
Wayne, Dick Powell, Jinx Falk"GONE WITH THE WIND" enberg, Ward Bond and Mary
the film Negroes hoped was Pickford to name a few — THE
gone forever will return to the- SAMMY DAVIS, Mai Britt wedatre screen in Atlanta Georgia ding is set for Oct. 16 with
this season.—THEATRE MAN- Beverly Hills Hotel as reception
AGEMENT hopes to have Clark center. — ONE OF MOST POPGable who starred in pix on ULAR artists appearing at Ranhand for personal appearance dall Island Jazz Festival was
when the film makes its second talented and attractive Perri
"`world premiere" in the Dixie Lee whose Trio won high entertown. — "TRUE GANG MUR- tainment rating Sunday night.—
DERS" is title of series of films MISS LEE WILL be rememberto be made with Chicago back- ed for her fine performance in
ground settings for television.— "Pillow Talk" with Doris Day
PRODUCERS WILL have bene- and Rock Hudson.
* • •
fit of "stills" taken from local
BOATWRIGHT
newspapers shot during the Al McHENRY
Capone days to spotlight and scored tremendously in concert
authenticate the pictures.
before a large audience in Rio
• •.
de Janeiro Sunday. — SPEAKTHE SIT-IN BUSINESS in At- ING OF FOREIGN affairs Ada
lanta shifted to a theatre last "Bricktop" Smith currently opweek when a number of young- erating a swank nightery in
sters calmly appeared at the 'l
Rome celebrated her 66 birthChastain Amphitheatre with re-,
day with a quickie visit to Lonserved seats to performance of
don over weekend. — THE
"South Pacific."—THEY WERE JOHNNY MATHIS show set to
SEATED without incident and premiere at Hollywood's Greek
even though management ad- Theatre will have eight dancing
vised whites sitting nearby they. dolls as background.—FRENCH
might move to' other seats if, PUPPETEER Andre Tahon althey wished no one accepted the so appears with Mathis in the
offer. THE THEATRE, HOME show that will tour nation after
of Municipal Theatre Under The : Greek Theatre stint.
By AL MONROE

Ask any agent handling top the movies gave me my big
stars how his protege got where chance? Certainly films gave
he is and the answer will, in them a few dollars but little
all probability be "through hard else to boast about.
work and a few breaks."
Arrival of television presentThen request pin pointing of ed a somewhat different story.
the things having most to do While few sepians were starred
with ties. particular artist's rise in their own shows they were
and what the artist thinks aided spotlighted via guest starring
most and the answer will most stints and this helped considersurely be "through television ably. They sang their best
spotlighting" and, belatedly the songs, appeared before camera
answer will be "also record- in their best toggery and were
ings."
not put off in one corner when
There isn't a big name star the camera was turned on.
As for recordings the pictur
alive who does not believe
cordings have had quite a bit to has been even more brilliant
do wth his or her climb to the If certain individuals refused to
top. And most of the same art- buy records made by sepians
ists will tell you apprearing on they at least had to listen to
such recordings played over
television has done its part.
the Negro as a cepting the award from Robradio and on television. As a
HALL BARTLETT, youthful ban League with a specitl to portray
of
nonare
There
hundreds
ert Morris and H. B. Law.
result, the recorded voices of
writer, director and producer award for his film. Urban first class citizen."
the %world Standing is Ted Cobb, Frank sepia artists who will say mov- top sepians are c a r ried in
of the new motion picture, League directors cited Bart- Bartlett, here for
ies
or
gave
them
Broadway
Young Cassell, Mrs. Edwin Berry,
homes all over the world.
"All The Young Men," is lett's film as "the most ma- premiere of "All The
Roose- Edwin C. Berry, G. M. Ware their big chance, which is true. Proof of this spotlighting can
the
at
Thursday
Men,"
Hollywood
of
out
Ur
movie
ture
Chicago
honored by the
is
here
that
Trouble
sepians
velt theatre is pictured ac- and Robert Pritzker.
be gotten from interviews with
have not had same chance to
the artists who rate in films,
move to the top through the
on television or night clubs.
medium of films. Not until reThey will tell you just for the
•cently when Sidney Poitier,
asking that their big hope is a
Harry Belafonte, Dot Dandridge
hit record. They feel that an
and a few others were given
artist, however well liked in
roles that showed no signs of
a certain field cannot hope to
bias casting.
gain real national fame withIn the past, and for the most, out a hit record or two. Exceppart, what Hollywood did for t.ion, of course is in the dramatand to sepians should not have lc field w here such movie
been wished on them. They greats as Sidney Poitier reign.
were held to small bit and
Yes hard work is most essel,
on hisfirst covered an act or two with servant roles almost entirely. tial to success in any fiel
presented
be
to
rice
sepia
several
are
slated
those
There will be many changes
preThis being the case how could But just as essential to sucshow. He will follow with an- talent to spare and will
on television this season with!stars
planned other on format as last season's sent his discovery on one of one expect sepia artists to say cess in the musical field is reas
program
the
On
quite a few of last season's1
his television shows.
effort later on.
cording hit numbers. And it has
programs gone by wayside so far Harry Belafonte will applan afoot to Incidentally, high on list at- Eartha Kitt and Sarah Vaughan been
a
also
is
There
acthat
established
he
which
on
when the Sept. through next pear in two shows
the
of
one
by
have Nat King Cole appear in tractions wanted
but in their cases the stints complishing this is invariably
in
due
is
The
first
will
star.
June period is the being run
a musical spectacular with television chains is the Pearl will be as guest stars. However, an entry into the other fields
early October and will be on
off.
himself as star. This will be a Bailey Show, currently appear- the fact remains, there will be including television and radio,
In dropping several programs the folk song kick with material one shot program but will be a ing in Las Vegas. Pearl has more than usual number of Check on the list of sepia greats
the major chains, ABC, NBC and artists representing all socksationaler
according to been approached but so far no spectaculars featuring sepians most seen on television and
are increasing the number of parts of the world. Belafonte on plans revealed so far. Nat has deal has been made, close this season than ever before. even in the theatres and night
friends say.
"spectaculars" for that time his present tour abroad has already appeared on such
This has been verified by tele- I clubs and you'll find those who
Another likely for television vision brass on all three major have recorded hits well up
slot. This means big names secured tunes and artists from program over a New York telei near the top,
must be presented and among several countries including Af- been seen on television several spotlighting is the Larry Steele chains.
show known nation over as
from
reactions
the
vision and
NEW YORK — Veteran Jazz lanu Jazz Festival and to menv
Affairs." Problem for
I
viewers and television brass as "Smart
star, Miles Davis. held his first tion his new Columbia album,
Larry however is fact that
official press conference spon- "Sketches Of Spain."
well was terrific.
television wants the show as is
Accompanying Davis on the
sored by the Randall's Island
Sammy Davis. Jr., who has With Billy Daniels included and
arpiano was Gil Evans who
Jazz Festival,
times on a telecast in which he Billy may balk at such an ap- I
Miles. replete as the fashion ranged music for the album,
starred will be spotlighted on pearance. It is generally krilwn
plate of the Jazz world, an- The du'. was compared as the
been
has
it
r"
"spectacula
offers
a
that Daniels has several
swered questions for approxi- Rodgers and Hammerstein of
This one, unlike the to appear on television in guest
learned.
which
phrase
a
world,
Jazz
the
the
from
guests
mately 100
others, will be on the musical starring stints and for more
press who sipped Champagne brought a smile to Miles' face.
in
•
•
kick with Davis singing and money than he would realize
the
distinguished
' Among,
and Spanish wine.
with the Steele
appearance
trade.
in
stock
an
best
his
dancing,
was
the
conference
at
The season for the Spanish guests
program is a suprise that he production.
wine and for the press confer- the Hon Kenneth K. S. Dadzie,
be television apand
Counthe
Chancery
of
aphead
Davis'
Among Davis' splans for his. There will'
e-ce was to mention
Lena Horne. That Chicago has been the As imposing indeed is the list
for
nces
r
pea
a
pearence at the Sunday night sellur of the Ghana Mission
dug up while abroad. He dia-I
hotbed cf talent along stage of Chicago's own, born and
ccncert of the Randall's Is- to the UN
and music row cannot be de- reared artists who have gone
nied when one checks on numto tne top On this list must
ber of top "names" receiving be named Sam Cooke, Joe Wiltheir start up the ladder in liams, Lurlean Hunter, Dorolocal theatres and night clubs, thy Donegan, Red Saunders,
and have gone to the top in Zelrna Watson — George who
their respective professions. starred on Broadway; Ann
While all were not born in Henry, television and BroadChicago they came here at an way star; Dinah Washington,
which points up the early age or at least while in blues queen; Larry Steele, proHarry Belafonte is using the scholarships in case they canWher Chicago promoters de- silver lining
Chicago is cen- the "hopeful" stages of the ducer and stage star; Joe Zig.
We
facts.
schools.
to
not
their
to
return
fullest
tollosving
to
Belafonte name
SARAH VAUGHAN
cided to return to the live show
he inlocated between New career that was to blossom gy Johnson despite fact
sound off and this time the say that we only need $100 and
kick at Regal and Tivoli The- trally
later. In this group are such sists on calling Detroit home
which
Vegas
Las
and
Yor
scene has been shifted to Japan. that we read where they made
atres and several major spots
and acts enroute grei .s as Earl Hines who re- since taking up residence in
In Tokyo for seven performanc- a million and a half last year.
employing big bands they ran means bands
hotel
one Coast to the other ceived his big push while ap- Johnny White's Gotham
es. Harry really let off some They tell us they have to hear
intc a unique problem. And, from
long since closed in that city. This is but AD
the
at
pearing
convenient
for
here
off
s'"am against those who want from their accountants
incidentally a costly one it is. can stop
break. Already this has Grand Terrace; Billy Eckstine partial list of the many sta
"I see fear all around me
him to "play it safe."
, In the past when shows and travel
this year in the cases who blossomed out under Hines' who are native Chicagoans connappened
"I think it's false to think and I have no respect for it,"
big bands were booked out of
Johnn:- Mathis, Nat King wing: Louis Armstrong who be- tributing heavily to the claim
one's concern with political lifejle continoed. And he can realthe east they were able to land of
Duke Ellington, Count came a standout after arriving "hothead of talent."
Cole
cities
and one's country is necessarily' ly pour it on against the artist
additional employment in
Hampton. Pearl here from New Orleans; Joe
In all fairness it must be adat the risk of one's career. I' who does so much in raising. Serail Vaughan, even when has appeared in many of the like Detroit, Cleveland and St. Basie, Lionel
Louis 011iver who spent his early days
Vaughan,
Sarah
Bailey,
however, that a rather
mitted
exactly
to
• church choir nation's top theatres from coast Louis but that is not
don't see anything happening
funds for crippled children or 1 assigneda chair in
Armstrong Dakota Staton and here; Sarah Vaughan who saw ppotent assist from Broadway
case
the
Not
me except millions are flocking sears disense victim but 71in hs: New Jersey home show- to coast.
today.
case
Sarah is currently the
her brilliant career begin in
what the
to the theatre, to TV screens "We have more professionalled indications of going places starring at the Flamingo in for simple reason that those many others.
Las Chicago; Arthur Lee Simpkins, contributed heavily to
that
is
here
catch
Big
"Foster Chiand
and to buy my records."
Chicagoans
humanitarians in show business professionally as a vocalist.
places no longer have theatres
Las Vegas.
attractions for now in Hollywood who came
have been able to
Harry was in Japan as the than in medicine and science,; Then when she branched out It is matter of record that booking shows and except for Vegas books
means the here from Georgia to launch a cagoans"
which
stays
lengthy
bands
first part of an 11 week concert- but I can't think of aynbodY professionally her talents really Sarah Vaughan has broken rec- occasional shots, no big
while ascending the
accomplish
artists and bands are not mak- brilliant career; Lucky Millindvacation around the world tour. who has spoken out on civil! began tu exert themselves. By ords from coast to coast in ma- either.
Chicago and
success.
of
ladder
at
and
from
Chicago
in
and
began
who
to
er
the
All of his performances in rights for professional expedi-kime she had gained a spot jor night clubs and hotels. Her What does this mean? Simply ing the jump
produce
can
cities
other
Chibecame a top band leader;
bands and convenient intervals, from
Japan are of course sold out. , ency.
start
with Earl Hines' band where engagement at famed Ciro's in that bringing in
the
them
give
stars,
standpoint.
Henderson
Fletcher and Horace
•
„
is a di- cago's
Thus he had the time to sound:
ut as far as coming
but the
she was places, along side of Hollywood was one of thse shows from New York
prowho received their starts here; toward spotlighting
shot af- But back to the local
one
generally
o`f on "parlor liberals" and ' • '
and
rect
.
She
sensationers
has
approval
the
Broadway
particularly
of
on the Billy Eckstine the now Divine tYPe
speaking
stamp
and
Japan
They,
who
boy
local
a
Cole,
moters.
breaks
Nat King
ot er pet peeves.
been
"brought
back"
to fair with no inelse-be
theatres are went or to national fame are by New York's famed street is
on the Kishi.•Salsa, was well on her way.
or
crisis
Regal
Congo
and
Tivoli
up
follow
will
matter
know
I
"A lot of artists
that
I don't feel I am' In a short time Sarah had Ciro's and night clubs in or for
slowing this "stoppage" to hut a few of the toppers who essential to final acceptance
Sidney Poitier and my- Government,
InSan Francisco as often as dates it. the middle west. Brok- not
right.
the
recording
have
top
the
or
of
one
become
curtail their booking plans. The can be claimed by Chicagoans. along stardom row.
self to dinner and tell us of equipped
any artist appearing today.
en down this means the attracnot
discs.
hit
an
artist,
as
of
share
embraced
her
am
with
stars
Regal just closed out a stage
they
when
their love for their Negro maids
Sarah Vaughan is an individ- tions cost much more
movie
it
another starts this
appearing
began
She
I'm
.
and chauffeurs. They sound off. as a political figure . .
make the trip with no show and
tele- ualist. See has not copied any- must
when
and
radio
is terrific, yes but
on
shorts.
Cost
week.
believe
to
s
anybody
engagement
asking
not
a
west
in
maybe
We go home and
one's style and never will. Of othe. middle
a
click so who
became
she
boxoffices
arrived
vision
don't
just
I
The
say.
to
year or six months we call on what I have
course teclay she doesn't need available
the non She
threatens
medium.
that
on
what
are want to be stuck in a closet and fixture
them saying that there
to since her own is the most However, once again it must cares
011
neard
and
seen
been
nas
off
dusted
icy?
and
out
has
a
cloud
brought
only
some courageous students who
unique in singing circles She be said that every
numerous television shows and
need money for bail or for when it's show time."
herself is copied rather frequesly but the copies are never
"just like the original."
in
When Dick Campbell went Americans that is created
•
One of the Vaughan introducis, of
Africa last season to survey the African mind. There
I
that
NorF umnair
eaesii vehenedrciangan
Important
the field for possible extention course, no more
theatre in that country med:um of communication or
the
of
standout
artist
African people
he started something. Now Eric reaching the
put as much into the final
pictures,
motion
through
than
Johnston, president of Motion
notes of a tune as Sarah does
Adderly, one of sight in racial problems, North Picture Export Association is I want to make a first-hand stuCannonball
sa..
Prominentah
en
South. Last Spring, he held over there or. same mission dy ot this situation." •
this generation's great jazz and
Vaughan
of sociologists and sogroup
Johnston will also study the
a
join Sammy Davis,
for his organization.
olay over the final chorus sev- talents, will
at the Chicago
scientists
s for American incial
opportunitie
many
and
has
time
Gillespie
some
for
Johnston
eral times. They too like the Jr., Dizzy
with
at
spellbound
stars
nt
entertainme
Urban League
planned to visit Africa, the last vestment and trade developMille the spots mentioned, as way Sarah
Fitzgerld, Larry
Peeking back and looking for- ton, Ella
finishes her tunes. other
evils grea. undeveloped market in mers in each of the countries
the
the
of
for
27
Aug.
discussion
Park,
fluent
much
go
his
must
others
Comiskey
a
well
Ruth
Not so long ago this correward Chicago can boast of pre- Steele, Dakota Staton,
Urban League's Jazz of U. S. prejudice and his own the world for American motion visited He feels that the new
senting the greatest array of Brown, Della Reese, Mahalia of the credit for the spectacu- spondent visiting in the home Chicago
Count
awareness of it. He expressed pictures Though it may be nations can best be made
Festival.
Cole,
King
"names"
lar spotlighting of
the of a top recording star decided
"name" talent appearing in any Jackson, Nat
several keen interest in the League's itom2 time before Africa can economically strong under the
plays
to
be
who
also
Charley
must
Jot
Williams,
public
Baste,
New
Added)?
Miami,
general
Vegas,
Las
play .1 Sarah Vaughan recity
addition program to combat discrimina- be an important film market, private enterprise system. Only
York of Hollywood during 1960 Cooke, Big Maybelle, Bill Dog- commended Certainly *he "h1 gicordin of "Black Coffee." It instruments is a recent
already
feels that now is the
s
ander such a program can they
segregation in Chicago Johnston
Check the list of those who gett. Billy Daniels. have either gambles" by the manarement was noticed that the last several to jazz stardom, he has
the prospects and
in- tion and
study
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University Of Chicago Setting For Brow” - Wilson Nuptials
•

• WHEN BEAUTIFUL Velma Jo-Anne Brown and
John E. Wilson pledged their troth recently before
the Rev. W. T. Teague, minister of Rust Memorial
Methodist church, their marriage united two brilliant
members of Chicago's smart young social set. The
bride, a graduate of Parker high school and Chicago
Teachers college is now teaching in the city's public
school system.

• A MEMBER OF DELTA Sigma Theta sorority,
she is the daughter of the late Ruby Brown and Joseph C. Brown. The groom, the son of Mrs. Carrie
Wilson, is a graduate of Wendell Phillips high school
and Northwestern university. A member of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity, is now employed as examiner
for the State of Illinois.

•

• PIQUANT AND pretty little flower girls pose demurely on the University of Chicago campus following nuptials in Graham Taylor chapel. Adorable in
faint pink bouffant dresses and perky little headpieces they are Rhonedia Johnson, a cousin of the
bride and Marion Wilson, niece of the groom.

• IN THE PICTURESQUE and beautiful setting
of the Graham - Taylor
chapel on the University
of Chicago campus lovely
Velma Jo - Anne Brown,
daughter of Joseph C.
Brown and the late Mrs.
Ruth Brown became the
bride of John E. Wilson in
one of mid-summer's most
beautiful and impressive
wedding ceremonies. The
bride waits in an antechamber on the arm of
her father for the "shining moment" when she
will approach the flower
and greenery banked altar . . . and her handsome
MOM.
,

• RECEIVING THE best
wishes of a fashionable
throng, the handsome couple present a striking portrait of happiness. T h e
bride's gown was an exquisite creation of antique
silk and re - embroidered
Chantilly lace, designed
and made by Mrs. Palma
Griffin, who also created
the gowns for the bridal
party. The long lace scalloped overskirt covered a
short silk sheath and was
designed with floral applique. The lace halo secured a waist-length illusion veil. Standing with
the newlyweds is Miss
Theresa I. Fambro, a
bridesmaid. The bridesmaids' gowns and that of
the maid and matron of
honor were baby blue embroidered si lk organza.
They wore matching hats
and shoes of the same
shade.

•

• ONE OF THE groomsmen, Arthur J. Wilson, jr., and Mrs. Wilson are shown with Mrs. Arthur J. Wilson, sr., during the reception
which followed at 7329 So. Michigan ave. Other members of the
groom's party were Teems Terry, best man; Harold Pates, Frank
Merchant and James Brooks. Stanford Johnson, a cousin of the bride,
was ring bearer. The bride was attended by (in addition to Miss
Fambro) the matron of honor, Mrs. Thelma Merchant, her sister;
Miss Joan K i Igor e, maid of hono r, a cousin; Miss Selma G.
Brown, another sister and Mrs. Janet H. Poole. Receiving with the
newlyweds was the groom's mother, stunning in a tunic—style pink
silk organza gown. The bride's aunt. Mrs. Lucille B. Harris, was
equally strildng in yellow silk organza.

• INTENT ON the traditional cake cutting ritual Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Wilson's faces reflect their happiness. The magnificent fourtiered creation is topped by a huge white chrysanthemum. One of the
season's most beautiful ceremonies, its dignity and solemnity was
enhanced by the charm of the historic University of Chicago chapel.
Soloist was Miss Barbara Higgins, a cousin of the bride from Memphis, Tenn., who sang "Calm as the Night," and "The Lord's Prayer." Mrs. Faye S. Lewis of Metropolitan Community church was organist. Hostesses at the reception, under M. M. Tiller, were Christella Moody, Elaine Haynes, Edna Brown, another sister of the bride;
Bernice Ferguson and Jessie Haralson. Mrs. Carl Scott introduced
guests to rhe receiving line.

0

tary school. Fitecutive of the
Civic League
m
Binghapton
and Voters Association of Memphis, and Shelby County.
W. S. Larkins left tine and Wilberforce Universi- This is Mrs. Larkin's second
Mrs
I
Thursday, August 18, en route] ty. She holds her masters from flight. In 1954 she flew from
to Los Angeles, Calif. via Amer- the University of Southern Cali-, Miami to Cuba.
ican Air Lines to Dallas. She fornia.
HONOLULU, Hawaii — Mernwill take a jet to Los Angeles.
Pens of the National Beauty
Mrs. Larkin, daughter of the HAWAIIAN LUAU
She will be the house guest of late Rev. and Mrs. A. J. San- The young people of St. An- Culturists' League, Inc., who
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miller, derlin of White Station. Judge drew AME church are sponsor- are on the Island for an educadaughter and son-in-law. Her Sanderlin operated the Orphan- ing a "H.waiian Luau" Friday tional and pleasure tour, feel
here is much
daughter, M r s. Lena Larkin age there from 1900 to 1927.
night, August 213, at 4879 Horne that even a month
Miller is a tea:her in the city Mrs. Larkin, wife of Mr. W. Lake rd. in Lakeview Gardens. too short to enjoy the many
school system and playground S. Larkin, owner and operator, Cars will leave the church, 244 interesting "Beauty" observadirectress of that city.
of Larkins Grocery, 557 Lip- east Calhoun at Third at 7:30 tions as well as fill the request
otherwise, that
Mrs. Miller, is a native Mem- ford. She is the founder of the p. m. The motorcade will re- bids RSVP and
and hospitgracious
most
these
church.
phian, graduate of St. Augus- Kindergarten at Lester elemen- turn you to the

Ilawaii Shows I-ler Beauty Spots
To Group Of Beauty Culturists

Mrs. Larkins Jet Travels
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"SMART"..."C001." ARE WATCHWORDS FOR SUMMER—SEWING

BY MARJORIE I.

seam. A low pleat is in the
back of the two-gore skirt.

By: Evelyn Cunningham

•

shorts. All garments have
left side zipper plackets.
There's a Talon zipper for
every sewing need with simple
A-B-C instructions in each
package for easy and plefes.
:ions! zipper application.

able Islanders extend to them —Mrs. Beatrice Bonfield, Iowa
and their tour leader, Lou —Mrs. Pauline Humphrey, KanLaTour-noted Dramatist, teach- sas—Mr. and Mrs. George Meer and Public Relations' Con- Clain,
Louisiana—Mr. and Mrs.
sultan', of New York. Miss Clarence Montrell and Mrs
Is
LaTour
representing the or- Helen Severe of New Orleans
ganization's National President, trom which the NBCL
National
Dr. Katie E. Whickman, who President. Dr. Katie E. Whickremained in the States because am, hails; Mississippi — Mrs.
of the serious illness of a broth- ParthenIa Bell, Missouri—Little
er in the Los Angeles Veteran*
Miss Shirley Ann Foster, 10Hospital
year-old God-child of Mr. and
The Keynote of this National Mrs, McClain, Nebraska—Mrs.
organization of Cosmetologists Versie Bailey, New Jersey—
Is advances study and service Mrs. Helen Ross and Mrs. Evein the fields of Beauty Culture lens Price,
New York—Miss
and general Education which Viola Crossland, Mrs, Helen
has been woven into the Itiner- Penn and tour leader Lou
ary planned by the MacKenzie LaTour, Irvin,
Mrs. Valerie
Travel Organization of Hawaii. McPherson,
Mrs.
Beatrice
included in the Itinerary has Adams and Mrs. Olivia Pirtle,
been the trip around the Island, and Texas by Mrs. Mary A.
nightly Hotel Shows, a visit to Clark-2nd National Vice Presithe Royal Palace which is the dent of the organization, Mrs
only one on American soil Willie Jones, Mrs. C. E. Fair
where Kings and Queens once and Mrs Bessie Cain White.
reigned. "Pacific War Memo- Whenever the group bids
rial Cemetery" where our own "ALOHA OE" to this "ParaF.rnie Pyle along with 16,000 dise of the World," its members
soldiers is resting; a Sight-see- are sure to express a gracious
ing tour of such places of inter- "Thank You With Love" to all,
est as the University of Hawaii, for a much too brief, but glorPunahou Private School, various ious vacation here which has
Churches, the wealthy Facing. beee packed
with adventure,
Reights. the Historic Pearl Harfound friends, and cherishnew
bor Cruise and many others too ed memories to last a lifetime.
numerous to list.
Their tour leader, Lou LaTour,
'Iteps on the entertainment has already accepted an invischedule was the Hawaiian tation to make a return visit
Luau at the Queen's Surf where soon admist the Islands' two
the group enjoyed a most do- "L's" (Leis and Love, as she
lightful feast of delicious foods put it), when she and Dr. Whickof Hawaii, and a wonderful am wit. be guests of some of
show in which several of the the Islanders who engage in
guests participated. Also note- Businesses here.
worthy of mention are the Lei]
adi Ala ma S h o ws presented
especially for the guests of the
Hotel Hawaiians where several
members of the group are
guests.
Of the Leilani dancers, little
four-year-old Baby Lei was a
"Show-stopper" with her interpretation of what might have
been called the "Atomic Hula."
which followed the dances of the
five major Winds of Princesses
from Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, Kauai and their "native" colorful
castumes. Those in attendance
at the Flawailan Luau at the
Queen's Surf where Irvin Miller
manager, were thrilled with
every dance act presented by
beautiful girls in galy-celored
costumes, and the exciting
"Fire Dance" by one of the
male dancers. Highlighting the
show at the Queen's Surf were
the "Hula Hula" andees by
some of the vacationers from
the States who were "invegiled"
on stage by the comedienne.
Twelve States are represented by those traveling with the
Culturists'
Beauty
National
League group, mainly California•by Mrs Ruth Renfro, Indiana
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PETEY AND HIS PALS by /Laval.

HEAR
YOUR
LITTLE
BROTHER
Mrs. Sammie Toney of 620 Mrs. George Vandelle of 820 IS SICK
Georgia.
Lane.
PETEY!

HOW IS HE
TODAY?

YES'M

(HE MUST ef BETTERI HEARD MA
•
SCOLD/M ak/MX
\THIS MORN I N'

Nc.

•
BORN AT E. I!. CRUMP
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
AUG. 5
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. AUG. le
Daughter, Less to Mr. and and Mrs. Charlie Marshall of Son. Kenneth, to Mr.
and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Halfacre of 159 866 No. Main.
Joe Franklin of 1314 College.
Ca mbridge.
Son, Eric, to Mr and Mrs. Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Donald Fullove of 1308 Wash Mrs. Tommy Johnson
of 1643
Mrs. Robert Jones, jr., of 1420 ington.
Orr.
Lyceum.
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Quanita, to Mr. and
Son, Perry, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Logan of 46 Lucca. Mrs. Jerry Tucker of
1402 Hyde
Lester B. Houston of 1720 AUG. 16
Park.
Brookins st
Son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Jerome,
to Mr. and
AUG. 6
Adolphus Bonner of 981 James. Mrs. Nolan Bradley of
716 Gre
A GUIDE TO GOOD
Daughter, Sonya, to Mr and Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
is good at this writing.
nada.
friends and pure home mad,
Mrs. Cap Burnett, jr. of 225 Mrs. Charlie Sanders of 248
Jack Ervin died in a Mem- ice cream.
Daughter, to Mr. and M r S.
Elder.
Caldwell.
phis hospital recently. No fuLouis Butler of 659 Mosby.
Have you attended a Stanley
AUG. 7
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Songveneta.
neral arrangements have been
GRACE
to
Mr.
WILLIAMS
Daughter, Lynne, to Mr. and Thomas E. Hicks of 2465 Zanreported. Mrs. Carrie Seat, party lately? We are really
and Mrs. Willie Johnson of 700 "Flavor is the voice of food."
Mrs. Felton J. Earls of 389 one.
Gibson County Jeannes Super- winning prizes. Mrs. Naomi
Roberson.
I this is true, then, butter
Mitchell rd.
Daughter, Frances, to Mr. and Son, Reginald,
visor, attended a Reading Con- Chrisp entertained the Neighto Mr. and Mrs. is the key which gives the voice
Mrs. King E. Daniels of 429 Earl Jones of
..AUG. 8
ference
in Knoxville at the Uni- borhood club Wednesday night.
1336 Wabash.
the full ,rich quality that disversity of Tennessee, last week. She served a delicious plate of
Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and Carpenter.
Son, Theortie, to Mr. and Mrs. tinguishes the concert soloist
Mrs. Wilbur Thearance, jr. of Son, Rozelle, to Mr. and Mrs. David Archie of 1671 S. LauderMrs. Seats reports that much ham and a combination vegetrom the amateur.
Lee W. Wooten of 3033 Brantley. dale.
was gained from the two-day table-fruit salad that was sim700 Harry ave.
No other food is more importsession and about 400 people ply divine. Ice cream, cookies
Daughter, Loraz, to Mr. and Daughter, Beverly, to Mr. and Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
ant to the cook who takes pride Most of the Tri-Citians have companied Mrs. Marie
Mrs. Darnell Hearsn of 2717 Mrs. Louis Rose Neal of 370 But- Mrs. Howard Watkins of 1619
Payne to attended with more than 150 pnd many hors d'oeuvres were
in the quality and flavor of had their vacations, and we Jackson Sunday
ler.
to attend the being turned away because of
Carnes.
Warlord.
See Tri City, Page 14
her creations. And, absolute- are now on the entertaining Open House of
the Universal lack of space and no pre-regSon, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
ly, no other fat can match part of the %r acation tor those Life Ins, Co. Archibald
istration.
El on Granberry of 742 Boston. Robert Brown of 966 Porter.
Brooks
Mrs. David Russell of 872 E. butter's ability to bring out the
who are visiting from areas of Clarksville was a recent
Daughter. Lillian, to Mr. and AUG. 17
SOCIAL LIFE
Porter.
hest in foods. especially in hot away from us. Mr. and Mrs. business visitor in
Trenton. Mr. T. R. Hartsfield principal of
Mrs. Arthur Bills of 500 Till- Son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Rydell, to Mr. and Mrs.
WORLD'S LARGEST
vegetables and baked dishes.
Charles McDearinon of Nanuet, and Mrs Tydus Greene and
Ernest Marshall of 21 Desota, Sam Wright of 973 Baby row.
man, apt. 8.
Gibson County Training School,
Butter plays an important role N. Y. are vacationing with family, along with
(r).
Mr. and Milan and Mrs. Lula Robinson.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. in the normal and therapeutic
AUG. 9
FORD DEALERS
mother, Mrs. Robert McDear- Mrs. Neil Pierce attended an
Son, Ural, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Edward Harmon of
faculty member of the samo
Son, Earnest, to Mr. and Mrs
diet. It is one of the basic foods mon and sister, Mrs. Bobbie ennual family dinner
in Trim- school, were honored at a re1163 Merchant.
John Green of 908 Weaver lane James Cook of 372 Lucy.
that is high in enersy value Harris. Mrs. Leotha Newhouse ble, Tenn.,
recently where a ception given by the faculty, in
Daughter, to M.r. and Mrs. Son, Norman, to Mr. and Mrs.
AUG. 10
and vitamine A. Dietitians in- of Chicago is visiting her Large gathering of
family and recognition of both having reJoe Cooper of 1180 Woodlawn. Norman Redwing of 274
S. elude it in reduction diets be- daughter and family, Mr. and friends meet
Son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs.
and enjoy all cently received their Master of
Daughter, Sophia, to Mr. and Fourth st.
cause
of
its
Banks
satiety value—that Mrs. R L. Radford and kinds of good foods, Miss Loof 1535 Fred st.
I-1 rman
Mrs. Ben Palmer of 1037 Bar- Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
Arts Degrees. His was from
is,. its ability to give satisfac- daughters.
Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
rene Webb has moved to Cleve- Tennessee A.
ton.
& I. university
and Mrs. Robert Coleman of lion ts.) 3 meal. A meal void of
and Mrs. Willie White of 15.52
Charlie Wright has recently land, Ohio from Trenton.
and hers from Columbia uniSon, to Mr. and Mrs. Adolph 1675 Ash.
butter is quite likely to leave returned from
Orr st.
St. Louis where Messrs. Willie Burnette, jr., versity in New York City. ConCox of 1433 S. Orleans.
AUG. 19
the diner feeling that "some he visited his
AUG. 11
daughter and R. L. Radford Nathaniel Penn gratulations to both of them.
Daughter. Linda. to Mr. and Son, Leon, to Mr. and Mrs. thing was
missing.'
Son, Marlon, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jimme Hunter of 1453 N.
family, Mrs. Macon (Jeanette) and Johnnie Jamison were
L. C. Marr of 3703 Faulkner.
Mrs. Carrie Ball entertained
For your protection butter
Cleothe Cunningham of 2067 Hu- Bellevue.
Son, Ricky, to Mr and Mrs. is graded by government in- Bryant. Mr. Bryant and Lee American Legion business a few ladies Friday night hon-fern.
Third at Gayoso
bert.
Daughter, Lydrama, to Mr. Willie Douglas of 3749 Hicks. spectors. These trained special. Elbert Mullins brought Mr visitors in Memphis last 'Tues- oring her cousin, Mrs. Hural
Daughter, Dathne, to Mr. and and Mrs. Charles Brown
Wright
home
day
and
visited
a
few
night.
Mrs.
Flora
Howard
Johnson
Daughter,
of 912
of Nashville. Mrs
Jewell, to Mr. and tat "score' the butter on the
Phone JA 6-8871
:;
Mrs. David Prewitt of 1478 G. LeMoyne dr.
and family wishe to express Elizabeth Holland honored
Mrs. Eddie Holmes of 2291 Per- basis of its taste, 'smell. body days.
Mrs.
Lackhaven. Born at John Gas- Daughter, Bobbie, to
thanks
to all their friends for Johnson Sunday with a few
Mrs. Sadie Sharp of Chicago
Mr. and ry.
and texture. Their judgment
ton hospital.
Mrs. Oscar Davis of 636 Suzette. Son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. ranks the product
is visiting Mrs. Mettle Rodgers the many kindnesses shown
as U. S.
during the illness and passing
AUG. 13
in Trenton.
Son, Grady, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Carpenter of 1210 Keel. Grade AA (93 score), Grade
A
of the late Willie Lee CumSon, William, to Mr. and Mrs. Grady Johnson of 844 Walker st. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Perry (92 score), and
Mrs.
Annie
Mae
Crafton
is
Grade B (90
visiting her brother in Chicago, mings.
S nuel Barton of 3884 Holman. Daughter, Felecia, to Mr. and Thompson of 1040 N. Seventh. score),
on, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank- Mrs. Eddie Wallace of 2017 Per- Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and To retain the high quality of Thomas Crafton and her sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris
Bean of 1420 Oriole.
lii
son No. 10.
Mrs. David Webb of 445 Hew- butter in the home, it should- Mrs. Emma Thomas of Cham- of Chattanooga were recent
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James Daughter, Yolanda, to Mr. and lett.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
be stored tightly wrapped or paign, Ill
;nton of 745 S. Cooper
Mrs, Salomon Lindo of 1406 Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. covered in the coldest part of
Miss Patricia Wortham of H. Johnson. The Harris' were
Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and Hemlock.
Bonnie Wilson of 277 Vollentine, the refrigerator--preferably at Jackson visited Miss Evelyn L. enroute to Detroit and points
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Mrs. Fred Wright of 770 Wil- Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Son, Mowbray, to Mr. a n d 40 degree F. or lower. En- Marsh Tuesday afternoon. Miss' of vacation interest. Rev. B. F
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
Iissns.
Mrs Robert Abraham of 360 Al- Mrs. Robert C. Friday of 2356 elusion of aid will protect the Viesta Carnes, Mrs. Carrie Harris of Ripley, is visiting his
4
Daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr. len's alley.
daughter,
Mrs.
James
Elridge.
H.
Marsh
After
a
good
night's sleep, do you strengthen your blood within
and Sam Payne, jr. ac
Johnfat from reacting with oxygen
still feel tired out? Often this day.' Thus quickly help build rich1
son and Mr. Johnson.
and Mrs. Robert Wright of 441 Daughter, Sherelia, to Mr. and Daughter, Robin, to Mr. and to produce a rancid flavor or
run-down feeling is due to "Iron- red blood ... to restore strength
Lauderdale.
Mrs. Willie Webb of 193 Holland. Mrs. Grady Howell of 1308 En- odor. Only enough butter for as
a "Real Butter Cook" try THE SICK
Hungry Blood" (•simple iron and energy so you feel fine again
Daughter, Jeanne. to Mr. and Daughter, Rozena, to Mr. and gle wood.
Thurston Barnett of Detroit. deficiency anemia). Then it's fast! If your blood is so starved
immediate use should be held in thes. tips and then send for
Mrs. Willie Finley of 13.39 Keatthe butter conditioners featured "Butter Cookie' recipe book. Mich., died recently. Funeral needless for most women to suffer for iron that you Just drag
such awful weariness.
through the day, get wonderful'''
in some refrigerators.
arrangements are incomplete
let.
Take Lydia E. Pinitham Tab- Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets from
Daughter, Mona, to Mr. and
If need be. butter can be 1. Chopped par sley or at this writing. Mrs. Betty Lou lets, only iron tonic made espe- any drug store today. Then just -Mrs. Edwin Ellis of 1125 Vollenkept in the freezing compart- piminento added to melted but- Martin and Miss Carolyn Yar- cially for women. Rich in iron, see if you don't soon feel like a ...
otine.
ment of the refrigerator up to ter is wonderful on broiled fish bough are both patients in the Pinkham Tablets start to "new" woman again.
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
Obion County hospital in Union
one month without additional fillets.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable'
Mrs. Farris Buckley of 6331
J.
'
wrapping other than it.a original 2. For an appealing appetizer City. Nathaniel Christmen Is in
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser6"rnmer.
container. If butter is to be kept toss bite-size shredded whole Jackson-Madison County hosable discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
Daughter, Leniece, to Mr. and
longer, it should be wrapped in whole wheat cereal and nuts pital for surgery, his condition
Mrs. Van Dusie Benson of 98€
moisture - vapor - proof freezer with melted butter; sprinkle
Ssson.
paper and solidly frozen to pre- with a little garlic and serve
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
vent drying of the surface.
piping hot—your guest will beg
AL P. Logan of 230 N. Manes
In other words, to keep but- for more.
saS.
ter at its best follow the three 3 To accomivolv grilled foods,
Daughter. Shirley, to Mr. and
C's of butter care. "Keep it cream butter seasoned with
Sr.
Mrs. Howard Hills of 240 Vollenclean, cool, and covered.
parsley, salt, pepper and lemon
tine.
To develop your reputation juice. It is called Butter a la
By CARLOTTA STEWART
way one feels about oneself
Daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and
Maitre d'Hotel.
Musing: PREJUDICE. Frei- throut
by
life is affected
Mrs. Johnny Felton of 1301
udice hurts both ways; it is an group atmosphere — the indiv- young" to know what I am do- 5. For sup or salad partures,
Ksey.
uncomfortable way to keep one-lidual has a sense of personal se- ing. What do you think? C. N. cut thin slices of rye bread,
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs
self secure—uncomfortable be curity, poise, success, or the Dear C. N. "1 your descrip- spread with softened butter and
Lea Harris of 1336 Airways.
tion is accurate, the only rea- isprinkle with parmesan cheese
cause one has to keep remind- individual is suspicious, defenson I can think of for your par-'Toast until crisp.
A*TG. 14
ing oneself of the truth of ideas sive, feels inferior and dislikes
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
ents' attitude is that they think You'll enjoy using our "But
that one suspects are not whol- others.
you and this boy are too seri- ter Cookie" recine booklet. For
Mrs. Garland Miller of 1637
ly nice. And prejudice is very Dear Carlotta: I am a senior
ous and are afraid you might your free copy send a card or
.rjorie.
painful for those who must in high school and will be 18
decide to marry before you call the Memphis Dairy Council,
Daughter, Sonya, to Mr. and
bear it — who see the world shortly after I graduate June,
finish school. If this is the case 135 No Pauline, JA. 6-7303.
Gsssie Burchett of 3997 Raines.
around them with "keep off" 1961. I contribute a sizeable
it is up to you to convince your "A Guide To Good Eating" is
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mrs. signs
that refer to them — their amount to the family income
parents they are wrong, . . and a service provided to the readHoyle of 1581 Carnegie.
group — and them alone. Let from a part time job, and those
I hope they are. Otherwise, I ers of the Tri-State Defender
Daughter, Phillisa, to Mr. and
Clinton
us pray that these prejudices be who know me think I am mawould say that dating a boy through the cooperation of the
Mrs. Ike Lester of 2292 Dexter.
stamped out . . . but also let ture beyond my age. I have
twice a week is not too often. Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Mrs.
Wintrell,
to Mr. and
Son,
us consider the prejudices that been going steady for the past
I also see nothing wrong with Williams is a teacher of Home
Frank Pittman of 63.5 S. Oroccur between natural groups few months with a 19-year old
him dropping by to see you for Economics at Manassas High
leans.
that grow up among people. boy. My folks like him and
short visits during the week. School.
Daughter, Toniette, to Mr. and
Students on the playground . . . trust him him. We both are
Mrs. Isaac Lyons of 3383 Cook.
one group taunting another, a planning to go to college. Do 41111111111111011110101111111101111111111111111111111111(111111M111111011111111(1111011111111111111111111111111111111111911
AUG. 16
gang of boys in full chase after you think dating him twice a
Son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs. one
or two others.
week is to much? What do
Melvin Williams of 1418 Ledger.
A small group of girls laugh- you think about him coming to
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. ing and gigling
at another group see me once or twice a week
Norman Nevittes of 1327 Cyof girls, or carefully shunning whmen my parents are home?
press.
them as they walk boldly around My grades are good at school.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
the yard. Being in or not in a My folks think I am seeing too
Mrs. Lester Valentin of 8097 group is crucial
indeed. The much of him, and I am "too
Winchester.
Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
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New And Used
Cars And Trucks

Hull - Dobbs

"'

WAKESLEEP 8 HOURSUP TIRED?

pir1 • 1

.

New
Radio 148, It's erne

Park
Cemetery

LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

sr.a."

•

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
GIRL
BOB
•

EGYPTIAN POMADE
sAY GOOD BYE to gray
nails with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray

LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
hairs disappear grsdual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
er rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with 12.011
for full results Jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
0163 N.E 2114 Ave.
Miami XL Florida

•

The South's

Most Beautiful Cemetery

10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 AM.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
"CANE"
DON'T MISS
HUNKY DICK "Cane" COLE
COLE
DORY
3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
uotiliffilliiiiiniiiiiiimiluilimimomommiummilimummuminounimmimminioniminut

WANTED** for Safe Driving
Every person who drives a car
With summer coming to an end and schools starting
again, more than ever safe driving becomes everyomes
job in keeping our community a good place to live
and rear our children,
'8.;•

Traffic will be heavy. Our youngsters may carry
some of that carefree summer back to school with
them, and forget to look before crossing streets.
Let's all of us drive as if our lives — and someone
else's — depend on it. Because they do.
Extra caution is certainly needed during the big
Labor Day weekend just ahead. Whether you or someone else is driving, be sure that all traffic safety
regulations are observed.

Southern Bell
..Thanks for Calling"

'

;

•

Langston U.Prexy To Resign After 21 Years
SchoolShows Dynamic
Growth UnderHarrison •

DEFENDER
Sot., Aug. 27, 1960

Minnesota

"For the first time since my
LANGSTON, Okla. — The
resignation of Dr. G. L. Har- elementary school days," he
i
•
rison effective Sept. 1, termt said, "I could use all of my
nates almost twenty-one years spare time for study instead of
• .4„
Fairbanks Lee was commendof service as president of working." Harrison received the
at le
B. E. degree and later the M.
Langston university.
ed recently by Robert H. Stone.
Chief Insurance Director. Mr.
Dr. Harrison is a native of S. degree at the University of
Lee, a supervisor in premium
Oklahoma and has a long and Cincinnati.
In 1927 he served as acting
accounts at the Center. had
colorful career as an educator
accumulated 1582 hours of sick alts
and administrator. Under his head of the Department of
leaves as of April 30, 1960, repleadership the university has Education at Virginia Union
resenting 21 years of governexperienced one of its greatest college. Later he served as
ment service withom any sick
periods of growth and develop- head of the Department of elementary Education, and princileave used. His record is
ment.
superior to that of more than
G. Lamar Harrison was born pal of the Training school at
4000 employees in the DepartLogan County and grew up West Virginia State college.
ment of Insurance. Mr. Lee
in Comanche County, Okla. In 1936 he received the Docwas with the same department
When he was one year old his tor of Philosophy degree at the
in Chicago.
parents General P. Harrison Ohio State university. Dr. Har'oaf II
and Caroline Harrison moved rison served as director of the
Mrs. Urlin C. Clark is home
•r0
their
family to a rural commun. Division of Education and
after a 2 month holiday spent
•••••
.14ospos.a#
1111110111111.
'''re•
ilattaiNGusifielOtle
•:111111-111Mmow
ity near Cache, 15 miles west Coordinator of Research at
with her son and deughter-in,at
Prairie View college from 1932
of Lawton.
law. Mr. and Mrs. Brewer Lee
No school was provided for until 1939 when he accepted the
Clark and daughter, Pamela of
Negro children in the commun- presidency of Langston univerWashington, D. C. The Clarks DELEGATES TO THE READr
ity and after much effort OD sity.
teach in the school system in ING ASSOCIATION WORK- ..1•11111111111MP glallaimim•M
the part of their father, the PLANT VALUATION
the District. Mrs. Clark went SHOP, resource leaders, and
to Nee York City and other discussion leaders gather on the
older Harrison children were
When he became president in
eastern centers.
permitted to attend the white 1939 the plant valuation totaled
steps of the Auditorium at Tex.
supervisor
Huntspun
Gene
Mr.
JACKSON
rural school.
$916,193. Today the valuation is
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore F. as Southern University for a
Wilburn Ray Anthony a n d ONE-TEACHER SCHOOL
BY C. A. AGNEW
more than $4,162,810.
Allen have returned with their picture. Emanuel Campbell,
do
Wo
Minister.
celebrated
efficient
Anthony
ed,
Ringgold
N.
Marshall
M.
By Mrs.
Later a school for Negroes
of
n
Bridgema
Among major plant improvedaughter, Mrs. Carroll Williams chairman Workshops and InstiBertha
Mrs.
famhis
welcome
party
a
help
hope to
their birthday with
was established, the Harrisona modern
from Rockfeed, Ill.. where Mrs. tutes at the University, was Never again will this corre ily to our city and our churches. 232 Wells St. spent a very ex1060. Wilburn is 12 Bank elementary school, named ments are included
12,
Aug.
her
with
'convention coordinator.
disposal system
vacation
sewage
William had been working.
spondent state that this one or
tensive
of
Many
10.
is
e
and Marshall
very helpful, instructiv
that one just thinks he or she A
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. their friends attended t h e for the only two Negro families mochrn four thousand capacity
meeting of the M. N. Ringgold
in the predominantly white and
wondHunt
a
is
e
Edward
the G. Lamar HarrisExperienc
James
sick.
is
and Mrs.
They are the sons of Indian settlement. Lamar re- stadium
YWCA was held last night in
the I. W. Young
also visit- party.
Library,
She
son
Mich.
erful teacher, which we have
Detroit,
in
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyal Anthony ceived his elementary educathe Y, and attendance was unAuditorium, C. Felton Gayles
some friends in Chicago,
learned during the last few
ed
Tenn,
Denmark,
of
usually large.
tion at this one teacher school. Gymnasium, the Science and
weeks. One can feel perfectly
and her foster sister, Mrs. Ann
1St. James Independent Metho- well one day, and the next day We are very happy to ob- Snowden in Rockford, Ill.
The Rev. R. L. Drain, pasPICK ENS
After graduation from Har- Agriculture Building, a modern
dist church delivered an inspir- feel terribly ill and useless. We serve the continued improvetor of First Baptist Church at rison-Banks elementary school Infirmary, the Student Union
231
By GRACE STIGLER
of
Harmond
Harry
Mr.
Tenn., was pulpit young Harrison attended Tis- Building,•housing units for
ing message for the Missionary i
happen to know from experi- ment in Mr. L. M. Johnson, Wells St., was a recent vaca- Maury City,
Baptist homingo Normal, and at 17, re- married students, additional
Miss Jean Smart after spend- Society of the St. John Indequite
Macedonia
for
ill
at
very
guest
so
was
who
State
important
ence. Missing
tioner in Chicago, Ill., with relRev. ceived a teaching certificate. faculty cottages and aparting several weeks in Waterloo, pendent Methodist church. Music
1960.
14
Johnson
Mrs.
Aug.
and
He
Sunday,
while.
a
Meetings are not all of the
Mr. Har•
lowa with relatives and friends was rendered by the St. James
for atives and friends.
a masterful He taught in Cotton County. ments, and the enlargement of
morning
delivered
this
think,
Drain
we
left,
many
so
but
it,
of
part
hard
mond reported a very pleasant
has returned home and reports Choir. Welcome address for the
sermon which was thoroughly Temple. Okla. the only teach- the men's dormitory and the
duties must be foregone, etc. a stay in Hot Springs, Arkan- trip,
having a wonderful time.
baths
l occosion was delivered by Miss
the
enjoyed by the church and the er in the 22 public rural school. trades building.
hoped
is
of the officials sas where it
meeting
LawThe
J.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemon
Miss Amanda Small after:Mat; Elizabeth Williams.- Mrs.
early,
his
audience as well.
to
radio
add
will
there
In addition to the physical
TeachThe next year he taught at the
of our Louisiana Parent
ler and children of Detroit,
spending several weeks in Magg.e B. Brown, mistress of
spon- Harrison-Banks school in his and material growth during
Tea"
House
White
"A
1,1
association which held its complete recovery.
in
er
guests
recent
Mich., were
Indianola, Miss, with relatives ceremony; Rev. R. G. Williams,
President Harrison's adminishere last week meant Wedding bells are constantly the home of Mrs. Fowler's par. sored by the First Baptist home community.
sessions
home
and friends has returned
pastor.
much planning and arranging ringing in and near our city ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hud. Church at Maury City, Tenn., The summer he graduated tration, the university has adand reports having a wonder- Mrs. Annie Mae Hill of Exeter
of which the Rev. R. L. Drain from high school the railroad vanced its academic rating and
for the State meeting which this month. Among those tieing son at 203 Daugherty St.
ful time.
ave. lost the majority of her will take place in a few the marital knot are Mrs. L. T.
pastor will be given on the trainmen in Kansas City were recognition. Since 1948 Langsis
pas.
Sunday school was well at- household belongings when her months. We were unable for the White and Miss Sonja Marie The Rev. Ruben Davis,
lawn at Chestnut and on strike. Harrison was offer- ton has been a member of the
church
tor of First Nazarene Church Mill Streets on Sunday, Sept. ed full time employment in the North Central Association of
tended last Sunday.
Cathouse was destroyed by fire.
Board
Family
Coxen,-in the Holy
first time to attend the
in New Orleans, L. A. was at 25, 1930 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. The dining car stationee in the colleges and Secondary schools.
Mrs. Girlie Gulledge has re- Anyone knowing the where- Meeting, but were in constant, holic Church,
with his family at 236
Dr. Harrison's wife, Mrs.
general public is cordially in- railroad yards at what seemed
turned home from the hospital l abouts of Woodrow Knox and close touch with their activi- Pictured in the Baton Rouge home
St., in Jackson, Tenn.,
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Tennis Shows
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Pick Browns For East Pro Tide
Jim BrownPower
Spurs Cleveland
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The graduation of one or more tennis players from college
"He has everything wrapIs not really the most note-worthy of the happenings in the Pro football's leading ground- ence title this fall.
So claim the experts. 0( 12 ped up in a 228-pound packsports world but a release from Tennessee State accompanied gainer, the most productive
by a picture of their graduating tennis star Mahlon Moore just bail-carrier in NFL history, top sportswriters polled for age, explosive powe r, jet
serves to renew a pressing question. With Negroes moving Into pile-driving fullback Jim Brown the 196e Pro Football Annual, speed, quickness, determinawill power the Cleveland the favorite pick is for Paul tion and a runner's instinct."
every sports field .. . why no outstanding tennis players?
Browns to the Eastern Confer- Brown's charges to edge the
As August sees it, Brown fig.
The distaff side of the net
New York Giants for the urea to get strong help from
racket has been fairly well
championship, principally up- Bobby Mitchell, the running
fortified with the prowess of
on Jarring Jim's thunder- halfback, and from rookie Prenous thrusts.
tice Gautt. 210-pound fullback
Althea Gibson, who is rumorAccording to these same ex- from Oklahoma University.
ed returning to the Abe Sapperts. the Browns will meet the Cleseland got 84 points to 63
.rstein - Harlem Globetrotters
world champion Baltimore Colts for the Giants in the 1960 Pro
troupe duitng the coming basin
Lhe playoff come December Football Annual poll with six
season.
Miss Gibson
ketball
and "The Mosses" will cop the points counted for every first
has taken her place among
pro league crown for an unpre- place choice, five for each secthe world's great tennis playcedented
third straight time.
ond and four for each third. Six
ers but with her movement to
Cleveland's entry finished sec- sportswriters picked the Browns
the places where the money
ond to the New York Giants in to finish on top.
is, no noteworthy replacement
.he Eastern loop last year. In In balloting for the Western
has been forthcoming.
hzing up the 1960 Browns, loop race, the experts made
I have been told that Reggie
sports
scribe Bob August of the Baltimore an overwhelming
Weir and the late Edgar
Cleveland Press observed that choice over the Chicago Bears
of
players
tennis
were
Brown
i
s
t h e team's running attack by 71 points to 58. They connote who might easily have
TIME TO EAT — Five mem- (clockwise from left); John Ralph Boston, broad jump.
sehreh*:'
sparked by Jim Brown "re- cluded that Johnny Unitas, Lenthrown their weight around
bers of the U. S. Olympic Thomas, high jump; Ira Dav- Boston and 'Thomas hold the
mains superb, a remarkable ny Moore Alan Ameche, Big
with some accomplishment
MAHLON P. MOORE
team
enjoy a meal at hotel is, hop. skip and jump; Char- world's records la their
blerfding of speed and power Daddy Lipscomb & Co. just
as they await the beginning of ley Dumas, high jump; Antho- events. (UPI
had they been given the opportunity. But in those days, the
that probably is unmatched in make for "too many hosses"
Telephoto)
upper echelon of tennis was a strictly lily-white setting.
the '60 Game s. They are ny Watson, broad jump; and
the NFL."
rest
of
for
the
the
conference.
The lack of top players is even more questionable when
August enthused about
Most unexpected prediction
noting the recent statement of American Tennis Association
Brown, who already holds the by the polled sportwriters Los
executive secretary Bertram L. Baker concerning the progress
league records for yardage Angeles Rams to finish no
of tennis from a rather exclusive hobby to a game enjoyed
'aired in a single game and nigher than fourth in the Westby the masses.
JIM BROWN,
a single season:
ern division,
In noting the continued programming of the ATA for in.
creasec tennis participanon since 1916, hisser ,ays, "What
used to be a game for the social set only, has now become a
0
game based on ability alone."
Dr. Herman N. Neilson, director of physical education at
:pton Institute and chairman of the group responsible for
recent ATA tourney, lauds the ATA for their efforts. Dr.i
Neilson has given the group full credit for making college
tennis an outstanding sport in colleges throughout the nation.
This may be the picture on the college scene but there is
little indication that the sport is gaining in participation in non,
By EARL S. CLANTON HI bars Jones, Lucinda Williams,
college sphere. Tennis rackets are as scarce as hen's teeth in
Martha Hudson, and Rudolph
Chicago and there's no proof that the pattern differs in other
By JOHN A. HOLLEY
With.a little help from lady could be the most dangerous
If morale is a factor for vic- are given the nod for
large population centers.
Olympia 9i)119.3
DURHAM, N. C. (CIAA News luck and the injury-jinnx, Un- threat to their chief rival's
tory in Rome, the United States hardware in the
400oneter re
A statement from the Variety Club member Frayser Lan. Service) — Echoing through the ion could be A&T's strongest dominance over the C1AA.
women's track team has new lay. In 1956 a Temple-coached
accentuates the problem in Chicago. The statement reads:
CIAA as the 1960 football season challenger for the circuit title.
hope in the coming world's-se- quartet picked up bronze Olym- tqa
The appearance of Althea Gibson in the Chicago De- approaches is the familiar cry Of course, the Panthers have
ries-of-track-and-field.
pic medals for the United States . O* tt&
fender Bud Billiken parade and picnic should stimulate that several league powers will the great misfortune facing them
.nua
all
standards,
a
By
national
In
Australie.
snore young people to go for that sport. It is a tragedy that catch un with the A. & T. Ag- of meeting Virginia State, Mor,si be
top
composed
of
is
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that
the half mile of tennis courts on South Parkway from 55th gies. There is one loophole in gan State, and North Carolina
"Rudolph in the sprints and
,
athletes from clubs scattered Eariene Brown or Olga Connley
.
to 60th street are vacant most of the time.
this reasoning: A. & T. won't College on successive Saturdays.
over the nation seldom achieves in the weights are our team's
It has been said that nets are not available for use. Car- stand still long enough to be Virginia State's Trojans seema single team spirit. The 1960 brightest hopes," Olympic coach
caught. The other CIAA powers, ed destined for another greatj
tainly if the Park District can build a million dollar field
U. S. Women's Olympic team, Temple grudgingly
admitted.
with a few exceptions, will im- season with virtually all of last
house they could provide some nets for the tennis courts.
despite the constellation of in- "If my girl (Rudolph) can
but not as much as year's young squad expected to;
house they could provide some nets for the tennis courts. prove
achieved
the
dividual stars, has
sprint among the first three In
return. W. W. Lawson experiThere are some rood high school students who live within the Aggies.
elusive fiber that weaves them the Olympic final I'll be hapBy
the
end
of
November,
it
mented
with
a
squad last year!
tance of Washington Park. Many of them should be insO
into a tight organization with py.'
red to play tennis, The cost of equipment is not high and is predicted that the Aggies will that did not have a senior on LYNCHBURG, Va. — John
determination and zeal that
14
"All the girls are working
the outdoor sport is healthy and should be more popular." have gone through 19 consecu- the club, and the results were McGill, Louisville Ky.-Lynchmay well pay off at the first
tive
extremely
conference
bard,"
he
games without a 7-2 record, the best at Vir- burg, Va,,
continWhatever the picture may be in other large cities. John C.
Olympic gun crack.
WILMA RUDOLPH
who' lives up
nod. "And the country may
Day, supervisor of Chicago's immense Washington Park, re- a defeat and be the sole owner ginia State since '52.
to "Whirlwind's" pre-season
burns
ray
Hope
of
victory's
get a real jolt by Whits perOf the CIAA grid title for the There 11 every indication that
futes Lane's picture of Chicago's tennis participation.
prediction that he would devewith the bard core of Ten- formances."
3rd
straight
season.
the
'60
club
will
do
as
well
with
"Mr. Lane must be passing our tennis courts at the
lop into a great player, Sunday
nessee State University sprintTempts referred to Willie B.
Maryland State, Virginia Un- DeWayne Jeter, the "do every- in the New
wrong time of the day," said Day. "During the early morning
ers, the Nashville school's tal- White the ex-Tennessee State
Jersey State Chamhours and in the late evening our courts get plenty of use " ion, North Carolina College, and thing well" quarterback, back in pionship. McGill won his first
ented women's track mentor University broad jumper who
Day also showed some enthusiasm for tennis participation Virginia State are all expected the driver's seat along with major tournament, and won it
— Ed Temple — and Califor- leaped to a silver medal in Ausin the near future. Tennis instruction classes have been held to be loaded clubs capable of Sidney Swann, Harry Morgan, the hard way, on the courts of
nia's 200-pound-plus energy. tralia. Miss White has been conin various parks during the summer months, with experienced exploding the Aggies' champion- Ernest Turner, Robert Ander; Newark State Teacher College.
laden, fun-loving, bundle — sistently over the 20-foot mark
tennis instruction, The classes for teen-agers and adults at ship dreams. Improved elevens son, all backs, and line stal- McGill defeated his teammate
Eariene Brown, shot put and in practice.
Washington Park totalled 124 tennis possibles. Leroy Knighten. such as Johnson C. Smith, Win- warts Robert McNeill, Harold ,Toe Williams, top seeded player,
discus specialist contributes
one of the nation's leading tennis instructors, has a full scale ston•Salem, Saint Augustine's, Sawyer, Jim Troublefield, and 3-6:636.0 and defeated Van
greatly to team-spirit.
and Hampton can be considered Floyd Johnson.
five day teaching schedule.
Beverhaudt in a pro set, in the
Tennessee's tall, almond-colhas been known to develop some outAtanding ten- as prime candidates for "dark- Maryland State has the mak- finals, by pre agreement 8-3,
baby-faced world record
ored,
nis players but the present crop is slow taking shape. Tennis horse" positions.
ings of another great offensive on account of darkness. Horace
shattering speedster, Wilma
Morgan State and Delaware team with two of the CIAA's Cunningham lost in quarter finIs one sport that can't be 'just picked up.' It-requires leaderRudolph sparks in the United
State, at the helm of new coach- finest halfbacks in Billy Gray als to Thomas Calhoun 3 6:64:
ship according to tennis experts.
States' sprint flame. And the
"The need in tennis is leadership and stimulation," says es, are expected to bounce back and Dan Miller available. In this 6-4.
Temple-coached foursome BarDay. "The reasoning that tennis is expensive is simply not as title contenders after wallow- pair, he has a fleet, breakaway Other
Junior
Department
true. It's no more expensive than any other sport and I've ing in the second division in threat, backed up by the power team players'
Roy D. Moore, a veteran
records: Bessie
never seen expense stop any youngster from participating in '59. Roy "D. D." Moore, the of Charles Holmes, a 200-pound- Stockard
coach with 12 years of service,
lost
in
quarter
finals
Dovrt of his choice. If some mean to boost tennis can be Hornets' new mentor at the
er, at fullback. In the line, Ver- to Mimi Karanek, N. Y. C.,
has been appointed head footFnized and the necessary instruction given, good tennis er, Del. institution, inherits a non "Skip" McCain's Hawks will 6-3:24:8-6;
ball coach at Delaware State
Carolyn Williams,
squad that suffered only minor have to rebuild with the loss of
yers will develop."
BARBARA BROWN
College, Coach Moore replaces
National
Interscholastic
player
Most tennis experts credit the game with developing In- graduation losses. While Earl Roger Brown, All • American. 15 year old
Dr. E Preston Mitchell III who
Development Team
dividuality, self control and a keen sense of sportsmanship. Banks, Eddie Hurt's successor tackle in '59, the biggest job to Player from
acted as head football coach
Portsmouth,
Va.,
(UPI)
—
ROME
—
Former
These are characteristics worthy of developing whether at Morgan State, must rebuild replace. At guard and end, he hard to play in
last year. Under the new arwomen's
singles
his entire backfield with three has veterans returning, but will
U. S. track and-field star Jesse rangement Dr. Mitchell will
tennis or any other sport is the means of motivation.
of the '59 regulars graduatng. be pushed hard to replace his /no events for girls) and lost
Owens has been invited to watch have more time to devote to his
A&T, with a flock of gilt- center and tackles, particularly to Dorothy Kornegay, PhiladelOlympic Games as a guest duties as athletic director and
phia
4th
seeded
the
player.
6-2:6-1;
edged speedsters in the back- so with his line coach, Banks,
head of t h e Department of
Edith
Gill,
Phila.,
another
Junthe
U S. team.
of
field, has the equipment to cope having moved over to Morgan
Health and Physical Education.
ior
player
lost
in
Women's
sin.
with the CIAA powers as well as head mentor.
Arthur G. Lentz, assistant Coach Moore received Isis B.
des to Mrs. Virginia Glass
as such non-conference schedulexecutive
director of the U. S. S. degree from North Carolina
Sophomore Harry Brown is 6-2:6-1; Carolyn Archie, third
ed foes as Florida A&M, Ten- expected to inherit the regular
hiympic committee, explained College in 1947 and the M. S.
Junior
player,
and
Marvis
Arnessee State, and South Caro- quarterback
chores. He played chie, sisters, lost in Women's
that Owens found himself in the degree from the University of
lina State..Returninng are All- only sparingly last year,
but
singles
to
Dorothy
Thompson.
situation as "atleast 100 Illinois in 1946. At the present
same
American candidate Eugene has tremendous talent
the
as
a
sigElitabeth,
N.
J.,
8-2:6-2 and
tull-fledged U. S. correspon- time he is working towards
Cambridge, Dickie Westmore- nal-caller.
Ph. D. degree in Physical EduLouise
Moore,
Newark,
N.
J.,
not
were
able
who
to
dents"
land, Harvey Keaton, Lloyd
of Illi6-0.6-4,
come to Rome because of lack cation at the University
Oakley, Calvin Lang. in addi- NCC's Herman Riddck has the
he alposition
new
his
In
nois.
Jaeger Cauthern. Greenwich,
of credentials.
tion to the great speedster of crying towel out again, but any Conn.,
professorial status as an
has
so
13
year
playing
old
boy
coach
in
the
country would like
"Jesse Owens contacted me assistant professor of Health
their '58 championship club, Joe
on the Junior Team lost in Junthrough an intermediary in New and Physical Education.
Taylor, who has returned to to be in his shoes with 23 tal- ior sheeles
i t
under 18, 6-1:6-2 to
ented lettermen expected back,
York in an attempt to be ac- His coaching career began at
school.
Michael
Jennings
of
Philadelcredited as a correspondent for St. Augustine's College in RalBert Piggott has a crew of 22 boasted by five awesome bephia 6-1:6-2.
an Albany. N. Y., magazine," eigh. N. C., where he coached
lettermen back in the fold, eight hemoths at tackle that are the
Lentz explained.
of last year's regulars and 9 of best in the loop. The Eagles
for 7 years. It was while coachthe alternate eleven. His only must put together a more con"Unfortunately, all the avail- ing at St. Augustine's that his
weak spots that are apparent at sistent and explosive offense
able accreditations had been 1954 team pulled a major upset
the outset are at guard and quar- than the spluttering attack
already assigned when the ap- by defeating undefeated and unterback. His sole hopes rest on which they featured last sea•
plication deadline expired long tied Delaware State which had
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
the shoulders of the talented SOIL
ago At least 100 full-fledged won seven straight games, 12-6, IMPO
044
WE DID IT!!! — Milwaukee hit-no run contest against the sophomore Jimmy Mitchell at The five tackles which repre- Willie Mays, star of the San
U. S. sports correspondents. in- for its only defeat of the season. tot );
Braves center fielder Billy Philadelphia Phillits. Burdett quarterback. However, experi- sent "beef" in the line are Francisco Giants and this
cluding some well known From 1955 to the present he has
Bruton and Lew Burdette, scored the winning run on the ence may take its toll here. James Brewington (275), Luth- Year's Ail-Star Games. and
names, were in the same situa- been coaching at South Caroline
Braves pitcher, hug each oth- 1-0 win on Bruton's double, Guard is expected to be er Jeralds (245), Charles Hin- Jay Herbet, winner of the
tion."
1State College at Orangeburg, S.
er after Burdette hurled no (UPI Telephoto)
strengthened by the shifting of ton (245), Frank Gardner (268) P.G.A. tournament stsred
"However, we explained to C.
WILLY
E
WHO'TE
and Joe Grandy (230), all label- honors in the July poll for the
personnel.
:
. with him as assistant
Mr. Owens that we will be de- Sento
Tom Harris' Virginia Union ed as "can't miss" by pro tim- Hickek Award.
lighted to help him to watch coaches for football are Rennie
Mays received 26 first place
Panthers finished 2nd with a ber hunters.
the games here as our guest." J. George, Ulysses S. Washing7-0-1 log in '59 and has virtually Experience can be found in votes compared to Herbert's
ton. and Donald A. Blakey,
SEATTLE, Wash. — (UPI) — while ;mewing for the fight.
the same talent-ladden group every spot except guard and Irt but both finished with a
Coaches George and WashingCommittee.
Sonny Liston, top-ranked heaListon, his wife, Gertrude, his back for the '60 campaign. Har- center, but shifting of personnel total of lift points. Other top
ton are veterans at DSC. In his
vyweight contender who meets manager, a trainer and a spar- ris says, "We'll field the best can rectify this weakness with- vote-getters were Roy Sievers
RICHMOND, Va. — The Vir- The game which has been freshman year at the helm in
second rated Eddie Machen in ring partner are expected to er- 11 men in the league, but our out difficulty. If the morale and of the Chicago White Sox OM ginia Union University Athletic played at Hovey Field on the 1954, Coach George produced a
a nationally televised match sive in the northwest from Phil- reserves behind them are thin." spirit of this club is a winning Don Drysdale of the Los An- Committee voted unanimously east campus is a highly tradi- CIAA co-championship team,
tional and competitive game Coach Blakey was a halfback
here Sept 7. decided to set up adelphia
In All-American Halfback Haze- one, this will be the toughest geles Dodgers (53) and heavyJuly 28 to take the 1960 Home- and will be promoted to a clasa training camp in Everett,
Meanwhile, Maeben, who mo- Mali Braxton, a 215-pounder, club in the league to handle. weight boxer Sonny List
on that co-championship team
coming game with Virginia sic this year. Plans are being and is now entering his second
north of here.
tored here from Portland, con- quarterbacks Napoleon Barbosa A great deal also depends on the (45).
Liston, who earlier in the week tinued his training program at and Milton Marshall, and end club's top running threat, RosPrevious winners of the State College of Petersburg to made to honor the 1923 Central yea^ of coaching at DSC. Early
announced he would train here the Evergreen gym, working a Warren Williams, Harris has a sie Barfield. If he can continue monthly voting were Wilt Richmond's Parker Field on Intercollegiate Athletic Associa- observations predict that this
ad his mind and said he total of four rounds this after- pretty good investment for an- his pace through the season, not Chamberlain and Arnold Pal- October 29 at 2 p.m. according tion championship team — the formidable coaching staff will
to he away from the noon with sparring mates, John other season's run for the con- faltering down the stretch as mer, twice each, Jim Rath- to Dr. Walter 0. Bradley, chair- last time Union won the co- cause opponents much trouble
'crepee title.
bustle and bustle of city life Massey and Thad Spencer,
he did in '30, this squad at NCC mann and Floyd Pattersoa.
man of the University Athletic veted title.
this fall.
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Humboldt, Tenn.
Revival services were held at iof Lane Chapel.
Lane Chapel CME church week Sunday, Aug. 14, was Annual
of Aug. 8-12. Rev. D. S. Cun- Youth Day at Morning Star Bapningham, pastor of Collins chap- tist church. The youth were in
el CME church, Memphis, was charge of Services all day. At
the Evangelist for the week. the 11 a.m. hour Miss Donna
The services of messages Jean Fly, a very active youth
brought by Rev. Cunningham of Morning Star and a senior
was very inspiring. Not only at Stigall high, spoke for the
Lane Chapel but all who heard young people. She used for her
him were spiritually revived. subject, "The Role of the ChrisRev. C. D. McKelvey is pastor tian Youth in the Church Today." Miss Fly was presented
—
by one of her classmates. Miss
Peggy White. Miss Ernestine
Wilson was mistress of ceremonies.
At 3 p. m., the afternoon
that's refreshingly
' program opened with a 100
Cleansing!
voice chorus led by the chil
AT LAST science has dren's choir of Morning Star
discovered a skillfully St. James Baptist and Lane
blended vaginal douche
powd•r, tested and 1Chapel followed with the teenfound safe to use by
thousands of well ' age choirs of the three church
Informed women. This , es. "Just a Closer Walk With
soothing medication.
dolled CERTANE, will not burn or Thee" was used for the procesdesensitise even the most delicate sional with James Thomas as
tissue, yet is powerfully cleansing
Music for the entire
and deodorising.Don't take chances. soloist.
Get CERTANZ today at drug atom. afternoon services was rendered by the chorus. Mesdames CHAMPS — Lakeview Gar- George Edwards, catcher;
Carrie Jones and Dorothy Mc- dens sub-division gave a ban- Jones Toles, 2b; William
Tell Us When . •.
Kinney were pianists and Char- quet for its championship Drone, if; and Leroy Bobo,
You'll Get It Then
lie F. Jones, director. Rev baseball team last Saturday pitcher. Back row (l-r) Bill
John Paul Jones, young minis-1 night at the Country club. The Wolfe or Lakeview; Willie Lee
ter and pastor of Mt. Zion Bap- team was one of many enter- Mackey, ss; L. S. Moore, rf;
tist church, 'Jackson, Tenn.J ed in the WDIA league over Jesse James, sr., cf; and Ce358 Beale Street
gave the message using "The' the previous season. Kneeling cil Mitchell, manager. (Photo
Son" as a subject. from left are Willie Parker, by Billy Duncan)
Prodigal
Kind
All
Of
Printing
MissDorothy Reid was mis- 2b; Earnest Hightower, bat
.
Letterheads
Mimeographing
And
Bill Heads
Stationery .
tress of ceremonies. Mrs. Louise boy; and Willie Moss, If.
iiant other forms of printing for the
Croom is supervisor of the First row (I-r) James Holliday
industry
or
Individual
Youth, Rev. W. A. Owens is 3b: Frederick Robinson, cf;
pastor of Morning Star.
John Fleming, lb; Earl Thorn(Continued From Page 11)
The Book Lovers club met ton, pitcher; Arthur Swan,
recently in the home of Mrs pitcher; and Phil Moss of served along with frozen Coca
Esther Lee Johnson, Trenton. WDIA. Second row (l-r) Colas. Mrs. Flora Howard was
guest. Birthday gifts were reTenn., with president, M r s.
ceived by Mmes. Laverne RadMettle Davis presiding over the
ford, Margaret Burton, Josebusiness. Members enjoying
phine Barnett and Alberta
the hospitality of the hostess
Prizes were won by
Jamison.
were Jonella Bryant, Drucilla
Continued from page 10.
Mrs. F. Howard and Mrs. CarHOW TO LOVE AND
Tuggle, Carrie Seat, Lavern
Radford, Dorothy McKinney cultural and tourist points, that rie Ball.
BE LOVED
By the time you read this
your scribe. Games were never fail to thrill adults too.
and
JONES
ANN
Send $1.00 —
played. Mrs. Faye Russ of In- Daughter Lily Patricia was Revivals will be in full sway at
Chicago, 80
Box 7762
along to enjoy the vacation be- Beech Grove Baptist church
dianapolis, Ind., was guest.
attend gradu- and Dyer CME church. If you
The Stigall Hornets played fore preparing to
University of haven't attended, be sure and
the
at
school
ate
their first game of the season
Their trip back home do so.
Friday night defeating Martin Chicago.
by way of Chicago, Fred Simpson of Chicago is
by a score of 21-0. WiVie Pos- was made
Pat stopped off to attend visiting Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
ton is coach of the Harnets where
convention, and the Wade. Mrs. Mattie Glenn of
Mrs. Della Skipper, Cleveland, the Delta
family visited with St. Louis is home in Rutherford
the
of
rest
Ohio was week-end guest of
sister, Miss Lu- remodeling her home.
Walker's
Mrs.
and
Collier
Lucy
Mrs.
her aunt,
Ish.
cille
Each week our payments for
family.
For faster, more complete relief of
set at home our papers exceeds what we
Mrs. Beatrice Starks and After getting
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
here in Memphis, last Sunday collect from you, our customtake STANBACK Tablets or Powders. grand-daughter, Mary Ann HarCandy's fourth birth- ers. As much as we hate to do
STANBACICs S. A.(Synergistic Action) per have returned home after was little
— the combined action of severa, spending their vacation in Chi- day, and naturally, the oc- so. we cannot operate like this
The and if we cannot catch up by
medically-approved ingredients in
visiting Mrs. Starks' casion called for a party.
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety idaughter and her family, Mr little doll thrilled to birthday the first of September we will
and tension, starts bringing relief
little friends and have to let the papers go. This
and Mrs. Walter West. While gifts from her
, sireA gab
right away. 5.410
Airs a lovely tricycle and doll that certainly does not include evand
Mr.
visited
they
there
Test
her eryone, and we feel that all of
Mr. and Mrs. are her deight. Helping
John Smith,
ITANE4ACK
against any
Airs. to share the joy of the birthday you intend to pay, but the
Beverly.
and
Sims
Vincent
preparation
Tank neglect of doing so gets us in
you've ever
Rhoda Henderson and M r s. cake and goodies were
the bad. If you want to continue
used
_ Smith will be remembered as and Eleana Sugarmon,
Kevin your paper, please help us to
cousin,
little
Sugarmon's
They
King.
as
Imogene
;X%'Sims
(son of Dr. pay our debts. Thanks.
'motored to Joliet, Ill., to visit Smith of St. Louis,
Mrs.
IMr. and Mrs. Ezra Henderson. and Mrs. Sydney Smith,
Smith, the former Miss Weldon BTW CLASSES
Sugarmon, who with her hus- Registration for Evening Clasband and other children are va- ses at Booker T. Washington
cationing at Oak Bluff, Mass.), Evening School will be held
RADIO AND TV REPAIR
Rosita Bell, Gerry Nelson, Don- August 29, 30, 31 and September
na Osborne, Archie, A. W. II, 1, 1960, from 6:00 p. m. to 10:00
All Work Guaranteed
Michael and Rosalyn Willis, p. m. Classes begin Sept. 6, 1960.
PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
Keith Johnson, Bill Owens,
JA. 6-3376
384 MANASSAS
Pamela Venson and Eric Turner.
• • •
Charming Captain and Mrs.
Thurman H. Riley and lovely
children, Gail and Kelvin, were
reason d'etre for much gatherCordially Invites your Patronage
ing of kith and kin last week.
Doily Rates
Spacious Parking Court
when they came to Memphis
Private Tile Baths and Showers
after their 4-year stay in Japan,
where little Gail was born.
Telephone - - - - Radio
Coffe• Shop
They were the guests of Mrs.
Riley's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Downtown Location, 1 Block off South Main
Johnny Holmes, and her sister
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bailey, Owner-Manager
and brother-in-law Dr. and
Mrs. I. H. Watson, jr. NaturalJA
5-6835
406 Mulberry - JA 5-6834,
ly their presence gave rise to
much gathering of old friends
and neighbors, who were delighted to bask in their presence
and to enjoy hearing the recount of their interesting life
in the Orient.
'Capt. Riley left this week for
Goldsboro, N. C., and Mrs.
Riley will remain in Memphis
for a while and we hope to be
able to have a long chat with
her to benefit from the experiences she has to share, gained HEADQUARTER EXERCISE
being an Army wife and also Bright Star Pine Cone III, Ft.
as a teacher in the base school Campbell. Ky. — SFC Felix
for Army personnel, at their Moseley (right), 1505 Branamp located not too far from
rikye.

A DOUCHE
POWDER

Hulbert's Printing Co.

TRI-CITY NEWS

MERRY-GO-ROUND

ArkbfklWo/

HEADACHE

Gates Radio And TV Service

Lorraine Hotel And Motel

NOW OPEN!
TUESDAY
NIGHTS
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7:00 P. M. — 9:00 P. M.
All Rides 5c For Kids Under 12 Yrs.

FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most Popular Priced
Mid-Way"

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News

b
by
' C. Cooke

Sceo

A most inspirational and in- ing in Nashville, Tenn., and will i
teresting meeting was held on spend some time at Mrs. Stew- t
Monday, August 15 marking the art's home in North Carotin.
opening of the 1960-61 school before returning to the campu
year for the Jackson City of Lane College.
Teachers The meeting, held at
Lincoln Elemntary School, was
conducted by Mrs. Gladys Daypresident of the Jackson
City Teachers' Association. Rev.
W. G. Terry, pastor of First
Baptist church of this city,
•
spoke during the devotional
period which was conducted by Now you can end your constipation
worries once and for all. Put aside
Mrs. Rosetta McKissack.
chemical laxatives, oils or bran-like
that may upset your sysroughage
R.
hand
were
City officials on
Instead, take SEX UTAH in a a
L. Patey, Commissioner of Ed- tem.
glass of water every day.
ucation and Tobe Bailey, ComSE/UTAH IS an all-vegetable laxative
aid that provides the proper
missioner of Public Utilities.
and peristaltic stimumoisture,
Mayor Edmonds who makes lation youbulk
may need as you grow
up the other member of the De- older—to promote daily regularity.
partment of Education, was un- This is entirely different from chemical laxatives. Prove it to yourself.
able to be present. School of- Take
SERUTAN as directed for at
ficials included Superintendent least one week. You must be well
C. J. Huckaba, Supervisors on the road to daily regularity
Fays Holly and Jessie Brooks, your money back from the make
Mrs. Grace Helm, speech and
hearing specialist and Mrs G.
Anderson City Psychologist.
Three teachers were cited for
receiving advanced degrees.
They were Mrs. Christiana Mitchell, M. S. in Special Education
I'll help. Solution
from the University of Tennesavailable, if instrucsee; Mrs. Marilyn Merriweathtions followed. Strictly
er Polk, M. A. in Business Edpersonal.
ucation from Columbia UniverS.
M.
Werthing,
John
and
sity
Accredited by
in Chemistry from Indiana uniDept. 16-x
The Southern Association
versity. Mrs. Mitchell is emBox
10,
Ottery, Cape,
s
Washington-Dougla
ployed at
South Africa
School in special education
while both Mrs. Polk and Mr.
Werthing are instructors at
Merry High school.
Mrs Thelma Compton and
Mrs. Myrtle Moore were introduced and welcomed as new
teachers in the system to work
at Merry High school. Mrs. A folio chock lull of prac
Compton will teach cosmetology tical ideas. Have "dates"
Co
an added course at Merry.
A report on the NEA Conven- every day!
SEND $1.00
tion held in Los Angeles, Calif.,
was given by Mrs. G. L. Davis,
official delegate with trip highlights being given by T. R.
White. The educational tour to Box 7762 - Chicago, III.
California from which 33 teachers benefited was one to be remembered, it is reported.
There was much chatter during the coke break from vacaMOTOR EXCHANGE
tioners, those who attended
Money Down
No
school and those who just plain
18-24 Months To Fay
rested at home.
In-service meetings were to
All
go on alt the week in preparaMakes
Free
tion of school opening.
and
Models
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hughes
Wrecker
had as their guests for the weekGUARANTEED Re-Manufacend Mr and Mrs. Steve Samtured Motor. Do not be conuels and son, Steve, jr., from
fused—we have no hidden or
fivtitious charges — the price
Louisville, Ky. Several friends
we Quote is the Vice PM
were at the home of the Hughes
178Y,
321 So. Main
on Saturday night to help the
visitors enjoy their stay here.
Phone JA 6-0672
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh
left this week for a brief stay
at their former home in Hopkinsville, Ky., visiting relatives
and friends.
A birthday outing it was for
Mrs Frances Reid when she
was entertained by friends on stops Itch—Relieves Pain
Sunday. August 14, at the
For the first time science has found
Sportsman's Club Picnic a new healing substance with the as'rounds overlooking the beauti- tonishing ability to shrink hemorrelieve pain — without
ful lake Those enjoying the rhoids andIntocase
after case, while
surgery.
fresh air and the party gaiety gently relieving pain, actual reduchusher
were, Mr Gene Reid,
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
all — results were so thorband and a member of the amazing ofsufferers
made astonishing
ough that
James
Mr.
Club;
Sportman's
statements like "Piles have ceased ti
Cherry, Mr. Wheatley Graham, be a problem!" The secret is a nee
substance (Bio-Dyne)—dia
Mrs. Ann Maxwell, Mrs. Maggie :waling of
a world-famous researcl
covery
Dukes. Mrs. Mozelle Long, institute. This substance is now avail
Mrs. Juanita Beasley, Mrs. able in suppository or ointment fe
H. At all di•
Bernice Gates, the two Max- called Preparation
money back guarantee.
counters—
well girls, Carolyn and Gwendolyn, and the guest of honor,
Mrs. Reid.
An evening of fun along with
plenty of refreshments was a
most enjoyable one for all.
The home of Dr. and Mrs, W.
NOW anyone can buy DIRECT
R. Bell has been a busy one I from U. 9 GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DEPOTS, by mall for your
over the weekend for guests self
or for resale Cameras. •yia
Spending
noculara. ears, jeeps, truces, boats.
have been plentiful.
machines and
office
hardware,
day as dinner guests were Mrs. eoulpment, tents,
tools and tensRemy at a
niece,
other
of
her
and
-thousands
Vinson
of
Ethel
cost.
original
fraction of their
Pamela of Memphis, Tenn., and
Many items brand new. for list
Oovernmemt
of hundreds of U. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Humble
Surpi UP Depots located in every
and their two children from
State and overseas with pamphlet
"How Government Can Biro OIrtet
lWashington, D. C. Stopping in
To You." plus procedurea HOW
TO BUY and how to :et FREE
the 506th Airborne for a night enroute home were
Dr.; Springfield, Tenn., loading
101mall $2 00 to SURPLUS
SURPLUS.
Kilgore
Eugene
Mrs.
and
SERVDr.
INFORMATION
SALES
examines his unit's loading Battle Group's mortar batterAfter
ICES, Dept. No. 705, Room 709.
Tenn.
City,
Johnson
of
C.
D.
b.
manifest with control officers ies aboard a MATS C.124
Wash.
Albee Bldg..
leaving the National Dental
at the last check point before
Globe master during Exercise Me,tine in St. Louis. the KilBRIGHT STAR-Pine CONE gores toured Denver, Colo., New
From HuntsIII. Sergeant Moseley will be Mexico and Texas.
There Are Many
ville. Ala., comes Mr. and Mrs.
Airborne
one of the 5,000 101st
uncle
Herderson Bell. aunt and
Ways to Keep Cool!
Division paratroopers who of Dr Bell. and Mrs. J. W
will attack Fort Bragg, N. C., Steiger. While in Jackson they
Air will visit Mrs. P. Gilbert and
by air next Monday.
Force-Army teamwork Is en- sisters in McKenzie. Tenn. Mrs
abling MATS C-124s to keep Gilbert, mother of Dr. Bell, who
tight strategic airlift schedules has been quite ill this summer
for deployment of the Army is reported in a much improved
airborne division to marshal- condition.
Mr and Mrs. Preston Stewart
ling areas in South Carolina.
(USAF Photo by Jose Rami- and their two children, Jocelyn
and Preston III, are vacationrez)
-

END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES

OWEN
COLLEGE

FALL SEMESTER
Registration

John Wamsteker

"33 Ways To
Meet Women

September 7-13

ANN JONES

Classes and Late Registration
BEGINNINC

HASTINGS

September 14
CALL JA 5-1373
Or Write
ADMISSION OFFICE

For Further Information

;brinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES

r

Carrier

You can have healthful indoor cooling comfort all
'rummer long for only a, few
cents a day with Carrier
Air Conditioning. Don't
postpone comfort.

Tri-State
Defender

Charges

Trod ? Love?
Money Problems?

Freshman Orientation

Stories To The

236 South Wellington
Post Office Box'311
We will .be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" of Any

•

RI
r
rour
BUTTERMILK

CONDITIONED
AIR COMPANY
417 North Nollywoosl
FA 7-1148

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Esta
te
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your For Sale, Birth Or Death
Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To
Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2.) Weeks
INSURANCE AGENCIES

Real Estate

Misc. For Sale
asusisassimisssiiir

CASE TALES!
WILL PAT CASS for prefer*, or
vacant to
If meted right
14041
EL 1-T116
111. • 1110110111191 a COMPANY
ISM Nooreu Arouse

AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE

SHOP AT $OS'S
FOR THE UST IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS

MISCIELLANSODS FOR Sala

Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
I.

U pour Driving License has
been revoked
it. 11 your Insunuice baa seers
cancelled
1. U your application has beep
rojoated
Call Adkins Insurance MoneyJA. 64365. A Resiresentsti•e will
eon al your borne with full details

S. COINS 1110116311T"
Bond Celia. Will Sand Check Nal Tioseed.
Return Moen.
Sought
COINS
iota
INtious um invited
APPratam
FAVATA'S COIN EXCEL/LEGE
13.46
IN. Flushing M. 14,
T.
limber 1411.A.

DEAR JANE, DID TOL KNOW TEAT
you can out a Summer dress for $1 25.
ebildrem's d OOOOOO for /5c and Men's suits
for I13 1M WHERE'S At the Junior League
Thrift Shop 4 North Front Burry! Hurry! Bargains Galore!

FOR QUICK RESULTS
CALL MISS RESULTS
JA. 4.83117

2-BUSINESS

cm:

JA.

JASON'S annum% SHOP
3356 Park Arenas
PA 4-914$

Memphis Business
Service Directory
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995

OPPORTUNITIES

IVA ITTITULLT POLISHED Isitroon• ouiw
ture of tigereye, amethyst. obsidium.
agate ether $3 95 pound
postpaid
V.
Srubager, 53111 W L-12. Lancaster Calif.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111

months

AMI A.ZING LUSTED for lite for 1k. mop
paying out dimes quarters, dollars for
one time listins Your nam• in our files
should keep your box full of interesting
offers, eyes temples, big mail. etc for
Detail. for self-addressed stamped
life
anvelogs. Andy's Trading' Poet, Rout.3- _
aryson City N C
(61)

Bank Terms

411 Gebrielli

11-111%

•
0
"
1""a%

74328

TY YOU WANT TO SE IMA
Tint Pancrawe mom =
Pttall
Ts mac Addle
°ram Mac - owl*
overawe

Checks Please).

So.

East 33rd St

231

11 Sth

E.

warcrse

THE

BARGAIN
St.,

C1ASSIFIED PAGES

FREE

•

Night Sorrress
Experioriced Mechanics

Memphis

TRAY'S

••••••••••••••••••••

REDUCTION

Easter

Am
CHRIST

*Want Ad
RATES

National Sermon
104

N.
Albion,

NO guarantee can be gives as

in
All

to

2 lines

30c

3 lists

dic

(Till
to

TSC

SAA1E itAll es•
Sam ',diaries WM

24 PI.

change

Is

Cancellations at

went-ads cin
alter
be

Defender

hos

shoo

you

how

time ef
to nay

Line

as.

problems. reins let
read

street

or

Tri-State

telephone,

the

to

Defeitder

forward

Defender

hos

HELL

Wee away
her

m

new

ad

received

ad

mail

where

Vance Ave. •

MADAM

you

hist

oft

11

Speen!

our

address. but

OFFICIAL

the

excess

Repairs

postage II le be

charged to the

advertiser.

UNIVERSITY

I

24

Years

Estimated
In

rhino

and Rebuilding
I BREWER

Here

NOTICE!
Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

aid

at

or

would

lb*

Hernando

Her

yellow

bus

marked

Your

after

JAckson GISH i

IS

Agents Wanted

GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mail out dropship catalog Keep GO mer
, cent from orders
Proven sellers. Detail., sample catalog $1.00 Talingus. ISIS
ISO K 33rd.. Lorain. Ohio.

CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
SMOCK

Tri-State

236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
will

BUILDING

Wallet POLES 110(1 VOL
GI" PRIMUNIFAI.
SERVICI

Defender

a

6

Correspoidence Club

BIGGEST MAILS cos Over ?Cit. List TOES
name 1 year Ste World's Mall Tradlk
18 W
Mal
Had* City IS N
V
11.
Diet IS.

IllIlIIIIlIIIIIIIIIllIlIIIlIlIIIIIIIIIlIlllllIII

last the is

sweetheart?

11••s

Are

22

Teo

read

as epee
I/

41st

Too have

Furnished

Free Transportation To and From
Airport. Depot, Bus

GOOD
Mississippi @tete

He sum

you'll fled her there

as settee * West

Memphis

Whitekaree State Line

Rooms

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

hook

hem. is 3 blocks Hwy

end

gee

in

Our

Madero

Harry

Station. Etc.

FOOD
Restaurant

Holmes. Owner

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
Room tor rent Tarnished or untursiels
ed WHitaihall 0-$211 1342 Latham Street
Call at..•
or before 5:11 A II

at Sta.* Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM
8E1.1.1

I don't mak, any home calls or answer
to look Pre tko right trip aid the right

"OR RENT
1586 Untie-Douglas
Sub-division
Ore
side of Duplex 3 rine, 1. bath-hot-cold
water Ciat heater in front room. Prices
1135 month
Pirine PA 4-0672

News

last-Cozy Many Ognivenlencen
Sultoble
10, 1f woman
all (EL *MO After • p.n.

••••••••••••••••••••••••
CHECK OUR
CLASSIFIED FOR

Tuning
I

Apts For Rent

bowie

Highway Si South, biet ever

way to

In

NEED
EXTRA
MONEY
Men or Women Age 21-70 - Sell Plimihr
Group Hospital Insurance uses Use of
Your :ontarta
W
A Adkins-District Mgr.
Coaitnental
Caeualty
Company
JA 11-5311

Stories To The

We

a te •
Rears to
Readings (tally OSP* ea Swiltliart

l'UNEit

loan reeeesi"
Xs•mined amid Supervised by the
State Department of Insurance and
e•nti.ite
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Mal.
JA 5-131
151 Madison
IA. 5-7411

$65 TO CM WEEKLY
Classified lobs in Cincinnati, Nortliere
Kr
Stale or Female
Classified
list
$1.10. Other large cities on request 1112.18
WOMEN 543.00 WEEKLY
AHD UP
Must have telephone
Pleasant
voice.
Detail 10c full information $1.111
CANDY JAmittoN AGENCY
56,5 Armory - Cincinnati 14, 011io

GROUND flOOP

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

PIANOS TUNED

dressed be

12

FINANCE COMPANY
We ilk* to say yes to •eur

is•

HAND 4.404

Services

DIXIE

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN II 0 $
For Refined Women
Presenting Beauty
Counselor
A nationally known product
fter care of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOv BU'Y"
Write Mitchell. P 0 Box 311. Memphis
TRI-STATE DZIPENDER

61, VA

BELL advise ray at um,.

as she

at all times. 'She never Sad

JA 7-4917

and Friday
Nights Until 1:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 t• 1:00

Mississippi

hack

Ls

she usett to stay right aside the DeSete Motel

Catch

'Open Thursday

if any of tbe* are Teri

to look for the REIS BRICE' ROUSH mad

veil)

to cut of town

certifiers

Located en

Business Practical
Art College

or

Our cowmous treatment end desire to
help you-

Mail

failed lo lse rest come see MADAM BELL at mice.

Line. en

You, too, will liko

FREE! to

BELL

office at the

MADAM

you lost -aith In your hatband oils
Ii bad opens'? Are you discouragedi

GRIGGS

the address - whether name

492

billed

is beg

bark

Equipment

will

There is a r
why people
like to do business with us.

secure lists ol slow pay accounts from doctors. dentists.
grocers,
sanitarilms,
lumber
companies. garages, etc
All
you do is send them to us . .
for 'or experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write today.

tee

No cape,ienc,
necessary. domino?
school education
usually sufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours hien pay. advancements. Mod
name
address. phone number and
time home. Tri-State Defend. P. G.
Box 311.

Quick LoansAutomobile, Furniture
Signature

WAYS TO MAKE MONEY Al HOMB
where to buy material and now to
manufacture cheaply
Senn 11.110 Menu.
factoring Specialties
J
N
,411)

long

num•

a-1/097

WANTED, Male, Female
-

Men, Women, 18--S5
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs

1

• Refresher Course

hers - the words comprising

and

it

Its

Opportunities

Business

Tell you Why your Sob Of etssinese is sot a NIttlell•
Tri-State

The 1'n-State

given %foul 12 noon Satur

will

without

ita part of the advertisement-

36 PT.
rates

rats

This

HELP

YOuNO NEN - YOUN• WOMEN
If you have a :those and desire
front
$60 - $100 per week write Mr 4, Green.
5507
Laramie
Ave.,
Woodland
Rills.
Calif. giving Name, Address, Telephone
No. Is Age.

01

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

Day & Evening
Classes

subject

NEED CASH?

oixit HisANc) co
Home owned - Horns operated

Bleaching

Are you Dletatisfied with marriage?

r

number - will be aliened for

Mrs
SAME
AlRTS
Imo
*Mews
Ne4

at regular

Forbid) orders

T.

Wise.

The

gAigg gars AS
floes swallow,

day. Copy cancelled

column

Use

ordinary type.
SAME 'ATI se 1
Iliass melte, typo.

aeon Saturday

in

OOOOOO 41•••• •• • 60t

18 PT

•

position

Hair Styles
Kind

VALUES GALORE! Sales Soot
fundable. with MIDon
ALTON
WAY

State

2-1116$

MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guerente
id
robs, best working conditiens. FREE
room
board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A 1 Agency, 100A Main St., Hempstea
d.
Long I,iied, N Y

7-0016

MADAM

JA 5-47511

BR

SALES PERSONNEL - NEAT IN ApPearence, Over 15 years of age
No
Experience needed Earn from 560 to
it100
EZEKLI ()rest Opportunities for advancentent Call for allOnintm
ehL
JA
30 a in All
n

LOANS & MORTGAGES

GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.

• Office Machine

• Modern

WE NEED names Will Da? ?CU lac mar
neat* for obtaining them for our mailing list Complete instructions sent tor
$1.00. Harry M Young. 917 BMA Street,
Bristol. Tennessee.

go

`11.•••.ele

• Secretarial

Miscellaneous

line

OO

Ave.

IN

PARLOR

WOW'N
SEW
EASY
READY-CUT
Wrav - A-Round
Aprons
Horne
Ears
526 10
Dozen-Spare
Time
Wilt. ACCURATE MFOIt'S
RLEPORT, NEW YORK

"Amethyst pennants earring& bracelets.
$1.25 each Item, postpaid
Brubaker.
V
3355 W L-12. Lancaster. Calif."

Machines

Tinting

We

Dalrymple
Michigan

INTERICBTIBM MAIL. Earnings.
booklets, catalogs $1 refunded
Cl,ft with order Alvin - Bog
Hicksville, Long LINN, N
T

Vs

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

$2.00

OPEN

Hyde Perk
Hollywood
Vicinity
8 a.m. until 2 p.m.

MARIO SAT-TREY POWER
AND MOTOR T1NI1171r.

Specialises

12

Supply

• Accounting

12 Neon Monday

5 words to a line

10 pt.

63$ Linden

ADULTS,
Photos,
tie
314-r-xp

SERMONS

HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.

DEADLINES

EAROALN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG.
Huge discounts Low wholesale prices.
Big r oney eating catalog Mc
tretundable). I 0 J Co lox 434. Levittown S.
Pa

SERVICE

A trood
salon
Millie Walker
R•sident - FA

Accounting

CLASSIFIED

514 PT. SAME RATE as I

1334

Nest

Soothe Pot Rent
business to dog ntowo

52.00

JOB

BEAUTY

1004 Joseph

-

0.0 ••

Center.

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando

Misc.

9

JA. 11-5113

MAIDS, New York. to 11240 Lucky,
easy
good
lobs In
nice homes. Uet pout
each week. Come Slone or with
friends
to the best agency. No money
tickets sent Free TV, tree roomneeded,
-board.
Send name.address•phone of
reference.
ABCO Agcy. 351 W 43 NYC. Dept
R-111

Call

We specialise in tool used Piano.
$10 down will put • plane tn your
horns. PRICE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
1199
Linden - BR
1-0356
Also
Nights 0 Sundays.
BR 5-0356

F. Jef%erson

S-ries -

MEMPHIS

SPECIALISTS

Female Help Wanted

Refrigerator

JA

AMATING "MAGIC
POWER
OF NUMRERS!
festive'''. &octet Master Cede
F
ale
Nurnberg and Days
Combination Cedes.
t Malt ri
etc Psi.. es es
VICTORY
MUSA Chris Ave
Chicago 49. M.

to.
to.

AVE. -

PRONE

REB(TILT I I II eloctric typewriter still
In factory crate $1000
Guarenteed.
Seuthaide Printing Box 5401 OT Huntington 3 West Va

APPLIANCES

Service

TRE

JO

UNION

RETREADING

Mite it yOUraeli
We shOla YOU DOW
Save 00 per cent on each $1.00 COMISitita
Sale Instructions $1 90 FRIta with artier
carload of other Interesting offers WIE
ltam Brown Cross Country Publications
200 Eat 300 St. New York II. N T

1ND

TROUBLE, Low MONEY
PROBLEMS?
Solution available Don't
give
Dixie - P 0 Box 1066 Ocala. up Write
Florida.

Si 00 -

TR2

Refrigerators

ALL SMALL

Post SI 00 hOt's
Reply envelops brings
POSITIVE PROOF! Health
laide Road. Dublin. treland Center. Adeet hours Airmail)

4 for

-

Miaow

• Dryers

STOP SUFFERING! !

SPECIAL

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand

ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TINES
Fer I geed tire sale ask for Elrod
TELEPHONE JA. 5-9482

4 lines

17

Y.

ESTIMATES

Washing
r

MEXICAN DIVORCE or
marriage. valid.
quick. easy Details
either
MN
$2.
BOX SOO Therms BC Mexico

via

45.

ON

Specialising in beautiful
Pre:Arians 0 Enlargements. For ouick service
call:
Cant -bell. - WK. S-9934.
1935 Warren.
FREE-LANCE
PHOTOCMATIIMR

For Sale

Night & Day Classes

4

5 line'

los

14

Charleston,

APPLIANCE

THE LAW OF AVERA
GES
"BE JAMMED"
Tose any ealn need
or tans as risu
ehnosel-A,y cots! Anytime!
Any Piece
-A starling statement,
no leas startling performance
This r•sily mastiseed
tewbnlour In • eopyrighted
manual seat
yes
immediately
se. si
FRO-FLIP
CRAFT Sot
1113-0. Bridgeport I. Conn.
-

COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING

STATION
ot Crump 1114.

agate

29.

Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

Prospect Arc
Snits IM
Cleveland. 011io

NOW

SERVICE

per

St. -

YORK

Smith

Lerida. Olito

I

Petersen

TIRE SERVICE CO
319

1 000 000 1100K8 leo Muhl Try* Catalogs Mali way SOS UMW. NTO4

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

HELP
Are you worried over
money
matters.
strange nano
evil influences, 4,! tou
•icio Infro write Bishop
$1 00 ove offering There Baker Enclose
trout, ed soul You can be Is beds ler/
(ef
tuccessful writ.
BISHOP BAKER

ENROLL

ELROD AND SON

15e

Are.

49.

Tate Hew RUMTOTI,EX And Iltnlot Lite A
dietary preparation HUMTOREX takes up
where nature I
tf
PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $500 for • 1-Irsok
Ply
Money-back 11 not satigfed after 3
bottle Send CO D
Meek
or
Money
Order NOW'

out

CHECK OUR

RELIABLE WOMAN
DESIRES
ervz
chug
week las maid to horne, office.
lwautr shop, etc. Ciii- WE, 1-1151.

a

Clyde

West

Chicago

SERVICE

BUSINESS

SPIRITUAL

FOR

I

2639

I.

BEER Sc A QUART

ELECTRONIC
HYPNO'TIZIER $14.00 Transistor 3adio $10 95
Pocket oar Gaa
Ours 1111 - Extra 31 caliber
shell',
$1.5111
earn
Radio
Wilkie
Talkie
$19.15 - Any Radio TV Tube
each
Transworld Elestrcnics - Poo $100
Office Box
155 - Indio California

Instruction

Apt.?

LOTIRS. NOW re YOUR CHARM
TO COLLECI utousuAL POSTCARDS, 19
ELM STASI' YOUR COLLECTION
NOW SINGLE CARD 25 CENTS. P. I.
$OX di. ANSONIA Kamm
N. T

AUG. SALE - BIG

(Ho

Chicago

WA 4-2133

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Noting Machines NO Service charge
Oa cite
Al! Work Guaranteed
Call
ROB Rome Service
1657 LaMar Avenue
BR 4-11054

13

041 Miss.
Day

Play

77261

Agri
SINAI
•
ZION
FOR BLESSED AMULET,
TELT MONEY.
UNCROSSED
RUSH
$2.00 _ DONATION
NOW!, JOY PEACE
MY PEOPLE: WI
LOTS 80 MUCH- CHICAGO
53. ILL. .
309 E. 47th ST.

YO. 9-4462

"A
World of Volvos"
• AUTO SCHuth.
spVERTisnat3 dPEC1.6 Li LES
• PRINTING
MISEICOGRAPHING
• RUBBER STAMPS
BLAU'
• DECALS
CALLED* R8
790 Timken
Are.
INeet Ceetral Awed Yonkers, t4. Y.

Looking
For An

Dewey's Auto Service

orrvisriors

/4 95

Choice.

VICTORY SERVICE

GEORGE PALINKUS

MOSES

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.

•

•

Pelona.

JA

Of

•

leis,

Are.

Your

Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Full
Nome And Your Favorite Method

SERVICES

Brings You

I•leromposs
,

Lifters*

State

RACE

BONDS.

Embossed

Mft-THI

R1111111“1111111111111111111111111

WRECKS
REBUILT

475

Etc.

&

THE RUMTOREX CO.

11-SPECIAL

key. C.

;141
1.11111
11

llllit
I
Y161

fest

Belito,

STOCKS

Piano Warehouse Sale

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

Automobile

Any [soot - CUBA

Instant stare in any *rather
Keep
batteries fully charged in 60 below
gero
cold
You'll play ,our radio all
FOR SALL JACKS, r
winter with ,ear ol battery failure More
roots AND COM
Eater
Lee ennitnnent to ruts a garage
mile, per gallon on gas Blazing
Wit!
rent building IS reliable parsec Jackson
new power pep 'SIG
PROFITS
iron
5 BEDROOM EOM TN NICE HMOS- 15-02011
AGENTS? Beard II 9$ I'm sample with deberhood Or will *Ur Wpm Coll Jackson
, tails
And
get
razz
30 dio supply
Fagg ler ouaarrosi •
11-101.
INQUIRES
asuman.. ro ' of 'MAC'S 1/11 Potency Tablets) A Mere
AND . pass
E
written test for drivers license
burgitt AlWarritANTE•yDstemRHEEAftictrnt
in tal and Pep Stimulant
the very best
err
NEW YORK STATE Sena
2$ tents to Thou - 6930 Vernon
exciengive. Pow home and business mieltoo
Chicago
31 In
sever
cost
fat mailing and handbag
Distributing Co. 11119 Linden ()Moe N• 106
plus eel. addressed & stamped en...oleos
Thom BIC 5-2011
, RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
BIT
PRODUTS
CO. BOX
It3 11.00 Refundable
; AN $9e;• 'STATION. NEW YORE
Ed Rumbolg PI
-.11•'liiir,•"
211.
y
,
es
'.1.•;.1•%!
-31,
,
5,r,
tr
....i,1
io ,
N. I'
Dale Nebraska
We viii •15o Include tree et enarge
••••••••••••••••••••
the ,
inclosed License Holds, with every
ierder
rireeived.

BLOMBERG

Wes*

For

MUTUELS,

P.O. 1st 7072, Miami SS, Flo.
ROOTING, roots
repaired
Step
an,
leak
canon or
leveled
work, floors
Chimneys
misters cleaned
repaired.
stucco concrete, plaster de nis own work
Reasonable price
Pre* Nit
T I Spencer BR 63143 SR- 6-2920

Protection Teo carry is Tour Purse
Marna ant distract prattlers, wouldbe attackers with tills cleverly designed
Point
Ball
Quo, Tlips 22 caliber blanks wilt et•
Ira loud report CA.•
S. heard for miles
around. No Permit
needed.
Airmailed posapold
rompletely assembled front our fec•
tory in Europa. Seed 31.14 eask,
100,1e y order or /check to..
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO.

ly NUMBER Cord. Doily Vibration,

Business Cords
at 53.99
cra i t lines-I color
,111,:A or Slue'
Bustnese Cards • *opt. Carrie
Personal Cards
ft 50 value II the new
low prioe at
*356 per 1 000
Write me for santrile
cards
and etYht
chart 3178INE88 CARD
SPECIALIST

--REMODEL REPAIR PAINT 3

Through The

RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week-

11111111111111111111111111111111111111
1000

ERDAL, Printed Forms, Cif2.417 A NTITIEDI
Any Nits Names Dates, Omitted Cud
es Orieuusle. DupUcate. copies or MEM
$3 sack 'thew 115. Prompt Confidential
postpaid Service
NATIONAL
FORMS

AUTO LIABILITY Now
AVAILABLE TO ALL
1-3 &IWO with $
$64 and up
tit pay - Telephone:
JA. 11-531/6

E. Hunter Construction
Company

RATINGS

SUITES KANIL Indian healer and
advisor
If YOU are suffering. .it
or have bad luck, U worried or
troubled or need help, see Sister
Kane
today for tomorrow nlay be too late.
She can help you cm all your ?roburn, whatever they may be
Orse•
',day including Sunday, from $
In morning to 1100 at night Located
in Blytheville. Adz at state
line,
hishwav 61 North phone 04. 3-0941.
Sister KIM. has God given
power to
help

NEW AMA/IN6 "BALI PORI] GUN

Weise' Of Numerology

NEW

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE

I

12x20 Garage $435

Bed Warmer For
PaMs - Aches.

3206 W. R
It Read
SA. 2-9422

/ Ott, NAME 0 ADDRESS LABEL" st os
Ports,bobber Stamp
$1.10
MC Soot comma, lox No 1233
Nashville 3. Tann

11111111111111111111111111111111111111

ROSTTIAL AND SICKNESS DI
!Walt/WI TOR PIMPLI WHO
RAVE HAD CANCER, DIABETES,
HEART DISEASE AND OTEET
WOOS ILLMMIS.
FOR MORE DETILS CALL
ADKINS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
OENIKAL AGENT - DISABILITT DIV - Lye imuN t AL CASUALTY CO. 134 VANCE AVE..
IAMMTEIS, TYNE
?NOME - JA 11-$31111

ELECTROWARMTH

Bob's Juvenile
Shop
IAN Shaimpie WWI Purchase

BUICA. - Seat
1.0ADMASTER-RIVLOLt
Air Clua-powei mato. Nov Oalni-bill
lusure car for triton= ed cost
MEN
I. ILEITS-PS. MU 14231

THE FIRST TIME!

$7.95
$1.57 Doz.

THIS AD WORTH $I 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MORE.

POSITION
WANTED
Experienced Maid - desires RM. Children's Nurse, Elderly People, Cleaning
a,Hotel or Private Home
0111'..
Work ntghte.
14531

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

SPIRITUAL ADVISORS ..

MISCELLANEOUS

"BY THE NUMBERS"
HUMBER

i9.0 15

PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

.70

Imillmminin1111111111111IIII
USE
OUR
WANT
• ADS
FOR
RESULTS

.
SO,
EFEAN.
0,
ERn

any

name

otters

@* site.

BEST

USE
OUR
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS
111111111111111111111111111111111110

RESULTS

••4•••••••+•••••••••••••• 111111iiii111111iiiiiiiI111111011111111111111)

•

•

Today, Marlin Perkins, aired- 5:309. m., People Are Funny,
tor of Chicago's Brookfield Zoo, a lawyer tries to detect a phony
is interviewed on his search for Miss America from three pret1
the Abominable Snowman. The ty girls, another contestant tries
Sat Aug 27 1960
Mattison Trio of dancers per- to order a seven-eourse dinner
forms.
from a French menu, and an12:30 p. m. Life of Riley.
other pair of constestants aims
1:30 p. in., Loretta Young for a 96,000 prize after meeting
Th.. Tragic personal news, for the first time through Uniwhich a test pilot receives Just vac. Art Linkletter outlines the
before an experimental flight stunts.
into space. becomes a test of 6:30 p. m., Bonanza, (color)
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 24
WREC TV To TELECAST 194 telecast schedule:
America is strongly representhis personal strength and abil- La "San Francisco Holiday."
6:30 to 7:30, RECKONING, HOURS SUMMER OLYMPIC Friday, Aug. 26-8:00 to 9:00 ed, in fact there will be partiity. Loretta Young narrates the Ben Cartwright is shanghaied
"Tagalong," starring James GAMES OVER 18-DAY PERIOD p.m. (one hour)
cular emphasis on the particistory, with Ralph Meeker in the onto a boat headed for Hon Gregory and Burt Brinckerhoff. The main action in the sum- Saturday, Aug. 27 — 10:00 to pation of American athletes.
lead.
Story of a small boy gets him. mer Olympic games will be 10:30 p.m. (Ss hour)
Kong Lorne Greene, Pe
Be sure to see all the Olympic
3 p. m. Comedy Playhouse. Roberts, Dan Blocker an
self into a predicament when seen on the Channel 3 TV screen Sunday, Aug. 28-5:00 to 5:30 game action over WREC-TV,
an episode of the Thin Man Michael Landon are the series'
following the adventurous wake on the average of an hour a day P.m. ('s hour)
Channel- 3, starting Aug. 26.
‘"""•-•-series
is dramatized today.
of older boys.
stars.
Monday,
Aug. 29-1015 to 10:45
during the full extent of t h e
0 ( 3:30 p. m., Adventure Time. 7:30 p. m., Man and the
p.m.
7:30 to 8:00, MEN INTO Olympaid.
James Griffith plays the lead as Challenge, because he believes
SPAC E, starring
30-7:00 to 7:30
u)
William The telecast will take place Tuesay
(
,11iAhuog.
I a Bible-quoting saddle-bum, who there's a subconscious desire
Lundiagon. In an attempt to the same day the athletic event p.m. (4 hour)
disturbs and mystifies Buckskin for self-destruction in many peoshoot atomic waste capsules to takes place in Rome. A trans- 10:15 to 10.45 p.m. ('l hour)
, with his dissolute behavior. "Act ple. Scientist Glenn Barton stuthe sun, Col. McCauley finds atlantic transmission marathon 1Wednesday, Aug. 31-10:15 to
I of Faith."
dies bullfighters. He thinks
that his life depends on the —via cable, microwave and jet 10:45 p.m. Os hour)
4: p. m., Big Beat.
their love of danger similar to
decisions of an officer with a plane—will be run from Rome Thursday, Sept. 1-6:30 to 7:00
5:30 p. m., Jim Bowie, the two the attitude of the seven Amen
questionable record
hour)
to New York by CBS Television, p.m.
brothers, Jefferson Davis and ican astronauts chosen for the
hour)
8:00 to 8:30, THE MILLION- to bring completed tapes of the 10:15 to 10:45 P.M.(11
Uod kddies, w4,14 4;11/e
his elder brother, Joe, erupts first flight to the moon. "Lure
Friday, Sept. 2-7:30 to 8:00 Wednesday, August 24
AIRE, with Marvin Miller. telecast to this country.
Into a feud, which Jim Bowie of Danger" stars George Nader
hour)
Om
"The Elizabeth Tander Story." Reporting the action will be P.m.
6 p.m., Wagon Train, Tommy inwiathba va coa make war air, paiwIsi• meets them in his search for as Barton.
After receiving a million doll- CBS Sports announcers B u d 10:15 to 10:45 p.m. ('2 hour) Sands plays a dramatic role in
the lost San Saba mine. As the 8 p. m., The Duty, Allen Case
ars, a plain office girl fears her Palmer, the Rev. Bob Rich- Saturday, Sept. 3-11:00 to 12.15 the title role of 'Larry Hanify
key figure in the family dispute. as Clay McCord becomes a desuitor is interested only in her ards and Gil Stratton, with p.m. (hour & 1-4)
"Dead Men Don't Pay Debts." he almost loses his life. Char- coy for a group
Story." At the request of a criminal.
of men spewealth and not in her personal- Jim McKay, anchor man in New 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. (I2 hour) dying father, scout Flint Mc- 10:30 p.m., Jack Pear, Joey 7:30 p.m., Producers' Choice, les
McArthur plays Jefferson cializing in a supply of dead
10:00 to 10:30 p.m. ('z hour) Cullough accepts the responsi- Bishop and Bette Davis are a man's theory about an unYork.
ity.
Davis, with Scott Forbes as bank robbers, for a cash reward
Sunday, Sept. 4-11:00 to 1210 bility of the young boy, in spite guests on the show tonight.
solved murder leads the police 1 Bowie in "The Brothers."
9:00 to 10:00, UNITED SCHEDULE
of $2,500 each. An attractive
Noon
hour)
(one
to new evidence, with an elab- ' 6:30 p. m., Cimarron City,, barmaid is a
of warnings that he is a liar Thursday, August 25
STATES STEEL HOUR, "Bride Here is the WREC Olympics
central figure
5-4:00
Sept.
Monday,
to
5:00
7
a.m.,
Today,
a
style
show
orate trap set to bring out the there's romantic rivalry be- "The Dark Reward."
and a thief. McCullough doesn't
of the Fox," co-starring Richhour)
P.m. (one
learn until too late to prevent of fall fashions is narrated by truth. Michael Wilding stars in tween Mayor Matt Rockford 8:30 p. m.,
ard Kiley, Alan Baxter and Ina against a saloon owner.
World Wide 60,
hour) a tragedy how clever young Arlene Francis.
the murder mystery, "The Case (George Montgomery) and a led by Dvid
BalM. During the Civil War an 6:30 to 7:00, WHIRLYBIRDS, 10:15 to 10:45 p.m.
Brinkley, of a
of Two Sisters," with Phyllis Danish immigrant (played by light-footed tour
elusive and daring Confederate with Craig Hill. Whirlybirders Tuesday. Sept. 6-8:00 to 8:30 Larry really is. Robert Horton 12:30 p.m., Life of Riley.
of Egypt, Lehour)
1:30 p.m., Loretta Young Coates and Mari Aldon featur- Peter Graves), for the affection bannon,
plays the scout.
spy outfits the Onion Army and are hired to fly the head of p.m.
Greece, Monac o,
Theatre,
hour)
an expectant mother ed as the women.
escapes its traps.
a crime synicate over a po- 10:15 to 10:45 p.m.(12
7 p.m., The People's Choice.
of a widow in Cimarron City. France. Algeria and Spain,
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, lice roadblock to see his son for 10:15 to 10:45 p.m. ('2 hour) Sock's daydream of being an and a six-year old invalid son 8 p.m., Bachelor Father, in The townspeople add to the bit- films show the sights and peoWednesday. Sept. 7-6:30 to 7-30 Oriental potentate, with women become involved in a night- "The Fortune Cookie Caper," ter friction as trouble brews for ple of those countries.
"Torpedo Alley" with Mark the last time.
"Our
Stevens, Dorothy Malone, Char- FRIDAY AUG. 26
(one hour)
as adoring slaves, comes about mare of terror. There is a hap- Sammee Tong (as Peter) en- "The Unaccepted." Judith Ames Man in the Mediterranean."
les %Irminger, and Bill Williams. 6:30 to 7:30 p. m., RAW -1 10:15 to 10:45 p.m. (1=2 hoer) because Mandy puts her foot py ending, because of the cour- ters the business world by sell- Is the widow.
9:30 p. m., Bold Venture,
Grounded flier joins the sub- HIDE, starring Skip Homeire, Thursday, Sept. 8-7:00 to 7:30 down about her husband spend- age of a young inmate from ing his own homemade fortune
7:30 p, m., Wichita Town, stolen diamon bring two killers
Loretta cookies to local restaurants. father and son, Joel and Jody to Shannon's Place,
marine service for action in Eric Fleming and Clint East- p.m. (1 hour)
ing his time with "the boys." the reform school.
shooting to
Korea where he proves his hero- wood. "Incident of the Blue 10:15 to 10:45 p.m, (I:. hoer) In spite of its being a secret Young plays the lead in 8:30 p.m., Wrangler, Julie McCrea, portray a marshal and kill for the jewels they think
ism, and finds romance on a Firs." The cattle drivers are Friday, Sept. 9-8:00 to 8:3C marriage, she decides to do a "Thanksgiving in Beaver Run." Adams and William Redfield his deputy who face death to are in Shannon's possession.
hospital ship.
bit of managing herself. "The 3 p.m. Comedy Playhouse, are guest stars in "The Affair protect an old man who had Dane Clark (as Shannon) tries
uneasy during an impending P.m. ('hour)
hour)
(1'z
10:45
p.m.
10:15
to
Queen and Me" stars Jackie Jack Kirkwood plays Frid with Browning's Woman." as deserted his family many years a clever maneuver to outwit his
THURSDAY, AUG. 25
storm due to a superstitious tale
7:00 to 8:00 a. in., GOOD of a blue glow appearing on the Satureev. Sept. 10-11:00 tol Cooper and Patricia Breslin. • Nitey, a college classmate of Jason Evers finds himself star- before and who now is pursued pursuers.
Fibber McGee. "The Unwanted ring into the vengeful eyes of by a hired killer. "Drifting," 10:05
hour)
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS, horns of the cattle as an omen. 12.15 p.m.
p. m., Gold Award
8 p.m., Happy, because he i Guest"
descends on the Mc- a jealous husband and a load- 9 p. m., Moment of Fear, Theatre,
hour)
p.m.
to
(i,
8•3(1
8:00
with Russ Hodge and Kitty 7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE
seriously considered an offer;
just prior to the War
household
Gee
with
a
lot
of
after
ed
rifle,
befriending the (color), tonight's drama by of 1812, the ship, Olive Branch
Kelly. A film will be shown PAREE, starring Earl Holliman Sunday. Sept. 11-4:00 to 5:30' to manage a big Florida resort
mad schemes
man's wife.
Ernst Kinoy revolves around an is en route to its home port in
which was taken at the City and featuring Jeanette Nolan n.m. (hour & 1:2)
motel, Chris finds his California
Commission Meeting Wednes- and Strother Martin. "Sund• weeday. Sent. 12-6:30 to 7-00 relatives against the idea. Thei 3:30 p.m., Adventure Time, 9 p.m., Groucho Marx, Stan- official of a concentration camp, Maine with a valuable cargo
a blacksmith is ridiculed for ford University football coach tracked down by his former from the
. hour)
(1 ,
day, August 24. LAMANACE: ance and the Black Widow." r
Orient. No one is
rivalry brings about a number
his
attempts to invent a gaso- Jack Curtice and British act- victims, deternined on revenge aware of
"Proved Value of Penicillin." Sundance becomes an unwilling The initial prneram will fea- of improvements in the busithe declaration of
line
engine.
His
wife
even ress Patricia Cutts team up as for themselves and others under war. The ship is intercepted
a
7:00 to 7:30 p. ne, PLAY- groom as a prairie Jezebel con- ture the opening ceremonies of ness as Uncle Charlie shows leaves him in "The Venus
Ad- contestants, facing
Groucho the man's control.
captured by the British, te
HOUSE OF STARS, "The Boil- cocts a scheme for marriage. the XV7I Olymnaid, and there- "How to Handle a Man." Lloyd jounier "
Marx. The other contestants are 10:30 p. in., Jack Pear, Betty captain killed in the fight. His
telecast Corrigan plays Uncle Charlie,
ing Point" co - starring Dane 8:00 to
9:00, SUMMER after, the events to be
4 p.m., Big Beat, members a modern poetess from Los Johnson, Alex King, H. V. Kal- daughter vows
vengeance
Clark and Carolyn Jones. When OLYMPICS GAME IN ROME. in the 18-day covers".' will in- with Ronnie Burns as Chris. of Zeta Beta, high
school fra- Angeles and a watch repair- tenborn and Joey Bishop are against the English and bitterly
a visiting movie star visits the ITALY, Jim McKay is anchor clude: trsek and field, swim- 8:30 p.m., Tate, hired to ternity, are guests today.
man who wears 12 timepieces guests.
denounces the first mate, whom
owner of a service station and man with Bud Palmer, Mike: mine and divine, basketball. serve justice on a killer, Tate 6:30 p.m.,
Law of the Plains- to be sure he's punctual.
SATURDAY, AUG. 27
she derisively names "Captain
cafe, he sets off an exciting Peppe, the Rev. Bob Richards.i wreetliee. boxine, decathlon. finds a rejected suitor has set man, prejudice
explodes into 9:30 p.m., Rescue Eight, the 11:55 a. m., Major League Caution" for his
conservative
series of events.
Gil Stratton and H. D. Thoreau'nentath1nn. water polo, eques- off a chain reaction of death murder because a Spanish land- tension between a
father-in- Baseball, (color) COLORCAST policy. As prisoners of the Brittrian comnetitions. evninasties.: and bitterness. "A Reckoning."
7:30 to 8:00, JOHNNY RIN- reporting.
owner
refuses
to
sell
his
proplaw
and
son-in-law
creates ten- from Boston, the game today ish, the two form . conspiracy,
GO, starring Don Durant and 9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT eeeline. sr“,cer. fencing, row- 1 David McLean plays Tate, the erty. Michael Ansara
plays sion high on
dam catwalk. is between the Chicago White a plan which finally works aftfeaturing Mark Goddard with ZONE, "The Monsters Are Due ine and other sports in which wandering adventurer
Marshall Sam Buckhart who is The older man falls, sliding'Sox and the Boston Red Sox, er many counterplots.
The Olive
Gloria DeHaven. A vicious gun- on Maple Street," after a ser9 p.m.. This Is Your Life, unjustly blamed for the crime, down the face of the dam, with with Lindsey Nelson and Fred
Branch finally sail toward
man seeks to reclaim his ex- ies of inexplicable, incidents I nese will deqeeihp the play-by. Ralph Edwards re-creates the "Dangerous Barriers."
only a narrow brave between Haney describing the action.
Maine and the two are reconcilgirl friend despite her love af- occur, a neighborhood is en- may, acqisted by PPP Wee Reese life story of Dr. Thomas A,
7 p.m., Bat Masterson, a run- him and death. In trying to 4:30 p. m., Wrestling, a one- ed.
fair with the deputy sheriff.
veloped with suspicion, fear and from Yankee Stadium, New Dooley, the young American ning feud between two groups save him,
his son-in-law gets fall match between Demon
Victor Mature, Alan Ladd,
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY hysteria.
York.
doctor who gained itnernational of brothers threatens to ex- into a similar predicament. Jack O'Brien and Luis Martinez , Leo Carrillo and
Bruce Cabot
THEATRE, "Hang the Heart 10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, EARLY SioVIr 4:0() to 6:00. recognition for his humanitaplode into murder. In trying to "The Chasm" stars Jim Davis starts off today's card. The have the leads in "Captain
High co-starring Barbara Stan- "Tarzan and the Amazons" "Terian and the Amazons" rian work among the starved stop it,
Gene Barry as Bat of the rescue squad.
main event is between Duke Caution," adapted from the nowych and Richard Janssen. A with Johnny Weismuller.
with .7ehnny Wismuller, Johnny and diseased people of Viet Masterson appeals to vanity by 10:30 p.m., Jack Parr.
Keomuka
and Larry Chene, for vel by Kenneth Roberts, author
conspiring woman saves a man FRIDAY, AUG. 26
and Brenda Joyce. Nam. Friends and relatives glamorizing the little sister. FRI., AUG. 26
gheffield
the best two out of three falls. of "Northwest Passage."
film a lynch mob.
9:30 to 10:00 p. m., PERSON Tartan is Involved with a fierce who helped in his career ap8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM, TO PERSON, Art Buchwald, tribe of female warriors.
pear on the program.
starring Ray Mil/and. "Counter- columnist for the New York g•nn to ge 30. COURT OF LAST' 9:30 p.m., This Man Dawson,
Point." Marham is called in to Herald Tribune, and family RESORT. "Darlene Fitzeerald A master criminal pulls a milprove that a man's wife has (wife-former Memphian) will be Case." Story of a woman con- lion-and-a-half dollar robbery.
turned their apartment into featured in their home in Brent- victed of a murder in which a The inside man is wounded in
shambles.
wood, west Los Angeles, Also woman was thrown down an the crime, dying without reveal9:00 to 9:30, ADVENTURE Olida de Haviland, actress. elevator shaft.
ing Sanders' connection. Keith
THEATRE, "Visitor in the from Paris.
9:30 to 7:30. PERRY MASON. Andes as Col. Frank Dawson
starring Ellen Drew SATURDAY, AUG. 27
starrine Raymond Burr, Bar- uses the dead man and the
ard Willard Parker. A political- 10:00 to 10:30 a. in., THE bara Hale and featurine Wil- newspapers to trap
the master
ly ambitious mayor finds him- LONE RANGER, "Trapped." liam Hopper and Ray Collins.
self in a compromising situa- Aided by a turncoat deputy "The Case of the Lazy Lover,"
sheriff, two gunmen escape from After receiving a mysterious starring John Vivyan with Ross
ti n on election eve.
9:30 to 10:00. TO TELL THE a U. S. territorial prison and check. Mason finds himself de- Martin. A famed criminal lawyTRUTH. with Bud Collyer, em- race to rob a bank.
fending its sender on a homicide er makes his maiden voyage on
cee: panelists Polly Bergen, 11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, co- charge when her husband noti- Lucky's boat in attempting to
Ki- y Carlisle, and Tom Poston. starring Kirby Grant and Gloria fies police that she has run off smuggle his daughter out of the
country.
G -?st panelists Ralph Bellamy. Winters. "Wings of Justige." with another man.
19:00 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, Sky investigates the actifitles 7:30 to 8:00 WANTED DEAD 8:30 to 9:00. HAVE GUN WILL,
"Yaqui Drums" with Ron of two strangers at a dude OR A LIVE, starring Steve Mc- TRAVEL, starring
Richard
Cameron, J. Cerro! Naish, ranch and finds there is uranium Queen. Randall sets his sights Boone. Paladin captures a man'
Mary Castle and Robert Hutton. on the property.
on two-ton elephant and a crook- accused of slaying a woman,
ambushed 11:55 to 4:00, GAME OF ed trainer who is using the beast but finds himself defending the
Mexican
bandit,
when holding up a stagecoach, THE WEEK. Cleveland Indians to plunder villages and mines. accused against the victim's
joins a rancher in a fight vs. New York Yankees. Dizzy 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY, two brothers.
0:00 to 9:30 GUNSMOKE,
starring James Arness and feaTRANSIT ATTORNEY BARON H. MARTIN
turing Dennis Weaver.
CHANGED TO VICEROY BECAUSE
9:30 to 10:00 SHOTGUN
SLADE,'Omar the Signmaker"
"Viceroy's got it ... at both ends!
The Cattlemen's Association
send Shotgun Slade to see what
Got the filter, got the blend!"
has been happening to 100-200
A MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF,
head of cattle per week.
Baron H. Martin is one of the key
10:00 to 10:30, 1960 SUMMER
members of the Legal Department
OLYMPIC GAMES IN ROME,
of Boston's Metropolitan Transit
ITALY, with Bud Palmer, the
Authority. Mr. Martin has served
Rev. Bob Richards, Olympic
the Transit Authority ten years. In
gold medal pole vaulter, and
his choice of cigarettes, too, he
thinks for himself —see below why
Gil Staratton reporting.
he changed to Viceroy!
10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE, "Return of
Jack Slade" with John Ericson,
Mari Blanchard, Neville Brand.
Famous gunman's son tracks
down robbers disguised as lawman.

TELEVISION TIME

Channel 3 Schedules
WREC
Highlights Summer Olympic Games
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Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home DeliveryService

KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!

-- Fill in Application Now
_Application For

The right taste depends
on filter and blend

TR1-STATE DEFENDER

Viceroy's got it
...at both ends
Got the filter...Got the blend!

Deep-Weave Filter
Got the Filter! For smooth
taste, fine filter strands are
formed into a special DeepWeave (shown at left) that.
weaves the smoke deep
through the filter.

EYNNS. SROWN a WILLIAMSON TORACCO CORPORATION

Deep-Cured Blend
Got the Wend! Viceroy's rich

tobaccos are Deep-Cured
through and through for just
the right mildness . . . yes,
Viceroy's got it at both ends

*

— got the filter, got the blend!

THE MARK Oi QUALITY IN TORACCO PIODUCTS

•

Home Delivery Service
AND

RESTORE

ORIGINAL

COLOR?

Don't let gray hair hurt you fin
business Or social life Learn about
the ANTI-ORAT VITAMIN COUR/W.
Used go successfully by MEN sm..,
WOMEN in Anti-Oray Clinics ot
the NATIONAL INETITT/TIC 0 r
nosy
can
DERN ATETTCS. You
know — for the firh time — the
exact vitamin forme's& and SP.dal food (rich in anti-gray factors
that make up this easy to folio.
course. It shows lust what to do
about gray hair caused by deficiency in certain health vitamins. It
also ever
scientific facto and
clinical proofs of the preventIn”
of gray hair and restoration or
original color after deflelenciee these paticular vitamins have bet,
corrected. The course Is peonornicai
and brief and will not interfere
with any kind of health diet that
you may now be on
such ea low
fat, low-salt. slendellaing, etc. So
don't giro up hoot. This anti-gray
cowl,* may he your specific tern.dr Send for your; now. Emmen,
ber. each day of delay mem ,
more gray hair hos come
wsy, Course only 51.1* or COT'
DIU' postage. Money back rue,
ante.
Dersostetles InaNtute library. Newt.
C Ito ?fhb Awe. New York N. Y.
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1 236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).
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